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INTRODUCTIO
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In vi
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fe decades in th field of comparative linguistic , and
1.arl;r in the early
re-e
Th

t rn languages, the. t

ar

h

rticuco e to

luate th ex1 ting theories on linguistic relationships.
onumenta.l ork ot past

cholars hav carried the

tudy ot

these lan�-=�v to th ir logical conclusions considering th

ter-

ial on band.
Th recent inroads into co par ti

linguistic and
th .ti lds are

philology, howe r, h ve served to indic te t
by no

an exh usted.

the re t wor

c llent

1n the indi-

vidual languag s have been, there r-.u,1,0 nev rtheles
field to b inve t1 ated through oth r venues.
linguistic tudie ha
tion to

t rtile

The tandard

for the o t part been limited by restric-

, ingle languag.

concerns Heb

, tor

scholars have in part narrow d their orizons by fi
tion on th corpus ot Hebre writin s.

To so

r la.tionships have be n drawn tro.m. t

to time etwe

pl, past
cone ntra-

x.tent, it 1 tru,
Hebrew and

Arabic, and more r centl;r, the igni£icant r lationship with other
emit1c language have

n noted.

The effect

or Semitic compari-

on upon our understanding ot each o:f these lan ages ha been

ii
substantial; even here, however, the scope of our understanding

ot the nature and structure of the Semitic group may still be
expanded.
As Professor C.H . Gordon has very correctly pointed
1

out,

n

contributions in the Hebrew field of linguistics must

perforce come from evidence in outside but related languages .
The basic Hebrew evidence has been reworked for generations, and
the field is now intrinsically barren .

On the other hand, work

has just begun in the investigation of Egypto-Semitic relationships, and the results have been startling .
There still remain a number of unsolved problems before our understanding of

brew grammar can be complete .

These

problems must be subjected to various analytical approaches for
their solution, and Egyptian as well as other non-Semitic languages
may

well contain the answers .

In fact, the present study has pro-

duced new evidence of the contribution still to be made to
Semitic linguistics by Egyptian analysis .

New relationships have

come to light through such study, and they serve to further our
comprehension of these problems .
With the recent progress made in conjunction with the
Nostratic theory, further light will undoubtedly be shed on
hitherto misinterpreted facets of language.

Undoubtedly the ad-

vances into Hierogl;yphic Hitttite which are soon to be made ,
1.

Gordon, C. H. , 11 Azitawadd 1 s Phoenician Inscription" in JNES VII I. ,
1949, pp . 108-115.

iii

pending the complete decipherment of the Karatepe bilinguals, will
open new avenues of approach.

The impact of this progress upon

the entire field of ancient studies is still to be felt .

It is

incumbent upon the scholar constantly to re-evaluate his subject
to reflect then

evidence.

The present study bas been undertaken in an attempt to
approach Egyptian in the vein of the foregoing principles.

It

has been deemed preferable to confine the scope of such an approach
to a specific period 1n the history of the Egyptian language.
Accordingly, the Sinuhe Romance was . s~leeted as a starting point
for the re-evaluation of our theories .

This procedure may be

followed for other texts and for other periods .

Each investiga-

tion will doubtless supply new and further evidence to supplement
and complement our understanding .

Such investigations not only

enhance our knowledge of Egyptian through the light of the Semi-

tic languages, but also conversely improve our comprehension of
Semitic phenomena through the light of Egyptian.
Amo

the rewarding results of the Egypto-Semitic a

proach to understanding both groups of languages is the explanation of the appearance of .:1 before a predicate in an otherwise
nominal sentence.

Consider, for example:

"And the wrd will be thy confidence. 11 (Prov. 3. 26)

iv
and

~"',:,W••. ,,uix
.... ·. -

•
"Happy is he for whom the God of Jacob is help."
(Ps. U.6 . ;)

These otherwise obscure passages are at once clarified by the
application of Hamito- Semitic llnguistie parallels, for we have
here the Hebrew counterparts of the Egyptian "m of equivalance
or . predication. " This subject is discussed in full in _§ 122g and
~ 122 1

Rem. l ..

The explanation of the interrogative particle

r~

l

and its ?fostratic implications could only be found by exploitation of Egypto- Semitic parallels .

Only by such trea~ent can

the true explanation of the force of the waw copulative and waw
consecutive be found . 2 So also, the Semitic evidence has served
to correct or fortify existing theories regarding the nature of
Egyptian grammar and s;yntax.

In addition to the rewarding results along EgyptoSemitic lines that such an investigation may produce, there are
also new facts to be found in Egyptian alone through the analysis of a single, if lengthy, text.

The division of the Egyptian

language into three periods (old Egzytian,

1 see §131, Rem. l .
2 see J'.§85-91;

159.

·ddle Egyptian, and

V

Late gyptian) has the intrinsic fault of considering as entities
periods that are fundamentally too long.

It is undoubtedly true

that some of the current theories of Egyptian linguistics have
become clouded by the attempt of scholars to formulate blanket
rules for a dynamic language.

Forces which influenced the lan-

guage at the early stages of each period may not have existed
at the later stages.

A series of linguistic analyses of single

texts may well clarify some of the problems which have been encountered in the overall approach.
· In the preparation of this ana.lyeis, the writer made
use of the excellent texts of the Sinuhe Romance as presented

in Blackman,

A, •

•

"Mi.ddle Egyptian Stories," Part I., pp . 1-41,

in Bibliotheca Aeg:yptiaca

ll, Brussels, 1932.

vi
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CHAPTER!
ORTHOGRAPHY
Generalities
.§ 1 .

Before discussing the Egyptian language as it is

r evealed in the texts of the Sinuhe Romance, consideration should
be given to the orthographic characteristics of these documents .

At the outset, it should be noted that in treating these docl.llI!ents
we are concerned with a number ot editions, all of which show some
variation in orthography, due in part to the individual differences and habits of the s cribes, and in part to the progress and
development of the Egyptian language .
ancient times our modern concept of a

It is emphasized that in
11

true copy" did not exist,

and accordingly, paraphrasing is the norm in .recording .

Neverthe-

l ess, despite these forces, the several Recensions of the Sinuhe
Romance show a remarkable unity and conformity.

l!!

~

an exampl e

or

They represent

Middle Egyptian language and style which

ma.y serve as a basis for the linguistic analysis of the period .

In general, the pattern of orthography underlying all

of the editions is typified by simplicity of spelling when compared with the mor6 complicated spellings of the later stages

of the language •. The Sinuhe Romance editions ware recorded

(
-2"'!!

during a stage of the language in which the consonantal structure of words was beginning to weaken.

In conflict with the
~

Egyptian affinity for preserving historical spellings, there is

in evidence a degree of disintegration of consonants, resulting
in peculiarities of spelling .

This study will concern itself

chiefly with the peculiarities in these texts and the deviations
from the norm of Middle gyptian.
~

In the attempt to preserve the historical charac-

teristics of their spellin, the Egyptians of this period continued to write the feminine ~

-t {cf. _§ 40, below), although the

evidence points toward its disappearance in pronunciation by
this stage of the language.

Coptic shows the complete loss

or

this ending in feminine nouns by the termination of these words
in a vowel, e . g .

,.:,
6
c.., tM ,

.

(:}A

from o ~

~t, "Woman. u That this

ending had already disappeared in pronunciation by the time of
/

the Sinuhe Recensions is evidenced by the orthography a::J

£. ~ \

(Sin. C. 6), which is explained in full in § 40, Rem. 1 .

*ft

The loss in pronunciation of the feminine
also in evidence from the orthography
in Sin.

.h ~~

~

- t is

wpy(t) "tribe"

B. 86, while it is preserved in the same Recension as

.$~~t{,- /~1Jt,._w'r).vt .t
Rem. 1.

"his tribe" {Sin. B. 94) .

The two renditions of whyt cited above

show clearly the disappearance of the feminine

consonantal ending in the absolute form of the noun.

- 3the re-entrance of the o -tin the second citation
is occasioned by the fact that the consonant was
pronounced in this form of the word.
non is precise,..,.
like the Hebrew
...-.,

., ..n- :,
..., a "my blessing"
...... ... .

.

;i
1

This phenome:J 7.3,. "blessing"
TT:

in which an original t

which was lost in the absolute forms was preserved in
the boWld forms of the word,

.§..1.:. Similarly, a general weakening of other consonants ,
which had its inception at an earlier stage of the language, marks
the physiognomy of certain words .
postvocalic

<::> r,

j ~,

and

Particularly to be noted are

(J 1.

Exx. (l)"'l'here is not another being before1 him;"

C7r6 jo~ a~
of isdom is he . 11

nb s ~(r )t pvr2 nthe Lord
(Sin. B. 48) .

<2)~,,~1:t- ~r-i ~ e ::-i' qiA::; ~
11

mt(r) .n

wi

-

rmt kmt nt,w3 im hn
c. r "People of
,

Egypt who were there with him bore testimony
to me , n

(Sin . B. 33-.34) .

In the above eases, postvocalic c:i.r had sufficiently"
weakened in the words s rt and mtr for the word to be written

l . i . e . "who surpasses him. n
2 • cf. § 139, below.
3 • ct . 5 15 5, bel ow.

(
-4without this consonant.
The loss of postvocalic

~

<?-

orthography of the preposition

r is further evident in the

I

}Jr, which at this period

had undoubtedly been pronounced hi1 , like coptic

c..' •

fuen

follo ed by a uffix pronoun, or in compound words such as

pr-lb

(cf, this compound in

.Z., .ZS:.

§ 128, ex. 3, the resulting shift

in syllabification caused the r to be retained.

Cf . Coptic

tr b. ·

On the other hand, the pronunciation of the period led
to the false insertion of ~

r in the R Manuscript where an

original ! has been restored in historical writing along with
r.

F.x.:

nf::: ~14~1f°
(Sin. R. 74).

subdues, etc . "

ntf d ¥l < r>

11

It is he who

Here r has been m-itten due to

resemblance in pronunciation to the words originally t erminated

in r.

The verb actually is d I 1.

lli

The loss of ~ in the pronunciation of th:is period

accounts for the metathesis of this consonant with
raphy found in the B

uscript for the verb !Cl

i

in the orthog-

iJsi5

11

to

recognize" 2 •
EJc. :

r6 ~ o~ T~ j.~lf~
(= s f 5 ).n w1

M < tn

uA

sJ 1

Beduin recognized me."

(Sin. B, 25-26).
1 . The color of the vowel, but not its quantity, may be questionable at this stage.
2. Correctly written in the other s.; cf. Sin. R. 50, OB4 8, C. 8.

'1

-5:A similar confusion of ; and f , probably attributable to the
weakening of i, is found in the C Manuscript.

~ ~ ~~

Ex.:

j) i,s ~

were in mourn.ing. 11

p<t

~mw

rrThe people

(Sin. C. 3)o

The R Recension parallel reads:

~§~ i ~ i~ '0
were in mourning . 11

p<t
(Sin .

m1

Lnw

11

The people

R. 10) .

~ Occasionally the disappearance of j ~ is manifested in another fasn~•~ • In order to maintain the identities
of the vowels separated by ] ~ when the latter occurred as
medial radical, use is made of the hieroglyph
the

i

,

~

':fl, , where

had originally been written.
Ex. :

</~) ~J.t ~ ~

'rkw (a place name )

(Sin . B. 14; so also in R. 40) .
The original appears in the C and G parallels as

.q~j~~ 'I i

kw .

The use of

~

for such purposes is very

limited in Middle Egyptian;, by New Egyptian, however, such employment is quite common.
The weak semi-vocalic third and fourth radicals
(i or w) of the verbs Jae and 4ae infirmae (cf. _§ 71) are never
written .

When such a radical does appear, a reason for its

appearance is to be anticipatedo

Thus in the orthography

~~ ~

lo For the pseudo-verbal construction with or·w.ithout prepositions,
see §! 147-1490

(Sin . B. 78), we do not have the final consonant of a 3ae int.
verb, but rather a 4ae inf. verb .

The

4 .1

the second radical and the verb should be read

f.2.:. Not

51l·.

mfn(!) •

attributable to confusion of consonants is

the interesting orthography
(Sin . R.

is actually
1

~ \. ~ h

p ,(r> s (1) . f

0

he cooked 11

We may have here evidence or dialectic varia-

tions seeping int9 the script, tor Coptic shows 11 •CE::- as the
Sahidic and Akbm::I m::I c

rorms

of this verb, and

'f> ' C t

as the

Bohairie .

Rem. 1.

Dialectic influences upon Egyptian

orthography remains a virt~ally untouched field .
Some of the hitherto unexplained phenomena of the
language maybe caused by such inflµences.

_f-L.!. Consonantal

weakening is also found among other

consonants at this st~e of the langu.age .

i) t;

g_-, d .
Exx. :_ (1)

4r

.0

Among these are :

Ist, a particle used both as

enclitic and proclitic (see examples in

§§ 129., a and 130., b) stems from earlier

-<( p;::, isl.
1.
2.

Gardiner, A. H. Egyptian Grammar
oted in full in _§ 50, c, below.

Cf.

§ 285 .

-7(2) ~

~

Cd

1

Canal" occurs in the first

line of four of the Recensions

(G, C, oa3, OBdt),

while the R version preserves the historical orthogography
~

G--!1

7

' g_.

The dual sign

in these texts .

has 'a consonantal !'unction

It may be used to represent the semi-consonant

y (derived .from
Exx..

,,

4~ ) and usually present in duals .
! ~ ~ T !} 1 "evening" (Sin .
wy

~

r\\

wnnty. sy i n the s

C. 7) .

ty. fy form

114, below) .

(cf . j

Sometimes duplication of the final consonant is used in conjunct ion with the dual sign to produce the same effect , e . g ., <::>
r sy "entirely" (cf .

§ 118,a , whereas either

f P or

PP½

\\ woul d

su.ffice .i
~

~~~
the medial m of ';;:::' , 1 , ~

rm:!! had already

disappeared from the orthography, although the .fact that it

was pronounced even in the latest stages of the language is
evident from the Coptic

pt,JJ M <= ,

have passed to t by this time (cf .

The third radical

_§ 7,

i

must

above) and possibly

this secondary t had also disappeared, approaching the Coptic
pronunciation.
j 10.

There developed in the Egyptian orthography a

practice of transposing the governing noun and the noun govexned

I

l

.

or the genitival construction tor the purpo e of giving honorific

In pronunciation, howev r, the no

precedence to a king or god .

l

word order wa r tained.
Exx. t (l)

~ ,::_

0 ~

rg

"companion of the ld.ng . "

sw

{Sin. R. 2) .
(2)

~~ "t~

ot th king ' s har

~:::___ ~ ~

(.3)

n l pt- nsw "servant

bSk

~C":l

•"

( in. R. 3) .

s -nsw nprince

I

(llt,, ttson of the ldn • "

(Sin . C. ll) .

In proper names, particularly royal names, wh re the nara of
god

was

usu l co on nt,

uch honorific trans sit ion is regular.

0~ a~~

Exx.; : (l)

s.

tp . b . Rc "Sehete

ibri . n
(Sin . R. 6) .
(2)

et r~;::;.l

S . n . srt

"Senu eret . ''

(Sin. R. 12) .

Accordingly, it is difficult to reeonci1 such renderings as
nhot p,

Tuthmo 1s,

Tell 1-

m

ese,

!i .§1.

letter lead us to

tr ditional render

A

a matter of fact , the

liev that so

s are inaecur t .

of these

e find that both the

preno en and the nomen of Tuthmosis III are given 1n one letter2,
1, See

~J :37

ff .

2. L 29824; ct. Knudtzon, J , . , Q!... .fil:T xte, Leipzig 1910. p 342 L. 4.

rna- Tafeln, erste teil:

-9and the nomen is transliterated as Ammatiwul for

•

Our transliterations, undoubtedly, should be consistent with the
Egyptian custom, and the name in question should be transliterated

-Qhwty.

Com.temporary evidence such as the Tell-el-Amarna

l etters is certainly more reliable than the renderings of the Greek
historians of almost a millenium later.
Rankel has shown that the living tradition in reading the
hieroglyphic names had broken down by the time of Manetho (and
possibly earlier ). so that the earlier names were misunderstood by
the Egyptians themselves .
It is emphasized, however, that in some cases, according
to the meaning ot the name, there may not have been any transpositions .

Most Egyptian names are sentenc6s; 'Where the sentence

which comprises the name is a nominal (non- verbal) sentence, such
as in the name Amenemhat , transposition has not occurred; where the
sentence is verbal, transposition has occurred, such as in the name

Ammatiwu , Ms- !?_hwty.
§. 11.

Honorific transposition during the ~riod of the

Sinuhe Romance Recensions was also applicable to patronymics .

for the use of the egg-determinative
1. Ranke., H.

But

O (H- ) , which occasionally

"The Egyptian Pronunciation of the Royal Name "Khe:fren"
and its cognates" in JAOS, Vol. 70, No. 2, April-June 1950,
PP • 65-68.

- 10appears in the paternal name, it would be impossibl e to determine

which name referred to the .father and which to the son.
Ex. t erJ'

~~ ~~ r.=::t~)~<ltlW Nn°'i

"Nenshi

(

{the son of} Antu . 11

(Sin. B• .30) similarly B-142- 143,

cited 1n J l35, below) .

-11-

CHAPTER II

THE PRONOUNS
~

Generalities.

Ll.ke the Semitic languages,

Egyptian possessed personal pronouns, demonstrative pronouns, and
interrogative pronouns, but unlike these languages it contained
no pronominal form to express the relati 1~ •

The marked similar-

ity between the Egyptian and the Smitic pronominal forms indicates
that these were among the most primitive elements of these languages o
Although abundant variations in orthography are found within a given
period, or even within a given text, the pronouns nevertheless manifest a remarkable stability in most of their forms, which maintained
their identities and characteristics from earliest historical times
to the later stages of Coptic .

PERSOUAL PRONOUNS

1l!. Three separate classifications of personal pronouns
are to be noted, namely:
(a.)

lh! suffix pro.nouns ( § § 14 -

(b)

~

dependent pronouns

( c)

~

independent pronouns

19)

( § § 21 - 26)
(§§ 27 - 30)

1. The relative, where expressed by a separate form, is morphologically

adjectival; for its treatment, see j 144 below. The fact that the
Semitic languages themselves do not employ the same relative indicates that these words are later innovations for each of the languages .
Cf. Arabic Jalladi; Hebre, ~! er; Accadia.n 1 ao

- 12

§

~

The suf.f'ix pronouns are so termed because they

never appear independently, but are invariably affixed postpo.s itively to a verb, noun, preposition, or other i:receding word.
This postpositive formation is not only found abundantly and
regularly in the hamite-Semitic languages, wt it also has vesti · s
1n certain languages of the Indo- European group

l

The suffix pro-

noun forms are:

~

I

l.e.

2.m. ,,,c:? •k

2 .c.

l .e.

2 . f.

J .m.

3.r.

?

..

Plural

Singular

~

'

• Il

::::::?.

•,in

~

•,i

~

r

·t

J .c.

~~

•sn

•s

Ram. 1. There is a strong possibility that

~ •?

as a suffix pronoun is vocalic, or at least semi- vocalic as a
vowel lengthener .

It is frequently omitted where the context demands

the first person suffix; the frequency of this omission and the
corresponding infrequency of omission of the other suffix pronouns
lends further credence to this hypothesis.

As a vowel-lengthener,

f corresponds directly to the Hebrew

,

----·
•

1. CF. Kautzch, E. and Cowley, A. E. , Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar,
Second Egnlish Edition, Oxford, 1949, _t J?a • {herinafter abbreviated GKC.)

-13Rem. 2.

A clue to the early vocalization of the 2. f.

sing. and 2. c. pl. suffixes is probably revealed by the
appearance of the

11

"c

(~)-sound 11 consonant, where the

Semitic languages uniformly have a nk-sound," for the
second person suffixes.

The

11

t -sound" is frequently pro-

duced by the palatalization of original "k" by a front
vowel

"i"

or 11 e" •1

A vowel of the 11 1-class" is precisely

what we should expect from the Smitic parallels.

The

failure of 2. m. sing. "kn to pass into "~" strongly indicates the early presence of a succeeding back vowel
o, or u 11 •

"t,

This evidence is supported in part by the fact

that Semitic has - ka for this form,

r~
,!l,possibly due to the existence of a vowel foll owing r ,
Rem.

3.

Rarely, the 3. f. sing . suffix appears as

at least in the early stages of M. E. , and possibly

earlier.

2

It is difficult to accept the view expressed

by Gardiner3 that "the exception to the rule Lihat the
pronoun object of an infinitive is the suff@ is the
1. Compare Italian "cinque., 11 from latin 11 quinqu~; also
Albanian 11 ceshtje 1• (latin. "quaestie"); ctr b lik
(Beduin Arabic) for__! b~lik.
2. For the other evidences of
as a vowel carrier, see
§~ 2; 40, Rem. 1. in N. E. is quite comm.on as the
suffix 3. f. sing.
3. See Gardiner, Sir. Alan, Egyptian Grammar, London, 1950
(hereinafter abbreviated II Gard. Gramm..)'., ~ 300.
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-r ~.

hT or

an l: rnative ortho r
borne out by th

~ (;-3

'¾ r 4~ ~
0.

he (th

n

(in their
l.arly

Re •

a.

!•

cit:,) r j oic

21; quot

in

.o not appo r in the

t

t

in him mar

th

7, also Sin. • 91-92;

! 151,

Ex. , . )

l auftixe, which

The

. 'is

in

9 .r~ JJ , !i) ~

( in. B. 6

od.

2 Thi cl

ble sut.fi.X. Ult
<::>

to be

ho

at. aan b

ex1 ted

arller,

texts .

!l!!!. g!, lb.... sytrtx. pronoun ,
t

hould be note that a basic

nitival concept
pronoun .

utfix. pronouns are,
(a)
.,

~ ~

(1)

{2) ~ ~
Th

urr

127)

....:J.

pronoun

"hi nam "{S

• B. 81)

nd r and numbol"

th the noun it repre ents 1 and not th noun

it
1.

:a.

OVi

rns.
t . ronoun o ject.

-15
(1)

Ex.x.. :

n1t was a good land. • • •

t.J b:ft. f

: ;

::0

i

great (was) its honey (i. e • ., it was

full of honey)"

{Sin. B. 82-83) .

Note

that the J. m. sing. agrees with "land" {m. )
and not
(2)

11

honey 11

(f.)

~~J}> \ \fl ~
11

his children"

-

hrdw•f

(Sin. B. 78)

The use of the plural suffix•,!!! in the example, given in

j

14,

Rem. 3,, above, referring to a singular antecedent (city) is an

ex.ample of the synecdoche common in Egyptian poetry.
is used for the people thereof.

Here the city

In contradistinction to this rule of

agreement, when the noun governed is dual, the pronoun also ordinarily
shows a dual ending .
Ex. :r;..-#J.i''~(wy•fy
Rem. 1.

("his (two) ar.~'~ (Sin . B.63)

During other sta es of the language , this

agreement of suffix with its dual antecedent also
applied (a) when the noun was dual in form, but sin. in
meaning, and (b) when the noun ln!S sing . in form and dual
in meaning.

In the texts of the Sinuhe Romance, the dual

agreement is restricted to nouns which are dual both in
meaning and i n for , Cf., for example:

(1)

~J..r... i~ <:::.":I- ~ .::-::s c-:l ~
' f nir r J9ty;r
"The god ascended to his horizon"

(Sin. C.2)

- 16 (2)

"He is
"without equal (lit.. there

nn sn-nv.,.•f

is n this second)."

§~

(b)

Exx.:

(Sin. B. /+7)

After preP!s1tions.

(1)

ft~

k

bn c.r "together with him"

(Sin. B. 28)
(2) ~-- n.i "t · me 0 (Sin. B. 31).

This is

the ordinary method of expressing the
dative.

~ 18.

(c)
Ex:x.:

Subject 2l. ~ finite !!!.£2•

(l)

a/

l-,._,

W !d·f n.1 "He said to

"

(Sin. B. 31)

~ -- n •.t1

(2)~

"He loved."

{Sin. B. 107)
§ 12.:.. (d) Object ot Y!! infinitive.
In view of the nominal eharacter2 et the

infinitive, the suffix pronoun, 'With its
genitival force, and not the dependent pronoun,
is employed s thee mplem.ent ot an intinitive. 3
Ex.: ~ " \

'9i4 ~

ldv l!r 1t!l.k "The bulls

are dragging you. n4

1.

For the origins of this tense in the dativ: , see _§81.

2.
3.

See :§103, below.
Cf. § 14, Rem. 3, above; the nominal complement f the inf'initive
is invariably in the genitive.
For the construction hr/. the infinitive in the "pseudo-verbal"
sentence, see §§ 147 ff.

4.

-17 di.stinet

pronom.:na..1.
the dependent

constructions are:

the re.tl«x:ive.
(a)

sut'tix pl'QDOun

(l.)

r-

rson of the subject.

ating th

:

thieal dativ., re.it

nSurel.y bis

son.

terod t

pal.ace,

~(,51;;:_~]J~ ~lfi~ 11t .t lv<< t

lt. t to take tor

el.t' his fat

r' a

ritance-. n ( in. B. 47)
(2) ~ ~ pg~~~ m(i) .n.! stp.l n.i

to choo
( in.

.

Hem.

1.

(b)

B. 79)
tic

Direct

this construction.

rallela are to be found to

Ct. Ju. 3 .16:1l;IJ Tl TI l< i 7 UJ .;! ~ ..!.

The sut.tix used with cert.ain intensive

part.id! · like /

~~
.t

.for J1178elt. •

h <"

I (var. -.!:i ) g,s

"meimDer,

oun or

self,"

bod,J'. "

(l) 1~i)-O&~d~0,.@-Q', -;;;;-r.:=::iAO~~
~~b ntr 3
~~-t-.t
n(Bttt), the great

bestows skill ·on
( in.

• 216-217)

, who is like

r,

serves himsel..f.n

- 18 (2)

~

R <;....lJ

~~

+e..

lf .w1

"His city loves him

®
O

1

<::> P,

q

Ill

:m,r

8V nlwt.f r

re than itself'

elves2 )" (Sin. B. 66)

(lit., th

Rem. L. i;tc , used in this connection, was undow.btedly
felt to be an inseparable ele

with a suffix pronotm.

nt, requiring completion

As Gardiner points out,3 this

pattem is always preceded by so

preposition.

This

requirement, certainly true in M. E., began to disappear in
. E., and, in Coptic times, was no longer deemed to be
necessaey.

On the

other hand, the aspect or inseparability

endured throughout; Coptic ~ - never occurs without the
suffix.

It is therefore suggested that a suffix must be

expressed in example (2) above, and accordingly, I have
transliterated "}{ . w11 , which is undoubtedly an appearance
f the 3.c.pl. suffix which appears in Coptic as

th the

u and

oy .

--an are Egypto-Semit1c elements; we should,

as here, expect to find
restricted to Coptic.

u throughout

Egyptian, and not

The Semitic third person suffix

u

,

is evident in the

erbal system of Hebrew (cf. ·1"1 ?W ) and

in the masculine plural -u(na) with regular noms in Arabic.
1.

2.

3.

The R. MS has the suffix . , but it is not necessary to supply
this suffix to the B. MS, as explained in Rem. 1, apove.
Cf. the ex. in .t l.4., Rem. 3, above.
·
Gard. Gramm. § 36.

- 19 (c)

h de

as bj ct ot

ent pronoun

.finite ver , t,an1tan110un t.o .,_.,~ ref.Lexiv •

~ ((( (t{

t.l

V

blt;y

I

lt

ugh ot

to

single word

V\4,l~

word. On.1.¥ r

2. •

}J'~
0

Ji

2.t.

/V"VV\

3 ..

~e...

3.t. ~

~,

l.c.

w1
~w {earlier

a,.

de'Dellde1D.t

does a d

ent

---

Plural

ingula.r

l..e.

~

bo

at th head of a sentence or claua •1 The fo:r:ms are:

st

pro

neverthel s

the

tica.l.13 upon

gr

cl.o

-;::::::,..lJ

2.c.

111)

~ _
tn)
tn ( arlier ,.......,..,--.

;.c.

I \

I

~?..
I I\

n

!n

r~ sn

ff1'

-:::;i•:...l.=·

Semitic vocalization is again

th J •• sing. and

spond1ng to th

3.t .. s

•

l~ aw

sted 117

~,, ff1' I COrre-

respective id tical TOWl.s in

brew and

a.hie •

. 2.

t d ve1

, in addit on to its basic

found in generalities and abstraction.
l •. The exaqlles of thi rare pheno on are too few to provide a
s tisfactocy explanation; there are no ex.amu.es in the inuhe
..._,--.,ce; see ...!!:!!• G
. § 148, Add. (p,424).
2.
below _§26, ex. (2).

1

- 20 -

Rem.

3. Investigation should

be

ma.de of the common

origins of these pronouns and the suffix pronouns.

In

st cases there are hints that even those which vary
morphologically from the suffixes may vary for vocalic

or stress reasons.
§ ~

Uses o£

the dependent pronouns. . The basie uses o!

the dependent pronouns are:

(a)

Subject of a non-verbal sentence with adverbial.
predicate,

l

provided some particle exists at

the head ot the sentence upon which the pronoun
may depend.

ED:.:

(l) ~i~h~~~- ❖JJlJSi;J,nhlm2vi
k ; n 'Ndw "Ver:Uy-, I am like a stray bull

(in anoth r herd)"
(2) ~ ~ ~

~~-:qi-

thou art here."

§~

(b)

(Sin. B. US)
ml2tv c~

11

Behold,

(Sin. B. 77)

Subject of the sentence with the pseudo-verbal

construction,4 provided there is some preceding
particle upon which the pronoun may depend.
UJC.:

(1)

(!Po_l,~

¥~ -"'71~

{st

wi Cq'- .kw!

"And, l , I had been standing (nearby)"

(Sin. R. 24)
l.

See §.f l43-146.

2.

Se
See

t l29, c.

3.
t l29, b.
4. See _§ l.47.

- 21 -

ti

sw h~b(w)

ow,

he had been sent (to subdue the foreign
lands.)"

j ~

(c)

(Sin. R. 13-14)

As subject of the non-verbal sentenc with
adjectival predicate; 1 in these constructions
the adjectival predicate invariably precedes

the subject.

t~

Ex:.:

°' ~ ~ ;:=:; ~

happy with
Rem. 1.

u

ntr tw ~ c .l "You are

(Sin. B. 31)

The construction of dependent pronoun plus

non-verbal sentence with adjectival predicate is limited
to the 2. pers. sing.

0

J, tw and .3. pers.

sing.

re st. 2

In view of this limitation, it is questionable that

:.

1

..:

are actually dealing with the dependent pronouns in this
case.

It should be borne in mind that the distinction in

Egyptian between non-verbal sentences with adverbial
predicate, on the one hand, and non-verbal sentences with
nominal or adjectival predicates, on the other hand, was
a great one, even if not always consciously so.

Therefore,

we should treat with suspicion· exceptions to the norm, for

in most cases, al gical explanation, even if not .immediately
discemable, will eventually be found.
1.
2.

In this case,

his classification is questionable; ct. § 142, below.
§ 137.

~ . Gramm.

~

- 2.2 -

despite the fact that both

0~

tw and Po st have the

functions of dependent pronouns, both are nexceptional"
pronouns; as we shall see {§31, below), o J, tw, which
developed from the dependent pronouns, or at least one
of their proto-torms, assumed special uses by virtue of
this tangential development.
affected

rc

st.

A parallel development

It is altogether possible that in these

cases, we are not dealing with personal. pronouns at all,
but rather with impersonal or indefinite pronouns.

§ &i..:. (d) Subject of a finite verb

in a verbal sentence,

onl,y when preceded by a particle and fortified

by the resumption of the subject through the
use of the suffix or indefinite pronoun.

Ex:.=

a~ ~ 9 fl~ <1 ~

ti

SW~

when he had retumed, (ete.) 11

ll.r

"Indeed,

(Sin. R. 15)

For an explanation of' the use of the dependent

Rem. l.

pronoun with particles, see § 118, Rem. 2 •

.§26. (e}. (

st frequently) as direct object of the finite

verb, but not of the infinitive. 1
Ex:x:.:

(l) ~ ~ wpwtyw

qr 16t

_the way. 11
l.

See above

~14, Rem. 3.

* e

"'t <?. ~ ~ -<?"•~1'°¥ gm..n sw
"The

ssengers found him on

(Sin. R. 19)

.. 23 {2)

~~ ~

r

c::a,

~

r

dr.n.t s(y) 1 r ~r.s

"He subdued it (i.e., the land} entirely. n

(Sin. B. llO-lll)
(3)

~ i::JJ!fti ~~Jj_2,~,~ k
-.\1 !t ,hrdw-- f

"He placed

rdl. n.t wl

before his childremi. tt

(Sin. B. 78)
( !)

§~

Refiex:tvely, as described in § 20, c, above.

The independent pronouns require no word upon which

to depend, but are used: absolutely.

They are closely connected in

form toq- hi, a. primitive, Egypto-Semitic particle ex.pressing
agent, which in tum is related to the datival-

n.

To this

particle were added the primitive basic pronotms to form the absolute

prono
tion

s, which equate directly to the emphatic subjectival constru.c-

ll-1- nominal subject.
Rem. 1.

Despite the marked similarity between the lndo-

European absolute pronouns and their Egypto-Semitie·counterparts, it may be argued that the sjmiJarity derives from
the primitive pronouns, and that the absolut
post-Nostrati~

forms are

The absence of "n" in the pronouns of the

Indo-European group, either in expressed or assimilated

form~ points strongly toward a. post-Nostratic development,
and a subsequent separate Egypto-Semitic development.
1.

See §21, above.

In

- 24 the Pyr

d Texts (ct. ~ - Granm. § 64) vestiges a.re

found of a still earlier type of independent pronoun •
.

§~ The forms of the independent pronoun are:
Singular

Plural
and ~ ~ ) 1 k

1.c.~ ~ (var. l/~,lJJb'j: ink

Le.(~~

2. - ~

-:::=
,__o.)
2.c. c:i. '7':7(var. - ~ ntln

ntk

2.f. -~ nti2( var. ~)

--

J .• ,e_ nt.f

3.r. ~r nts
~

.'.3.c.

-r- ntsn <va.r.-)
o. '0'.i
a.

'"

(var.~ )

The uses of the independent pronotms are:

(a)

Subject of the non-verbal sentence with nominal
predicate3

Exx. :

(l), i
nb. f

~ ~ :t- ~
nI

master. 11
(2)
11

\

h

~

w

Ink

smsw

s(w)

was an attendant who followed his
(Sin. R. 2-3)

~ ~~g.£. ~ ~ ~

n

1nk

Reall.y, 4 I am not a confederate

tr sm~ .r

or

his."

(Sin. B. ll.4)

~22.:.

(b)

Subject of the non-verbal sentence with

adjectival predicate.5
1.

lfo examples of the 1. c. pl. :independent prono,m a.re available
1.mtil much later texts.

2.

Cf. §14, Rem.2, above.
See 1§ 138 ff.
For this particle, see § 130,c.
Cf. § 24, above; see also §§ 140 ff.

3.

4.
5.

- 25 Ex.:

~ --'2>"~ ~ ,, ,

ntt £l(w) l} l swt

"It was he

who subdued the .foreign lands, (while bis rather
remained in his palace) •11

(Sin. B. 50) •

te

that dl !(w) is a participle (verbal adjective),
here used as a virtual relative clause. 1
Rem. 1.

The use of the independent pronoun in the

Sinuhe Romance is not very common, prei'erence being given
to the construction with

a.Ji pw. 2

However, as the above

examples show, use was ma.de of the independent pronoun,
when emphasis oi' the subject or the sentence was desired.
This stress is usual.1y best rendered by the &glish
expletive (French: c•est).

§ ll.:.. Ih!, indefinite pronoun ~

!!!·

The indefinite

pronoun is used in two ways:
(a)

To express an active concept without. reference
to a specific person or thing as the subject;
viz. , Frencll on, German man.
hlw. t

Ex.:
does not stand in his presence."
{b)

To express the passive.

"One

(Sin. B. 55-56)

This use f the

indefinite pronoun will be discussed zoore fully

in the discussion of the verbal forms.
1.
2.

See , §154 ff.
See § 139.

- 26 Rem. 1.

The form o..} tw presents some interesting

·.features which call tor more or less detailed discussion.

In origin, this is lllldoubtedly the· 2 •• sing. dependent
pronollll or its prototype (cf. !

24,

.

Re • 1.).

That the

2nd pers. pronoun should develop into an indefinite

pronoun should produce no surprise, tor this pheno

non

In fact, although there are

is functionally ostratic.

examples to be found of the indefinite use of the 1st and

3rd 1 person pronouns, the most common way of expressing
the indefinite is by use of the 2nd person.
development ot an indefinite

Before the

form, use 1s ma.de of personal

pronouns in both the Indo-European and the F,gypto-Semitic
languages.

It should be noted, however, that although the

use of the personal pronouns to express the indefinite
pl'OllOun is a Nostratic phenomenon, the devel.opment

separate indefinite form to convey thi
relatively modem device.

or ·

concept is a

No separate ind.efinite pronoun

is to b found in the Semitic languages; and in the IndoEuropean group, where an indefinite exists, it is
expressed in a different wa-y in each language.

ote, e.g.,

French: on, German: man, Spanish: se (dice}(re.flexive),
Russian: M._(people), etc.
1.

Cf.

136, Rem. 1.

- 27 Thus we find two separate devel opments of the
indefinite:

(l)

Nostratic, the use of the personal

pronoun, particularly the 2nd pers., which carries
through

st languages of these groups, ev n t

~

em ti.Jaes, a.rd (2) post
a word or gr

tical.

ostratic, the evoluti n

f

orm into the specialized function

of the indefinite.
=-•___,2.

That the indefinite pronoun is the e1ement

which underlies the Egyptian passive is clearly shown by
the employment of the suffix pronoun after the form with

o.Ji tw.

mri~

Ex:.:

ms . tw• .r "He was bom. 11

. ote that this fo

(Sin. R. 93)

was considered a tull-fledged

passive, and not an indefinite with pronominal
object (one gave birth to him).

Were the latter

the actual concept in the minds of the Egyptians,
we should expect the dependent pronoun •~ sw,
where ~ f occurs.
D
~

STRATIVE PRONOUN

In view of the clos

rphological and syntactical

relationship
between
.
. the demonstrative pronouns and the demonstrative
adjectives, it is

re practical to treat these elements as an

- 28 -

entity.

Accordingly, the discussion of the demonstrative

pronouns will be found in Chapter IV (§§66-68).

INTERROOATIVE PRONOUNS
§ll:. Egyptian is rich in interrogative pronouns (more
so than the Se ·tic languages).

The interrogative pronouns

:y

be ·substituted syntactically for any of the nouns or personal

The interrogative pronouns

pronouns in their non-absolute uses.

which are found in tb Sinuhe

§&

(l)~

{a)
Ex.1.

ma.nee are:

"who, what. u

Its uses are:

As object ot a preposition.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~il/~
11

vnn

irr t ~ pt

"Then what will. this land be like

(lit., this land will be like1 what."
( in. B.

43).

expression to

Ex.2.

~

+t &l/~

ote the affinity of this
11

how".

done (to a servant)?"
Compare Hebrew

(b)

"Why is this

r . tw nn

(Sin. B. 202).

TI~( .

In any case in which a pronom may
employed.

No examples of the other uses

are to be found in the Sinuhe

l. See § 126,b.

be

mance.

- 29 Rem. 1.

It may be conjectured that the Egypto-

Semitic interrogative element,
between 11who" and 11what 11 •

,

e no distinction

This conjecture is supported

by the diverse and independent evolutions of this

distinction in the Semi.tic languages.
Hebrew

i19 > ") r;> with

Arabie

ere,,

J

Com.pare,

I"'
l. •

.g.,

If a variation in

vocal.ization e:xpressed this distinction in Egyptian,
there is no external vid nee indicating such a difference.
On the contrary, the evidence is strongly against any

theory that the Egyptian interrogative contained the two

S

tic forms.

Coptic makes no distinction; ii' the

difference had ever been felt in Egyptian, one would
expect the devel.opment

or

so.me oppositional forms even

if by Coptic times the two pronouns had fallen together •1

It is therefore unnecessary to assume a hypothetical
uground form. 11

-1{,nant

(s e GKC. ~ 37b) to explain the

difference between the Hebrew and Arabie forms, simply
because of the single co

n el

nt, m..

As shown. above

the "m." is a basic Hamite-Semitic interrogative element .
The variance between the Hebrew and Arabie forms is an
independent and tangential development.
l.

On

the possib1e derivation of this ttm11 , see also j 56, Rem. 1.

)
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<> ptr variant o.Cl£.
,, cl.!

QC)tf°

(2) c:::::>

a pronoun fo

· o.5J pw2

d fro

1 pty 11who, what,"

the union of the pronoun

and the particle .

~~ 3

pronoun is used in. much the s
(a)

way as ~

:

As a subject:

o~b~<=>~.J ~ 6 ~~o-g, ~

°'C:=:?

\ ~)J~tJSl) w

~~\

c bt-g ;t J. m· t l

ptr wrt r

.t 'rwhat is

important than burying

Dzy"

re

corpse in the

land in which . I was bom. 115
(b)

tr. 4 This

(Sin. B. 159)

As an object:
a l' di>-__.~ <=>
Cc:::::, 0 o A:::?~~,,::;;;;, ptr !rt.n.k lr.tw
"What have you done (that this) should

r.~

be done to you? 11

(Sin. B.

183;

similarly

Sin. B. 261, quoted in ~ 104., ex. 3.)

Jl§.:.

(3)

....,_
'"
A
~

sy is found in the Sinuhe Romance only

in combination with another interrogative

l:J .!f- o. ~
Ex:.:

Mst.

~~ +t::=:: ?t A~llrofpti.n.k nn pr
sy-i~st.

"Why (lit., on account of what) have

you arrived ·a t these (plaees) ? tt
J..

e!

3,

above.

2.

S e § 139.

3.

See § l.30,c.

4. See ZAS. 57, 6.
5. See ] 154, e.x. 3.
•

(Sin. OB~ 35)
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CHAPTER Ill
THE

OUN

Generalities

§ ll:.

In the treatment ot the Egyptian noun, attention

will be given to four aspects of the noun:
( a)

Gender (ff 38-42)

(b)

umber ~ 43-44)

( C)

Syntax ~ 45-54)

{d)

Virtual , or derived, nouns

C§§ 55-59)

It will be noted throughout this exposition that in all of its
aspects the noun shows marked Hamito-8emitic features.

Thanks to

the EgJtptian affinity tor archaic orthography, these features are
even more apparent in Egyptian than in the Semitic languages;
accordingly, Egyptian can serv:e as substantiation or, in so
cases, re.tutation ot the current theories conceming the Semitic

nom.
As will be seen in §§ 55-59, the Egyptians were tond of
nominalizing verbs, adjectives, adverbial phrases, and entire
sentences.

This practice was particularly true in 0. E. and M. E.,

and it is prevalent in the Sinuhe

ma.nee.

Although the practice

- 32 continued on into Coptic, actual nouns in many cases replaced the
virtual nouns in the later stages of the language.

In effect, D¥>nologica1 nouns are readily recognized
through morphological. and syntactical .faatures; on the other hand,
the pol.Ylogical virtual nows are recognized only by means of
their syntactic function in a sentence or e.xpre.ssion.

In the

absence of a knowledge of the Egyptian vocalization, the analysis
of the polylogicaJ. nominal constructions is at times a matter of
individual interpretation, resulting in a variety of interpreta-

tions on the part of scholars and a subsequent variety of
translations.
GmiD

!>l!!:.

Like the Semitic languages, Egyptian distinguished

only two genders, masculine and feminine; the neuter concept,
where expressed, is represented in 0. E. and in the Sinuhe Romance
~

b;r the feminine.

Jl2.:.

The masculine nouns show no particular consonantal

or semi-vocalic ending.

However, masculine nouns, nominalized

adjectives $.IKi phrases which refer to male persons frequently are

complemented by a masculine determinative~
Exx..:

not "a champion" (Sin. B. 109)
from the verbal adjective 'i~~ net, "to

(1) ~ 1 ' t ~

be strong. 11

- 33 -

~e..~

(2)

11

an attendant" (Sin. R. 2)
V

.from the participial to

of the verb ams ,

"to follow. 11

\ '12.:.

The .teminine nouns, as a. general rule., show an

ending o t, which regularly precedes the determinative.

Exx. :

(1)

1?if

si t "daughter " (Sin. B. 79)

(2) ~ C::r-4 pit
Rem. 1.

11 bowfJ

(Sin. B. 105)

As far back as O. E., and certainly by the

time of the Sinuhe Romance, the fem:t nine ending o t had

disappeared in pronunciation; nevertheless, in line with
the F.gyptian preference tor archaic orthography,

continued to be written.

l

o.

There is evidence that during

this periodo t ·became a vowel carrier similar to the

ir .

Hebrew final il and the Arabic
is the interesting orthography

~l,.l] 3f-'

(as elsewhere)

dm.l.,

Among the evidence

c:kl~~'
11

city. 11

(Sin. C. 6) for

The Coptic .

tM~

reveals the reason for this intrusive a t, which might

be explained in either of two ways:

(a) in pronunciation

the word resembled a feminine noun, hence the insertion
of a o.. in scribal error; or, more plausibly, (b) the c

is written to indicate a final vowel.

l.

Cf . _§ 2, above.

The latter

- 34 explanation seems preferable because there is no

evidence of a feminine adject.i ve modifying
any time.

Consider, however, the possible vocalization
sculine noun during the period of the C Recen-

of this

sion.

ac i,Qf at

We might suppose th vocalization to have teen

appro

tely ~di.ma,> at this time,

l,

the final semi.-voeal.ic

After the loss

or

the final vowel retained its

color until a later weakening to the Coptic form; to
indicate the presence of this vowel, the scribe of the
C

• wrote the

A.

of the .final vowel.
pronoun

P

as an orthographic representation
The orthography

Po

tor the suffix

(example cited in § 14, Rem. ,l . above) may

similarly be ex.plained.
Rem. 2 .

As in Hebrew and

rabic, Egyptian preserved

the feminine Q t in the direet genitive (status constructus) • (cf .

§48,

a, bel.ow) •

ince the -t existed in the

primitive language, and it is preserved in the genitive
in Coptic (e .g . , GH
suffixes

,

"belly0 (from ~=;-

) , with

Ctt,..~ ), it is reasonable to assume that in this

construction the-twas preserved in all stages 0£ the
language.

- 35 § ~ The following classes of nouns are regard d
gr

tically as feminine , whether or not they express the

feminine end

.
(a)

Collectives are considered feminine singular,
despite the appearance of th plural deter.minative in som collective notm.s.

The gender and

number are substantiated by adjective and
suffix agreements.
Exx.:

(l)

"He brought back living captives

....

grw.s 11 and all the cattle without limit."
•

(Sin. R. 16)
(2}~

'i ])~ ~'ic.~ m11.t <s':t

sees

he

throng. u (Sin. B. 59)

(3) ~~~

as a fe

0

ruI_il appears constantly in Egyptian
nine singular, although it is in

structure a masculine form.

See, e .g.,

Sin. B. 33.

(b)

ames of countries, regardless of ending, a.re
grammatically feminine.

Exx.:

(l)i!}~~

li
l.

See 9, above.

P!Ssim.)

Ri1It,

•

II

Egypt •II

(Sin. B. 26, 32,

- 36 (2)

one

an1ng as

~ 0~ f ~~ ~o ~
tenu.

(Sin. B. 31.)

rds, llke

~ · , ~<>

ullnes and
:

( )

~

ther

t.be

~

trUpper

an1.ng as .feminines.

ht as a teminin

;1 as

concret s

(R)tnw

is "thing" in the
culine, it has

a

aning of thingu in the abstract

. <re.&~!~ ~1b~ifi1D,~
st

great to rel.at
(b)

~ ~ hJ>rt

it.

"It is like so

thing

(Sin. B"' 215)

a. feminine ha the meaning

o! "event o~ occurrence," a.s in;

4-~<a~ ~~~E~c-=i 1n
m

rt

l!zx •(lit. ) 15

w

it that there has

been an occurrenee at the Capital?"

i.e • .,

'Has so thing happened at the Ca tal?
( in~ B. 35-36; also D. 37)
gpr signitie

_r-l}~t . t

A a

living being,

' There ia not

sculine,

person,

ot r per

- 37 R

• 1.

development of specialized maa.nings for

Th

root is not unique in E:gyptian.

each gender in t he s

In Hebrew there are many examples of a parallel phenomenon;

lJ~

er.

·ttearth, n

"side, 11 TI~).~ "border;" tl'J~ "man, 11

~

i1

!?1' ~~

&.
NUMBER

§.1:il:.
three numbers:

Egyptian, like the Semitic languages, distinguished
singular, dual, and plural.

The singular shows no

ending; the plural is characterized by "w ; the dual, by

"T·"

In

orthography, all of these endings precede the determinative,
where one exists; in the case of the feminine, the plural 11w11 precedes the feminjna ending

11

-t, nl but the dual "y · follows the

feminine ending; in the masculine, the dual.
tion with the plural

Exx:.:

"w"

to for.

se. sing.

"y"

a masculine dual. ending "-wy. 11

~ Y,) ~ 1 ,

sc. dual ~

is used in conjunc-

JJ''

sc. plural :;!: jQe

"hound .. "

cwy, "arms."

,:, 1smv,

(Sin. B. 65)

"hounds." (Sin. B.223)

g~st, "land." (Sin. B. 28)
.J ~ ~'lt i b; ty two bushes"

Fem. sing. ~
Fem. dual

11

~

Fem. plural. a,"'
em. J..

~swt., flla:nds." (Sin. B. 72)

The .feminine plural ending immediately calls

.

to mind the Hebrew.11\- .

1.

(Sin. R.28)

See Rem. 2, below.

The primitive Egypto-Semitic

- 38 masc. pl. ending 11 w11 has survivals in Hebrew, particularly
in

s (cf.
Rem. 2.

n1(P,.·In l? and '7 ~.. \J ~. ) .

It is highly probable that the feminine plural

ending was pronounced ~t, just as in Hebrew.

The evidence

in favor of this hypothesis may- be outlined by listing

the various orthographic and phonetic facts that persist

throughout in the Egyptian language concerning the feminine
plural ending and the vowel
(1)

o.

These facts are:

The consonant ( or semi-vowel)

"w''

is

never written in the feminine plural,
except as noted below.
(2)

In

ew

F.gyptian, and even as early as the

Sinuhe Romance, the vowel

u is .t'requently

represented by the semi-vocalic
(3)

"w".

In Coptic orthography, we note that after

the consonants m and n,

o beco

s ii.

There

is evidence that this vowel shift e.x:i.sted
also in the period of the Sinuhe Romance

Recensions. 1

(4)

o is not
any- gr

l.

On this

expressed orthographically in
tical :form.

evidence as concerns the Verb, see_§ 72, below.

- 39 In view of the above axioms, it is interesting to note

that in the feminine plural orthographies, when the
final radical of the feminine noun is n, the hiero-

glyph

B

nw frequently precedes the feminine o

10. ~ t!}nwt

E:xx.:

-

(Sin. B. 209)

a~ "" wnwt s (Br.

/b.._ o.. )I(. 0
~

t.

11 ,,

Rh. 23, 8; bis

)

In other words, the vocalization .o f the feminine plural

is expressed in orthography when ot, under influence of
a preceding n, has become• tin pronunciation.

In the

fend.nine nouns whose final radical was a consonant other

than n,

ot retained its

color and hence is unexpressed in

orthography.
Rem. 3.

It is probable that Egyptian in its early

stages, and certainly in its later stages possessed
broken plurals to some extent.
cately developed syst
vocalic changes.

Coptic reveals an intri-

of plurals formed by internal

The parallel system in Arabic would

lead one to believe that primitive Egypto-5emitic formed
its plurals by similar vocalic variation .

em. 4.

Although duals tend to disappear in the Indo-

European group, their presence in a few languages, e.g . ,
Greek, indicates a possibility of Nostratic features in
this number.

In fact, it is interesting to note that the

- 40 characteristic uy-n of the dual forms is to be found as
characteristic of the oblique cases in Greek.
\

/

,,

$.g., no>-.&..TollJJ, Ao1o•J>,

oblique c ses of

'r~..,"

Compare,

etc., with the

he ·dual in

etc., and . the Hebrew

O.~ ~ ~

qj ,

a: :I~ ,

etc.

-' !:a:,. Abstracts are generally treated as masculine plurals.

Exx.:

(1)

V~~

sb(v) "state o:t attairs,"

(Sin. R. 18)
(2)

~~~

(3)

Oj_i 4i!

};lms(v} "lassitudeu (Sin. B. 19)
<~w.t uhis fighting" (Sin. B. 62)

8nlTAX OF THE NOUN

_9Ah

The main uses of the noun are:
(a)

Assubject of a verb

(b)

As direct object of a transitive verb

(c)

As genitive after a noun dr adjective

(d)

As indirect object

(e)

As adverbi

noun (either introducted by a

preposition or used absolutely}

(r}
(g)

s a ocati ve

Absolutely, as an appositive, parenthetical
expression , or title. ·

-41Since Egyptian ha.s lef't no currently known traces of having
dings, 1 any description of the syntactic functions

possessed case

of the Egyptian noun must be based to a large extent upon wordorder.

In any language which lacks case endings, a fairly rigid

ord order ust be maintained in order to preserve clarity, and
as will be seen in Chapter VII, rigid word-order was basic to the
Egyptian idio •

In dealing with this subject, it is convenient to

tical terminol.ogy, even if such use is not

make use of Latin gr
strictly scientific.

§~

The !!2!!!!. ~ subject
{a)

The nominal subject of a verbal sentence2
normally follows directly after the verb and
precede& the nominal direct object and nominal
indirect object.

Ex. :

-&1-..A

~ A
0

(b)

q

~ ~ c:2::1 C'":l ~
o ,,

\ ' ~

~.
-V'w

c

~

ny

The god ascended to his horizon. 11

;,

, gty; f

r
(

in. C. 2)

When the direct object is pronominal., the
.nominal subject follows such direct object.

En:.:

(1) ~-JJ~~N"W' ~

rdi. n

wl g~st n !}~st

"Land gave me to land." (Sin. B. 28-29)
1.
2.

However, see jt 48, Hem. 1.

The use of the subject in a non-verbal sentence, due to the more
complex structure of such sentences, will be treated in detail
in Chapter VIL

- 42 -

s lt n1 wl Mc!;n "A Beduin recognized me. 11 ·

(Sin. B. 25-26; similarly B. 33-34, cited
in § 55, below.)

Re • 1.

The apparent exceptions in ( b) , above, to

.the basic rule expounded in (a) are not in reality exceptions.

Actually no true variation fro

the norm exists

It is evident fro

these const.r uc-

in this word order.

tions that the Egyptian dependent pronoun was in effect
a bound for

just as much as the suffixes.

Like the Semitic

object pronouns, the Egyptian pronominal accusative must
have been felt as an integral part of the verbal form.
Our transliterations should perhaps show that an expression

like ~ ~ - ~ rdl. n. l sw "I gave him (to someone)" is
as

ch a single and insepa.rabl.e word as its Semitic counter-

parts, e.g., Hebrew

!

il:,.

~

(a)

!'!21!!1

~

.- :

•li1"'.Fl11J •

direct object

The nominal direct object follows the subject
of a verbal sentence, and it ordinarily-precedes
the nominal indirect object.

Ex:.: ~!! 2:. --4 j ~~!ft
11

1.

See § 4•

(r)dl· l mw n lb(l)

1 gave water to the thirsty. 11

(Sin. B. 96}

- 43 -

(b)

However, if the indirect object is pronominal.,
the nominal direct object follows the indirect

<=>---~=
object.

Ex.: ~

t,-

~

water."

§ !&.:.

~

rn ~ g

1
rdi,
n. f n. 1

11

He gave

(Si. B. 27)
nitive

ereas the subject, direct object, . and indirect
object of a sentence represent the relationship between a substantive and a verb or verbal· fona, the genitive represents the relationship between a substantive and another substantive or substantival

form.

Two

thods of expressing t

s relationship are e loyed in

the Hamito-Semi.tic languages:

(a)

The direct genitive (status constructus), in
which the genitival rel.ationship is expressed
by the juxtaposition of the two subst

tives,

the genitival substantive following the word

which governs it.
Exx:.:

(1)

r~ ~ , ,

syr ni,i: "a plan of god. 11

(Sin. B. 43)
(2) :_:,:~ ~~~1~~~ t ~w Sttyw "the lands
of the Asiatics. 11

(Sin. Oll? 2)

- 44 -

(b)

~

indirect genitive, in which the genitival

substantive is linked to the word which governs

it by

means

of

the

genitival adjective ___..

n(y).

(1)~.,L ~

E:xx.:

t 1)~" T

tr n

(lit., time of evening)."
(2)

~-£llt}~~
of Kemwer. 11

iwn

g~wy

"eventide,

(Sin. R. 20).

1fmwr 11 the island

(Sin . B. 21.)

There is no apparent difference in meaning between these two con-

structions •
Rem. 1.

The Hebrew

parallel s of the indirect genitive

are found in such expressions as
) ; 'n')(ui

Ps

7 tr cj't) D {I. s.

T •

Rem. 2.
some

•

1'~11. ,·, 1?1'?
. {Throughout

1416) , etc .

Before discussing the uses of the genitive,

pertinent remarks might be made concerning the geni-

•

tive concept in its origins.

Linguistically, it may be

delik>nstrated, any relationship between two substantival
forms is a genitival-adjectival relationship in one or
another

or

its aspe·cts •1

It will be readily recognized

that the genitive in its applications serves only two
ftmdamental purposes (if these two are indeed distinct):

1. The one obvious exception is apposition, which produces no
contradiction of this arg ent, because apposition is by nature
parenthetical, and aceordingl h s no true syntactic relationship to the parts of a sentence.

- 45 possessive and adjectival.

Analysis of the possessive

aspect reveals that this aspect is also, in effect,
basically adjectival; in the phrase "John's book," the
genitive 11 John 1 s 11 is just as descriptive as any adjective
that

ht be substitut d.

This genitival-adjectival

relationship is felt throughout language and forms a

•

basis pattern in linguistics.

Accordingly,

we

should ·

anticipate close Jostratic relations between adjectival
forms and genitival forI11S.

As will be shown, these rela-

tions are not merely .conjectural, but in actuality, show
numerous interrelations that transcend the barriers of

linguistic families.

Since there are positional variations

(such as in Persian and Albanian) in these relat-ed constructions, it is likely that the adjectivaJ.-genitivaJ.
relationship is a manifestation of an old Nostratic feat ure
rather than an occurrence in Nostratic.

Throughout this

discussion it should be borne in mind that analogical
tendencies. are found not only in the primitive stages of
a language, but that they are also inherent factors in . the
living language.
find one for

Accordingly, it is not surprising to

develop into a complexity of expression, or

to find numerous tangential developments fro

a single form.

- 46 Hypothetically, we might conjecture that in the
early stages ot development, when there were insufficient adjectives to express the concepts required in
thought conmnmication, recourse was had to the use
of a. noun.

Since genitive is that form which expresse

the relations ..ip between substantives, and since the
genitive by nature is descriptive or qualitative,
adjectives constructed on genitival forms resulted.
ng the clearer manifestations of this practice are

the adjectives known as nisbe adjectives; that these
forms are built upon the genitive form of the original
noun becomes evident when the ni.sbe adjectives are
listed along with the genitives of the original noun.
The prevalence of the termination "Y" in this category
of adjectives strongly suggests No tratic features.
~

Consider, e.g., such Arabic adjectives as
~~
• !

"monthly" fro

.,_~
i. _
•

11
ru-- month·"
'

"i"

•

,,

:.

~ .,~

~ - - "scientifictt
-'J'

science;" the i'act that the

terminated in

wl

tro

abic genitive is

is not mere coincidence.

An interest-

ing construction occurs in Albanian, which might be

wort.h some attention at this point.

The construction

referred to concerns the use of the particle "i,."

- 47 which is e loyed in intro cing adj ctives
genitive to its gov rning no
be

ttach

•

din linking

igaificanc

y

to the fact that this p rticle is restricted

tot as two

the genitival p

s; it is certainly not co·

lcl in this

do- uro

should be 0 1. 11
•:

(1)

i zi "filack •j{)untain (i.e.,

(2)

i gurit Ila.

mt in or

The s e article used id ntieally

l.

ck. rt

so occurs in ersian, 1

.g., ~wh i buzurg 11 tbe great

untain,"

untain of 1 · ht. ''

see

hua

nte gro)tt

d

kuh

i

nur

ost~ tic d v lo

t

-48 which cl.os ily ide :titi s the use of the genitiv with
the us o! th adjectiv , both part

of p ech being

assoc! ted ll'ith "y. n
Up to this point, it has be

the purpose o!

e ot the geni-

this expo ition to point out the use
tiv to express

concept as concems the direct genitive ot single words.
his

ctice, ho ev r, is limited neithar to single

words nor t e direct genitiv • In the example quoted in

§ 22, a, above ,1

we

find~-tu ~

~ n -wg_ww,

" stray bull., 0 in hich the in rect genitive i.s
empioyed as an epithet,.

ot ntire

'M llt

C

linked by th genitival -

a subst tival fo

'"::i

~I} .k apssw n dd. n n. k

riches which t

"I

to

pithet.

EIX.: {l) J{~~~ r.r~

(2)

D

y

ow t he

with you n

,-ou et down the

11

ave to you. tJ
s o.f

(d

\~~

he

42

in. B. l.87)

gods "

• ll6.5}

In the li t of the foregoing discussion, it

n- that it

ght be ........
l.

e also j ll7,

. ).

i

the genitival.aspect, rather

- 49 than the verbal form, which produces the relative clause.
rds, wnnyw ~ c .k 1s considered as a poly--

In other

logical noun, and this substantivized sentence is converted to an epithet by use of the genitive.

In view of the highly developed direct genitive
in Hebrew, where use is .:frequently made of - ~ , e.g.,

n\")n~t:>i1
w~x,
TT: ' '

0.1J(:, -~:::> ,
TT T

.,-

etc., it is also possible

that - i] , expressing the relative, is merely an analogical development of the genitive to express an epithet.
This is a possible explanation of such e.xamples as

'l~• IY.:>~·

uj-.:Ri':tiJ.

~D (.I Chr 2628), which might be

rendered literally "all of (what) Samuel had dedicated."

:! !th !.!:!!,

™

of the genitive

As stated above

(§48, Rem.

there are two basic uses ot the genitive:
tive.

2), in the broadest sense,
possessive and descrip-

re definitive and specific subdivision of the genitival

usages, however, is possible.

In terms of this DDre specific sub-

division, the main uses of the genitive are:
(a)

Exx.:

Possession
(1) ?

-Fl V¥

(Sin. B. 11)

r-w; t ttthe mouth of the road"

- 50 t \ Tll1Q. "the land

(b)

the

Partitive genitive

Ex. :

11

He a.llowed me to choose • • • •

~ 0 - ~.
~";""P..<:r:JI
~
choicest

f what he had (lit. , the choicest of

that which was with him). n

(c)

~ Y~ ~ ~

stpw n wnt 1m<.r
from the
•

111

(Sin. B. 80)

To express source or origin

·(1) fl~~~o;_'11f~

Exx.:

11

a champion of Retenu."

Egypt • 11

nbt n (R)- tnw
(Sin. B. 109)

~

!{mt "people of

(Sin. B. 33-34)

Genitive of specification, after an adjective

(d)

Ex.:

or

L:J~ ~ ~Ji ~
mn!}

wg_t-mw ''excellent

commandment."

Rem. 1.

~ ra-•~ ? 0 ~ lµ0

s.!}rw

of plans, beneficent of

(Sin. B. 48-49)

For a discussion of the transposition of

genitives for honorific reasons, see § l0, above.

§-22.:.

~

rn

~ indirect object (dative)

The indirect object is for: ed. by means of the
preposition ---. n, 2 "to, for;" as a noun, it follows the expressed
1.
2.

Both the R and o-a' parallels show what
earlier genitival ending ((q or ,, .
See §123, below.

ma.y

be vestiges of an

- 51 nominal or pronominal direct object; as a pronoun, it precedes the
nominal di~ct object, but follows the pronominal direct object. 1
The main uses of the dative are:
(a)

Exx.:

Dative of "entity to which"
(1) ~ - J J ~ ~ - ~

h!st "Land gave me to land. 11

(

V

(2}

~,=.ii)~ ·~·
said to

(3) , ~

•"

c~c.n gd.n.f'

in. B. 28-29)

n.1 "then he

(Sin. B. 34)

~~ ~ ~ 44 .£"~

t n w1

'iny n bJk 11 a copy of the order which was
broug~t to the servant. 11
(b)

(Sin. B. 178)

Dative of possession
Examples of the nominal dative of possession

are not found in the Sinuhe Romance; however,
examples of the pronominal dative of possession
are available:

~---- 11<=>-0-,,,=
~ ~ ~

11

a.

~

,.-.

Exx.:

3.

Cf. §§46-47.

(Sin. B. 82)

Ethical dative
(l}

~ f ~fA., ~ lJ~ ~
11

1.
2.

2

it has 100re wine than water (lit., greater to

it is wine than water)."
(c)

.,

wr n.f 1.rp r mw,

See !. 124, d , below.
See j 6, above .

p q)-s.r3

He cooked so e milk for me."

n.f Irtt,

(Sin. R. 51)

- 52 -

i,h n .l "Every heart burned . for me • 11

·

(Sin. B. 131-132)
other examples of the

thical dative used

reflexively, i.e. , when the dative and the

subject are identical, are cited in § 20, a, above.

f .21.:.

~ ~ ~ adverbially

The noun may be used with or without a preposition

to express an adverbial phrase. 1
Ex:x:. :

(1)

~ ~ ~~ 4 ~

ttA god •••• 11

~i t1_{ •/J ~
0

JD?

S!)mt rnpt l.dw,

F;
11

"'

i~

sng_.t gt{i) blswt

whose fear is throughout

the lands like Sekbmet in a year of pestilence.n

(Sin. B. 44-45)
(2) ..DJ~
sw tr n

r~~~~.£.~!i~ ~
b~,

pp.n.sn

"They reached him at eventide. 11

(Sin. C. 3)
The uses with various prepositions will be treated separately under

each preposition in Chapter VI, below.

§£.:.

~ !!2!m,

!!:.!! vocative

The vocative in F..gyptian
1.

~

be placed at the head

or

Dates using the regnal year normally are placed at the head of
the sentence.

/

- 53 the sentence, at the end, or (

re rarely) in the middle.

Only

one occurrence of the vocative is found in the Sinuhe Romance.

c:,,:, ~I~~~/>.~,!:- ~~g.~.h~C>_gtie:
'7

nirw1 nb

2 wCrt.

c-:i

tn l')tp.k rdl.k wl r gnw, "Lord God, who has

ordered this flight, be propitious and place

in the Palaee.u

(Sin. B. 156-157).
§2.l:. There are no titles in the Sinuhe Romance to
illustrate this absolute nominal function.

§.2lJ:..:. The

!!2]!! ~

in apposition.

Generally, two appositi ve nouns are adjacent to
each other, though apposition may also be expressed a.ft.er an
interval of intervening ·words.
Exx.:

{1)i ; ~ C-:J~fiJ * ~

b ~ n ~h

•
Snht , 0 the servant ot the Palace, Sinuhe. 11

(Sin . B. 204)
-Qo ,,
c:::a

s;.r
S.n .Wsrt,

11

A

s w

he::> q :\=

<,t ,,

r ()

tu7-Iry nir nfr ·

his eldest son in colllillBlld, the

good god Senuseret.n

(Sin. R. 12-13)

(3>~¥-'f,c:::acQ:i~~~

Er+c~Jl

<. r nir r t t.f nsw-b t S.l)tp. b. Rc.

"The god ascended to his horizon, the King
1.

It is not necessary to emend the text to read "n1r" as LeFebvre
suggests (LeF. § 158); the abstract plural, particularly in this
word, like in Hebrew, is grammatically singular, and concord is
unnecessary.

- 51+ of Upper and Lower Egypt, Sehetepibr e~ 11
(Sin. R. 6)
VIRTUAL, OR DERIVED, NOUNS

.§ii:.

As indicated in _§.37, above, nourl oa) 1 zation o! other

parts of speech, including en~ire phrases and sentences, was

basic to the Egyptian 1dio • This nominalization is manifested in
two ways:

by morphological changes by means of suffixes, and by

syntactical usage, in which the part. of speech or sentence is
nominal only by virtue of its function.
~

rormed

By means of prefixes, nouns are

( a)

The preformative

i

from:

plus a verb.

This Egypto-Semitic preformative of tmcertain
origin developed its functions early in the
primitive language.

Many 1

nOlll'ls, whose first

radical is "m", were originally thus constructed.
Such words as
(f'ro

+~wg_,

6"s;!

miw, "word" {Sin. B. 49)

speak, co

"a~" (Sin. R. 22) (fro

,

C

d) and ~

N'l "to cut, slaughter")

go back too far for definitive proof of formation.
Clearer examples are found in the nouns constructed on tri-literal roots like
l.

See Grapow, H, "Uber die ort.bildung mit eine
A!!h· ~ ~ - Preuss. !!!!!• der issensoh.,

10.asse #5), 1914.

'i\1a, ~

- 55 -

hzd,

JB!!nt "tereyn ( Fro

0

to row") .

The analogy

of such words as mh,nt to the ubiquitous Semitic
nouns of the

~"ft:)

Hebrew nouns as

types is inescapable.

'?? ~ ~ , ,-;, ~ V? ,

formed from the s

Such

etc. are

preforma.tive as governs

the Egyptian construction.

The connection

drawn between the Hebrew preformative r.::>

and

the interrogatives , Y.> and Tt ~ (cf. GKC 85,e)
is at least partially correct.

It is even more

probable that these particles both ste

fro

a single primitive Egypto-Semitic word.

(b}.kbw "place 11 plus

and adjective, yielding an

abstract noun.
Ex.:

,c::. p:st=- i ~~_j~~~nn

tm.t lr bw-nfr "He

will not fail to do good." · (Sin. B. 74-75)

§ 21..:. Through the use of generic determinatives such
·~

,~ ,

~ , etc., various parts

quently the sense

Exx.:

or

of speech are nominalized.

as

Fre-

this determinative is "one who has _ . "

(1)

::S '$' ~

-'

~ <?'' ~

,Q

¥,

rd.f .n.I

tnm }Jr w; t "I set back upon the road hi who
had strayed."

(Sin. B. 96-97)

- 56 (2)

r~ 'j

1"

aJJ ~ r44 °~ \\\ ~ ~

s<Cw pw msyt QD.'-f "It is he who multiplies
those who are bom in hist

(3)-::;:_

s:.

e.n

(Sin. B. 69) 1

.!lJ~~:J ~-~,~rm ptiwy.n (r) dLn.f
(Sin • • 81)

"He is not one who attacks

and fiees. 112

Re • l.

The third example is an interesting one since

it contains a nominalized sentence within a nominalized
sentence.

Analyzing the constituent parts

we

find that

nr?acts like a negative verb whose subject is the rest ot
the sentence.

That subject consists of two parts: a nom-

inalized verb (phwy•n)
and a petrified idio tic phrase
•
(

(r)d!.n.t sl ).

The generic determinative nominalizes

both of these components to form a compound subject.
Hence each of the components is a nominaJ.ized form, and
both together are a nominalized entity used as subject of
the verb.

§2!!.:. Various stereotyped idiomatic phrases and sentences,
like {r)df.n.f sJ(cited in §57, ex.3) are found used as nouns.

Exx.:

(l)~

~ f }I

lw-

~ .lJ ~ fK \~

gd ..n.l swt

"I said it to him as an untruth."

(Sin. B • .37)
1..

2.

3.

For a further analysis of this sentence, see 1139, ex. 4.
Lit., "He is not one who attacks and gives his back."
For other evidence of the verbal charact ristics of nn, see

§95, Rem. 1.

- 57 (2)
tp-1].r-mlst "in

the-lap') 11
(3)

urning (lit., 1n 'h ads-upon-

(Sin. C. 2)

"His eldest son H

~

~A J:/~

}Jry-!ry

"in co,-.......,. (lit., in 'being-over-it•)n

(Sin. R. 13)

§.i2.:_ In the category of virtual nouns belongs the ntire
ubject of noun clauses.

hese are treated 1n detail in Chapter VII

below.

CHAPTER IV
THE ADJECTIVE
60. Generalities.

In the gypto-Semitic languages, th

number of pure adjectives, or purely adj ctival fonns, is relatively
..................

Ex:cept tor the de

nstratives and a tew special: adjectives,

the Egypto-Semitic adj ctive is either no
prepositionally derived.

nalJ.y, verbal..ly, or

The adjectives derived fro

verbs are in

general those adjectives which express a quality; corresponding to
each of these i

a qua.1.itative verb, which

various conjugations,
pithet.

inf1 cted in the

y be used as a predicate or

The nominally derived and prepositionalJ.y d rived adjec-

tives constitut
R • 2) •

d which

be

the category of nisbe - adjectives (See also

These groups will be treated separately.

J48,

/

- 58 Adjectives

.§61.

2f quality

The adjectives of quality probably originated in

In the Egypto-Semitic languages,

the part.icipial form of the verb.

the words eenoting quality are expressed primarily as ful.l.y
i~fiected verbs.

the

Thus,

~

6

ntr nfr (Sin. R. 13), which expresses

aning of "the good god., 11 originally developed fro

the concept

These adjectives may be used either as

ttthe god (being) good.u

epithets (attributively) or as predicates.
(a)

As epithet, the adjective of quality follows

the noun which it qualifies and agrees with it
in number and gender.

Exx:.:

(1)
(2)

95

n!-_r nfr "the good god" (Sin. R. 13)

ttL~ a
0

s~t.f

~

"his eldest daughter'*

{Sin. B. 79)

(3)

1 c:?.> ~
Q

\

0

mpwt '§! wt

Ill

0

many years'1

(Sin. B. 92)
~ 62.

fuen suffixes, demonstratives, and cert.ain special

adjectives are used in conjunction with the adjectives of quality,
the qualitative adjective follows these elements.
Exx.:

(1)

t.J 1 ~ ~~ ~
god."

n!-_r pt mn!) "that excellent

(Sin. B. 44)

- 59 -

c2)!:::.~~~1f
11

rr~

tnci.k

this noble nose of yours.u

pw

~pss

(Sin. B. 237)

s ~t. t wrt "his eldest

daughter."
, ~

( quoted in i 61, Ex. 3, above)

As predicate the adjective of quality is

(b)

invariable with regard t.o number and gender,
and it generall.y precedes the noun it qualifies.
Ex.:

~ i) ~ ,.#'~~~~ t~ blwt.f
(the land's) honey. 11

R • 1.

"great was its

(Sin . B. 82-83)

It remains a ~ot question whether the adjective

of quality as predicate is reall.y an adjective or whether
it is in effect a form of the verb.

The word order (i.e.,

preceding the noun) is typical of the verbal word order.
Further, the wide latitude given to the inflection of these
words, adds evidence to the argument that these words are
basically to be considered as verbs.

Dead, for example,
to these words.

~~A:::7J7~

we

In the Book of the

find rich verbal ini'lection given

ate, e.g., such expressions as

Iw.l

vc.b.lod

nr

1/Jlfe

am pure." (deB. p. 117,

8-9), illustrating the use of the "old perfective" in this

qualitative word.

- 6o -

§6..11:..

The nisbe adjectives are formed by means of an

ending 11 y 111 which is built upon numerous nouns and prepositions.
These adjectives are used only as epithets, and they agree in

*.J

number and gender with the nouns they qualify.
Exx.:

Cl)

~

~

Horus. 11

C:aa

@

!Jr l l bty

(Sin. B. 208), from

"the eastern

*l ~

l lbt

"east."
(2) ~ I

f" ~ ~ r

side."
(3)

gs lmnty 11 to the western

(Sin. R. 18)

r!.)%!~~ ~ ~

friend. 11

(Sin.

o:a3 .

smr wCty

11

unique

1), from the numeral.

~

.

(substantive) c,-3 we. 11 one. 11
~

') 4'SIC.

~

Q

(4) ,.,_ ~~ \ JH,. ~ - A (R)tnw e-r(y)t

"Upper Retenu."
position
Re. 1.

'<?"

(Sin. B. 31), from the pre-

t!r nabove, over."

(See also § 41, b)

The nisbe adjective w ty, cited in example 2,

above, is derived from the numeral w< "one."

As a nisbe

adjective, it means ".sole, only, unique; 11 as here, it
regularly follows the noun it qualifies, when employed as
an adjective.

There are, however, cases in which it pre-

cedes the substantive.
1.

In those cases, it should

be

For the origins of the nisbe form in the genitive, see ~ 48,
Rem. 2.

- 61 considered as a noun (so eti
an adjective.

s as adverb), and never as

The following substantive, in accordance

with § 48, above, should be considered related to the preceding w < as a genitive.

Re. 2. Like other adjectives, the nisbe adjectives
may be nominalized.
Exx.:

""

tyt "a south-bound (boat)."

(Sin. B. 6)
(2)

¥ e.~ ~

lp,,tyw "messengers. 11

(Sin.

R. 19), a nominalized form of the adjective
lpwty "pertaining to a message, 11 fro ,_pwt

"message. 11

J2i:.

Into the category of nisbe adjectives falls the

ge~tival adjective sc.

Masc.

Fem.
Ex.:

n(y), which is declined as follows:

~

-r1f
C.

n

1

n,

nw

,-,rf\Jl

nwy

4::t.

nt

0. ~

nty

~~~~ n~c-::r
nt

"courtiers of the palace."
Re •. 1.

Dual

Plural

Sing.

-

smrw nw stp-s !»
(Sin. R. 17)

It is from this nisbe form that the relative

adjective 2 developed; it is the basic element in the
formation of the indirect genitive (cf. § 48, b); it is
1.
2.

For .practical reasons, it has been the policy of Egyptologists
to transliterate the genitival adjective without the nisbe
determinant 11 y," and this practice has been followed here.
See ~ 155.

- 62 also used to form adjectival phrases from nouns and other
parts of speech (cf. §48, Re . 1).
Demonstratives

§66. The four types of demonstratives are composed of
two elements:

(a) a gender and number determinant which is constant

in all four types, and (b) a particle which specifies the meaning

The .four types o.f demonstratives may be tabulated

of each type·
as follows:

Pl.ural

Fem.

Masc.

(common)
n-

t.

I

II

'

Ji

aJ:,

-w

'"this"

-

C

-n

'"thisu

~ -t

'
I

il

~

~

'"this the"

Rem. 1.

pn

i

f

-

"~

pf

~

p~

A'\\)

tw

tn

I

tf ·

ti

'
I

',l5.A

~~

-~

-'.i

nw

'

nn

nf

n~

I

,.
'

Older forms existed for the plurals, distin-

guishing between the genders.

lf a, l/ !

0

I

I

~

CJ
~

III '"that"

IV

Ai

pw

''

lp- and

These consisted of prefixes

lpt-, which represented masculine and

feminine plurals respectively and which were compounded
with the variables, n, w, and f.

By the time of the Sinuhe

- 63 Romance Recensions, however, these were entirely replaced
by the plurals in n- listed above.

The forms in lp- were

true demonstrative adjectives; the forms inn-, on the
other hand, are fundamentally pronouns, and as such are
linked to the following substantive by means of the
(C.f. § 68.)

genitive n.
Rem. 2.

It is probable that the demonstratives in -n

(type II) stem from a primitive Egypto-Semitic 11 ground-

form11 *han, which later gave rise to the Hebrew de.finite
article.

Such a ground-form would explain the insertion

of adage$ in the first radical of the .following substantive in Hebrew, and seems more reasonable than the creation
of a hypothetical form *hal for which no evidence exists
in any of the Se tic languages.

On the other hand there

is substantial evidence of an early demonstrative~This form, in tact, exists in dialectical North Arabic
inscriptions.

In Hebrew there are vestiges of such a

demonstrative in the interjection

ii ~ iJ

; Arabic has ~re/

served the de:ioonstrative as the adverb
place."

W

,

"here, at this

The Arabic definite article may have haq its

origins either in this demonstrative, or, more probabiy,
in an entirely different demonstrative, possibly the

)

proto-Semi.tic form of it~ X •

It should be noted that

when the Egyptians developed a definite article, it was
from the demonstratives in

-l (type IV). The fact that

the definite article in all these languages is di£ferent
points to an independent development, and accordingly
there is no justifiable reason for attempting to derive
a cormoon explanation for both the Hebrew and the Arabic
articles.

f~

The singulars of the dezoonstratives are regularly

employed as grammatical adjectives.

The demonstratives in-wand

-n both have the meaning of "this;" however, early in

. E.

aJ,

pw

began to be preferred as a pronoun,1 and it is predominantly thus
used to introduce certain types of non-verbal sentences. 2 The
demonstratives in -n are the usual forms for "this" in M. E., while
the demonstratives in -:t are the usual

r orms

for "that."

The

de - nstratives in - f signify a weaker demonstrative than those in
-w or -n and by N. E. had developed into the definite article.

s adjectives, the forms in-wand -n follow the nouns
they qualify; the for
l.

2.

An oppositional de

in -f may precede or follow; the forms in

nstrative later developed as a)J~l/ 'fMY, a
kind of nisbe to retain the adjectival force of this group.
See ~139, bel ow.

- 65 -

~ always

precede the noun.

Exx. :

c:::J

(1)

1

~n.•

,::,

~ ir ~ n1r pn mt\!}

I' -

excellent god. 11

11

(Sin. C. 5)

(2) ~ :;:_ !}ht tn "this land. rt

(3) iL\ ~ U pf nthat land."
(4)

~ 2j ""5~
11

this

rr~

(Sin. B. 42)

(Sin. B. 43)

.fnd.k pw ~pss

this noble nose of yours." (Sin. B. 2.37)

The Demonstratives Used~ Prono1.ms

§68. The employment of the singular demonstratives as
prono1.ms is limited in the Sinuhe Recensions to ~pw, whose uses

will be discussed in detail in Chapter VII (§1.39) • On the other

hand, th~ plural forms inn- are by nature pronominal., and as such
require the genitiv&l. n when used as adjectives.
Exx~;

(1)f'..-c7 it <?°'~q-a-ro~ aJ:,
p};l•n• k nn l}r m-Ilst2 pw
here?

fuy have you come

(lit., why is it that you have

approached these (places) )? 11 (Sin. B. 34-35)
(2) ~ ;
11

1.
2.

ct,

0

)'-t't

dpt m(w)t nn

this is the taste of death. 11

(Sin. B. 2.3)

For the word order, when used in conjunction with other
adjectives, see §62, above.
Cf.§§ 34, 36.

- 66 ..,
_Special Adjectives

.§22..:.

A limited number of words in Egyptian are pure

adjectives; these consist of such words as
ky

11

~

nb

"all, 11

~q

other," which are neither adjectives of quality {i.e. ,

derived from verbs) nor nisbe adjectives (i.e., derived from
Such adjectives present no particular

noims and prepositions).
probleu.

While nb follows the noun it qualifies, ky precedes

its noun.

!!r-~t• f

bim. 11
(2)

(J)

11

There is not another person _be.fore

(Sin. R. 72)

Cf'. ,§91, ex. 1, below.

S

~ o.~ " ~Illl.ml'lt
1

(Sin. B. 84-85)

nbt uall the cattle. 11
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THE VBU

i 72.:. Generalities. Egyptian, like t})e Seaitic

languages,

possessed a highly developed verbal sy-stem with n'Ulierous innec-

tions and conjugations.

In the abnnce ot a knowledge of the

vocalizatien ot the verbal s79tJ., it is impossible to difterenti1

ate bet.ween all the varying conjjgations that mnst have existed.
J

At best w are lilllted to distinct.ions
indicated by variations in
,
orthogra~, by n.riations in context, and by certain vestiges in

Coptic.. In addition, soma inferences JU.7 be drawn troa the analoa
to the Semitic languages, on one band, and troa the developaents in
Coptic, on the other.
While

l!IOIIII

aspects ot the EQpt.ian verb are very closel.T

related to the Seid.tic verb, othen are distinct.

Many

ot these

siailarities and distinct.ions will be pointed out as they are
encountered in the preaent treataent.

In general, it ay be said

that whereas the Seid.tic language• Nft&l a a,re highly dffelopecl
intlection ot tbe •rtal nea, Egyptian possessed a mre intricate
1
.
system ot auxili&r7 nrba and DIOdi.tying part.icles. In both groups

et l.anguages the root, or conaonantal structure ot the verb, is the
1.

Aa pill be ahown below ( §\ii-91), however, the Seid.tic

languages do reveal vestiges of aore auxiliary verbs than has
been heret.otore traditionally recognized.

,)
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critical el.amt deteratning the buic idea which i• being upreaNd.
In the Semitic languages the Yerbal innec\ion i• pl"iJlar.t.l.T

upresNd. by Y&r.l.ation in vooallzation (al.though soae tol."'1111.tiTe•
are likewise involved).

In EgJpt1an., it &n7 interenaes JU.7 be

drawn troa Copt.ic., the vocal.1sation is comparativelJr toasiliHd.

§.7!.:.. I.

Cl.aaaitication

!!: Y!!, Verba

Baaed upon the nuaber ot coneonant• (radical.a)
which constitute the not, Jopt.ian verbs are cl.aaaitied u tollons
oona1ating ot 2 radical••

•

"

2

•

, th• HCOnd ot which i•
cleubled •

•
•
•

" 3

•

•
•

3.

"

, the third ot which ia wak.

3

•

, the third ot which i•

'

.

doublfid.

•
•
••

• 4
• 4
• s

"
•

,

•

.

the tourt.h ot which ia wait .

td

c2ae ,-.>~~
(.3 lit.)

dj

•aq·• •.

•m.n;• 4-~i> .n •-.•
"bear;• ,I~ m,r "becoa. •

11ml

•!la

c,.. int.) 'fd 4
•love.•

pr(l) •ooae tort.h"
·c:::=..~ ~ ar(l)
.

j

- 69 n.d I I,__
=
..,u gUl. ) 1-.A.,d

( -2

r. ~-

.l;
w.) ~~

(4 lit-4-)

(4u

-w...1..
lil'&UU

•--1-.-

-•

cool."l

A . wp •stride.•

tu-Cl) •sit;• ~4~~aln(l)

"join•2

(S lit.)~ ~ ngaga "overnow."
~

Gea:f pation

I

I

/

~~ As Of1n•r 1points out in so• detail ( ~ . Graaa.

§1269, tt.), geain&t;ion devel.oped, at l.eut originaJJ7, fro• TOWl
I
.
.
ahitts which were ..,a79(1 to diating~•h the different Terbal
aspect••

Thus, in a gainating verb like ~ = .IIDD, we 11&1' suppose

that the orthography'~;:::::: IIDD er~ ~ mn.t indicate• the
presence of vawel. between the two n 1 • .

Using Gardiner' a veey

plausible suggeat.ed Tocallzation, we a1ght conjecture that the
fora .~ ~ 11D11. t was pNnounced so•thing like
the earl,1' stages of the language.

*8wnanet,

during

As a corollari, we 'UT suppose

that. no vowel. existed in the fora written ~ ~wn.t.

Thus, the

vocalizations ilwn(n)at or ifwan(n)et might be conjectured • .Accordingl,1', in the abaence of a 'Y01fel. Hparating th• a7llables, the two

n's fell together into the non:-geminated fol'Dl~

~ wn.f.

Evidence supporting. this hypothesis, and perhaps hin~
coincidental.1,1' at the col.or

or

the vowel of one of the relative

l. :&st Jae gem. verbs, like this one, are in real.it7 causitives
in a-, derived from verbs 2u gea.
2. The l which is written here is undoubtedl.7 the second and not
the fourth radical, so placed tor orthographic reasons.

.E 111!-

Ct:_! 6,

(

to1'1181 i• found in an interesting orthography in .the Sinuhe
Bounce.
1,c.

"Whatever was trapped was given to •
lJ"m ';:::::> ['\ J... ~ I IA.
?
..... • 7.1 , "dIC orw-r Imm

X

that which rq bounds brought.."

.%.J.

•••• n ~ c:::. ~ ~

1sa,.l "beddea

(Sin. B.

90-91)

In this quotation., the imperfective relative torm ot the ano110loua
geainating verb

Jl 1n1 shows not only the re&SOD tor gemination

(a .l ong -vowel betwm the n•s)~ but also probably- the color ot the
VOIMJ..

As deaanstrat.ed above

sonants• and n., becomes

u,

(§'43, Rem.. 2),

the con-

the latter frequently- expressed. in the

ort.bogn.pb1" ot this and later periods bJ'

with n., b;y' ?I" mr.

o toll.owing

J,

w, or, in combination

In the iapertective relative toms, as ~ao 1n

other tonu ot the Egyptian verb, geaination occ~ where possible.

Acco~., it. is shown here.

The orthography expressed in this

citation points to soaa such vocal.1zation as
.,

,M-8fenunu, the l being

derived troa an orlginaJ o 1n ~ · open accented
the conaonant. n.

ay-llable tollowinc

The t1nal u., occasionally- indicated

bJ' v in the

ort.hograJ>hT ot the iapertective relative fora., begins to disappear
in the Sinuhe rec:lactions.,

am

tiMs., it was coapletely lost.
1.
2.

See

fi ll5, tt.

SN _!128.4.

D10re

noticeably- 1n N. E;; by Coptic

1

- 71 In o~r gealnating tol'IIII, . such as vnn.t, the vowel was
probably

S01111

ot.her wwe1 than

o,

ter an• wuld have NCOIIII

after n and w should u:pect the biero&l1Ph lf

m,

u

t.e appear in

this spelling.

a...

l ..

Such hypot.heHs, ot course, presuppose that.

the gealnatin& verbs wre triconaonant&l, and that t.he
non-gud.nat.ecl fo?"IU, such as vn.t, were a later developamt,

bl"'Ought

ot a ·- .owl

about by u • iailat.ion due to Uie al>Hnce

·~ ween the syllables.

'l'he Saitic studie•

which have · shown that triconBOIUUltaliaa is not ongl naJ

· does not nece• sa:riq connict with t.heH h;n>otheaes.

en

the contrar.r, they aq help in the · reconstruction •l

intlectioD&l deYelopmant.

The •c•nd&l7 ~•l,eling vhioh

took place in converting biconecmantala to triconaonantal.•
111q

logical.q have antedated the TOC.alic st:rw:t.UN

~

/

.§7.l,:;. ~ ni-b• are

tho•• wrb• whose 1'1nal radical 1•

one ot the waker alllli-'V90alio eonsonan\a, i.e.,

I

or v.

In thi•

oat.ego17 belong the cl.usificat.ions ot the )ae int. and 4M int.
wrba listed above (§71).

Cbaracteriat.ic of these verbs are t.he

tM1o1ne intin:l.tive and gemina\ion in certain aspects or the verb.

,
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a..

l.

The geain&ting cbaracteriatica ot the wak

nrba conat.1tute an Japt.o-Sait.ic feature, wbich should
be thoroughly investigated

'b7 coaparatift l.iquiats.

Th•

results of a thorough anal:ysia of gem.nation in the
Seai.Uc languages u nil aa Egyptian should be truittul,
and w.w.d mdoubtedq e:xpla1n N •·

et the etill UDanSnrecl

probl... int.he lgyptian verb, and possibly' shed aoa
detinit.i'ff light. m the Tocalisat.1011 of EaJ>t1an.
C.rta1n teat.urea ot the geainating Terb aig~ be

· amt.ioned here, in puaing.

As suggested in

_!72, r-, 1.. ,

aboTe, the current, and probabl.7 Talld, h7potheais on the
effect of TOCalisat1on upon guinat1on ..... to indicate
a cleftl.opamt troa orig1n•J17 t.riconaonantal root.a.

~

the other band, it 1• also pctaaible t.bat. the geainaticm
tomd in the 1INk ftrba reaulta troa coapenaation tor the

loss ot the nak t1nal consonant.

In certain aspect.a,

accordingl.7, . . a1gbt. conjecture that. tol"JIS lib

g 45i

prr deftloped te suppert. 1.aport.ant 'YOWl.a upon the disappear-

ance

et the wak t1nal consonant.a.
The ll&rbd a1 Id J •rit.7 ~wen the Hebrew :, •.:, ftrba

and the Bebrev i1 •• 7 'ffrba (origjnaJ)7

I .. 7 or ' .. 7 ) 1•

indicat.1n ot a parallel, it not identical, deTelopaent

- 73 in both languages. liote, tor exaaple,

n~::>
T
"1'

and

~~::,;
-

'T

ni Q

and

'JU ;

ill) ui and 'O'O ui (ct. GKC tt.r,e).
'TT

~

-'T

With forms such as theH tor a basis, the

COPPO"\

origin•

of the gemin&ting and nak ftrba, «aM1 n-1 ubauativei,-,
should proTe a prot1.table • tu:17.

§~

Although the Terbal o1assitications ll&Diteat. ftapto-

Sud.tic characteristics, the Egyptian conjugations and tenses show
little aorphological. relationship to the Seaitic languages. 1
While parallels 11&7 be drawn between th• EaJ,tian old perfective

(§96, tt)

and the Seid.tic perfect on a .• rphological. basis, there

is no evidence that an lgyptian counterpart. ot the Sellitic imperfect

eYer u:isted.

CertaiDl.7 in the Sinuh• Roaance Recensions, there is

no single ort.hographic aanitestation of such a f ol'll.
II.

I!!.!, Suttix Copjugation

~Li:. The suffix co~ugation, so called because its pronom,1 nal subject is the suffix pronoun (ct.§.§ 14, 18) , is peculiar

to Egyptian, and, according to current theories, was .or relativel.7
late origin.

The auttix pronoun, used aa subject ot the verb, in

accordance with the rule expressed in J 14, above, is inseparable
from the ftrbal. stem.

When the subject i• :oom1nal, on the other

hand, the subject aa7 be separated troa the Terbal stea in accordance

1 ..

In addition to the old perfective, there are other siudlarities
which will be pointed out as thq are encountered; UIODg these
are the auxiliary verb (~88-91), am the causative pretormative
s- which as elsewhere corresponds to Hebrew il •

(
- 74 wit.h the rules

or word. order

outlined in §§46,...50, above.

The

suttix pronouns ued in t.he toraation ot· the · suffix conjugation

regularq follow any- det~rminatives which accompaD7 the basic verb .

.

It .has been the custom ot Egyptologists to use the verb

~ i sga

"hea~n as a paradigsu, and according.17~ the various

verbal forms are illustrated . by- means of this verb and termed nthe

sg_m•.f

form, n "the sgm.n.f form," etc.

This practice is adhered to

in the present. study. ·

§12.:..

farad1 g.m. ot ~

£2!!

Sin~u.lar

-

adm. t

Plura.1

1.

c.

~i~ 9.i

l. o.

4i)~

aspi.n

2.

••

~

2. c •

Ai) ~

ll!la•P

2.

t.

<1 ~ -;::, 9·1

,3.

•• 4j~

ap.t

Oi) f ~

9 .an

~~

aslm·•

3. t.

i,c7

r

115la.k

indefinite

3.

Ji~J,

o•

ap.tw (ct. .31, Bell. l.)

§XL:. The ~ t torm in act.uallt7 is COJlprised of two
••pa.rat.a aspects:

the perfective and illpertective, which vill. be

treated in soae d.et&il belw

I§ 78-00) .

Undoubt.edl.7 a variation in vocalisation sild Jar t.o tba\
described. in § 72, above, clittenntiat.ed these two aspects;

at.rong (i.llmd.abl.e)

nm,

in the

however, these dist.inotiona are lost. te

- 75 us in the absence ot a knowledge

or

the Egyptian vocalization.

In

the weak and geainating verbs (Dlllt.able), on the other hand, we can
discem a distinction in the orthograp~.

In these gem.inating

verbs, the perfective is represented by the non-geainated tom,
while the i.Jllpertectiw is represented by the geainated fora.
Eu:.:

(1) ~

i 'i ~ ,,__4c1 ~ ~ i-.._,

1~; .t

lkJl.t "He girds on shield (and crushes the
enu;r). 11

Iapertective 9!!a.t

(Sin. B. 61).

ot the 3ae int. verb 1i l.
(2) ~ ' : : : .l/~

al .J-

~

~~~

wnn irt t-'pt

"What then rill that land be like?"

(Sin. B. 43).

Imperfectift

asm.t (with

noJlinal subject) ot the 2ae· gem. verb wnn.
(3)

•a.tum to Egypt,~

'il~ Sn.r uc-::i

~~ m3.k J!nw !Jpr.n.k lm.t
aay- see the Pal.ace where you

"so that you
were bom. •

(Sin. B. 188). Perfective ap.t torm ot the
2ae gem. verb

(4)~1x'i)

~

a~t

~~~•')51~

lr.1 -1.

tr n 9l w{7) "I depart.eel (made a departing) at
eventide."

(Sin. B. 19-20). Perfective sgm.t

of the Jae inf. verb
1.

er. -' .34,

above.

lrl.
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-

The perfective adm.t
-The
only notable characteristic ot the perfective

B!lJa.t, trom the point ot view ot orthographic morphology, is the
absence

or

geminat.ion

~

the geminating verbs.

In the strong

:illlmtabl.e verbs, there is nothing but context to distinguish t.h•
imperfective from the perfective.

In IIPening, the perfective

denotes a compler ed action with regard to th~ particular tia
(present, past, or tuture) under reference.

In main clauses,

\

accorrUn~, it. ,_., be used to express:
\

Im.'.:) (ri•;:"i;r 4~ ~ <= . , r~
1 !.-tr nt.r-an •she (the city)
hC(f)•st.
.
O

I

rejoices in hill mre than in their gods."
(Sin. B.- 66-67).

(2) ~ T

__. •

pr(l) C::.•(His) ~

-igots~ oFt.h."

(Sin. B. 52).
(b)
&xx.:

The past.;
(1)

~r \ti~ tft~lf~ -f;r p(r)scl>•r2

n.l lrt.t

11

He cooked some ailk tor me."

(Sin. R. 51)

c2>'71,~k.~ ~!t

~.r

t,m<•i "He consulted with me. n (Sin. B. 113)
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(J)

(c)

Ct. also

~6, u:. 4-

The future;
In the Sinuhe Romance no u:aaples are found ot
this llSage.

Rea. 1.

In the period during which the Sinuhe Recen-

aions were written, the pertectiTe 9!:la-t shows Teey
lla:1.ted empl.01119nt.

As

noted above, the Mure usage,

even with part.icles (ct. ~ - Gramm. §§450-5), is tor

all practical purposes non-uistent.

Although the per-

teotive ~ t ia found in past usage, as quoted above,
the usual form tor past narration in this period consists
of eaployaent ot the ~ - t tora or auxiliary verbs.

It

'irill. be noted throughout this study that tense distinction•

are certa1nl;y •re TiTid.ly' and consciousl;y expressed in

EQptian than in Hebrew or Arabic, it the present theori••
regarding the latter languages are accepted.

It is nece•-

8&17, however, to retain in this diacu•sion an aw&NDesa

ot the Sud.tic distinctions bet.VND completed actions
(perfective) and incompleted, recurNnt, or habitual
actians (imper~ective).

S11d]ar distinctions ot aspect

cert.ainl.7 existed in O. E., and traces of this distinction
prevail in the Sinuhe Romance and throughout M. E.
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HeverlheleSB, in addition to these aspects, true •timetenses" also deve1oped, and by Coptic times a fairly'

elabo.r ate system of tenses evol~ with co-uistent
l.iJlitative and aspect tenses.
Thus, the perfective

sgm•.t is

gradually replaced

by the 1.D;>ertective 9!!m •.t or coapound forms to express

the future, b7 the agm.n •.t or

COlllpOund

forms to express

the past . . In llain clauses, it is ge~erally retained to
express a simple occurrence in the present, w.l:t.hout

reference to repeated or habi.t ual action or duration •

.§~ In subordinate

clauses, the perfective

sgm..t

expresses relative present or .tuture time when compared to the

· verb ot the main clause.

Bxx.:

(1)~

C

1 ~ ~ ro 'it_

<=>I~

I~ .~;..t(w)•t

h1,.t R-P.1tyw "He used to be seen (imper.teatin)

attacking (lit.., as he attacked) the Asiatics.•
(Sin. B.

(2)

52-53)

~ei~ ~a ra<=>.}J01

hrw "I set out when it. was day.• (Sin. B. 10)

In both these a:ramples ·the time o.t the verb o.t the

subordinate clause is coincident with the time ot the verb ot the
main clause.
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_t80.

The Imperfective s~.f
The morphological characteristic of the i perfective

si\m.f is the expression of gemination in the geminating verbs.
main clauses,

In

it denotes habitual, repetitive or continuous action,

regardless of time.

In subordinate clauses it usually reflects the

t' e of the main verb.

(a)
Exx.:

Present

(l)~i1t4li )lf(JA~ - ~~~
lle.~ ~ e~ -c=. l/ ~-t:.. &; st;,1
I

n ~ ' lw.1. dl. i t } n gsy.l211 When l aggards
falter fro

hunger, I give3 bread to

nei ghbor .n

(Sin. B. 1 51) .

my

(2) Cf. §77, ex. 1, above.
(b)

Past

1st n

Ex..:

was given to land."
(c)
EJoc .:

ll, t "Land

(Sin. B. 182)

Future
~ h<=> ~ ~ l\h~
(l) ~
- ' I lrv ""S.L, Vv~ ~

wnn

1.rf tlpf

''What then will this land be like? 11

(Sin. B. 43)
(2) ~ ~ ~~~ wnn.j tm,<.1. "You will be
with
1.

2.

3.

Cf. I 57, above .
Cf . 1 16, Rem. 1.
Cf. J 89, ex. 2,_ below.

e. 11

(Sin . B. 77)
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Rem. 1.

As noted in the final paragraph of §78,

Re. 1., the· perfective sg_m.f gradually became the
usual for

for expressing the future.

This tendency,

which shows close affinity to the development of the
Hebrew i perfective, is recognizable in the Sinuhe
Romance.

Although the period of the Sinuhe Recensions

is a transitional period as far as the verb is concerned,

the patterns adopted for verbal usage show definite
strains of development.

The influx of auxiliary forms is

very noticeable, as is the displac

ent of the perfective

ss!m.f in past meaning by the sdm.n.f .
! 81.

The sg.m•n•f form
Scholars are agreed that the s,gm.n.f form developed

from the participle and the dative of possession (§50, b).
as "a book (is) to me" is equivalent to

uheard (is) to

e 11

is equivalent to

11

Just

"I have a book," so also

I have heard."

By definition,

therefore, the S£Ill.n.f is primarily a verb of past connotation.
It is employed in main clauses for simple past narration, and in
subordinate causes to convey relative past tie.
Exx.. :

~
..ll. ~~
··~ C{/
-cr,a 1\
.... c..0-.)
~ ~ ~ ~

J

(1)

~

sic) 1

sg_m. n. ! brw-nnu. n

the lowing of the cattle."
1.

For the goat instead of
n. la .

8 ,

0

t "I heard

(Sin. B. 24-25)

see Blaclanan, 2E.. cit. , p. 14a,

- 81 (2)

.h

('\--

_o., __ I '•'

p}_l.n.sn sw r
at eventide. 11
(3 )

1

tr n

g:wy

"They reached him

(Sin. R. 20)

? ~ --- ~

~ .A !¼a.::._Q!O ~

--n t; pl}• n• i

Ptn 11When dawn came (lit., when t he land had
brightened) , I reached Peten. 11

(Sin. B. 20)

The Passive form
In the

inuhe Romance redactions two distinct

passive for s are discernible:
The for
context.

the passive 5!!m.f and the sgJ!l.tw.f.

r is di stinguished from the active 5£Ill.f only t hrough
Only two example s are found in t hese texts.

_j

Exx.:

A<:>

l~

~

r~ffe

1st h! b r msw-nsw2 "Then the King's children
were sent for. 11
(2)

4~ ,g ~
n.

(Sin. R. 22) 3

~~ !t-

iw

grg.tw (r)<li

"Whatever was trapped was given to me. 11

(Sin. B. 89-90).

In this sentence (r)d! is

a passive form of t he sg_m..f type whose
sub ject, the no ·nal sentence

Iw gr g.tw,

precedes its verb for emphasis ( cf. ~ 134.-136)
1.
2.

3.

Cf. ~ 51, ex. 2 .
See § 49, Rem. 1.
Cf. § 136, Rem. l.
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! !ti:.

The sg_m.tw.f form, which in origin derived from the

indefinite pronoun (cf. § 31, above), is the more common passive
form in these texts.

Frequently, the w is dropped in the orthog-

raphy, resulting in a form sg_m.t(w).f, which should not be confused with the sg_mt.f form (see §105, Rem. 1., below).

When the full form is written, the tw is written
after the determinative; when the short form .t. is written, it is
placed before the determinative.
Exx:.:

<1>

mr-;n ~

ms.t(w).f "he was born."

(Sin. B. 69; similarly ~

,# j

Q~

a

•t(w) .f, quoted in .§158, ex. 2., bel9w)
(2)

,K lk~

ms.tw.f 11 he was born. 11

(Sin. R. 93)

§file. These passives are used in exactly the same manner
as their active counterparts; sg_m.tw.f corresponding to sg_m.f i n
each of its aspects, sg_in.m.tw.f corresponding to sg_m.n.f in its
uses .
Exx:.:
mw m Itrw swrl.t.f mr.k "The water of (lit.,

in) the river is drunk when you desire (it). 11
(Sin. B. 233~234)
(2)

7' i

~ ~ !=. ~

not heard. 11

n s&m.tw rn.1. "My name was

(Sin. B.

41; similarly Sin. B.

89-90, cited in § 151, ex. 3, below)

- 83 (3) ~ ~ < : > ~ ~

r+~1!"1r.n.t(w).f

r };lwt Styw "He was made to fight the
Asiatics."
Rem. 1.

(Sin. B. 72)

That the s£im.tw.f is a true passive seems to

be supported by the use of the suffix pronoun as grammatical subject of this construction.

Although, as suggested

in §31, Re . 1, above, the passive is derived from the
indefinite pronoun, which in turn is probably derived
from the 2 pers. sing. pronoun, the resulting construction
could not have been felt as an active verb.

If tw were

felt as subject (albeit semantic subject) of the verbal
for, the dependent pronoun would be expected where the
suffix pronoun actually occurs.
It is interesting to note, however, that, unlike
the Semitic languages, Egyptian possessed no i nternal
passive form.

In Coptic, there is no evidence of a

passive construction, use being made of the

J. pers. plur.

pronoun for such purposes.
I I ~ Compound Forms of
~

~

Suffix Conjugation

Egyptian possesses a relatively rich syste of

auxiliary verbs and compound verbal forms when compared to the

Semitic languages.

The three principle auxiliaries are the copula
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JJ}J lw,

the verb expressing existence ~

"standn

¥~ (. };le. .

: =wnn, and the verb

fore discussing the use of these verbs as

auxiliaries, so e general comments should be made on the independent uses of the verbs wand wnn.

~86.

The copula

lJJi

w is, as will be demonstrated in

the succeeding sections, a primitive Egypto-S'emitic element.
Although no grammatical variations are manifested in the orthography, there being no separate sg_m.n.f, infinitival or geminating
forms, there is nevertheless evidence of tense or aspect1 in this
verb.

Used independently,

l/Ji

serves to emphasize mildly so e

assertion or description; it is not used to indicate existence.
Exx.:

(1)

"The body of the god united with his

creator; 11

</e_ 5;:;t ~

f~ ~ Iw !!nw m

sgr 11 the Residence was in silence. 11

(Sin . R. 8)
(2)

/Je.~ ~ ~ ~ ~
n.l

11

w

grg.tw (r) di

Whatever was trapped was given to me"

(Sin. B. 89-90)
(3)

11

1 did not know (what) brought me to this

l and;"

</c; f.4 r~~ '11

"it was like a plan of God."

1.

w

ml sl}r nir

(Sin. B.

42-43)

As will be seen in the succeeding sections, this assertion is
defensible, despite the prevalent bheories to the contrary;
cf. LeF. ! 310.

- 85 -

(4) "It was he who subdued the foreign lands 11

<J~~l ~

b f ~c-::i{tc-:i

lw t.f

m-hnw <q.f "(while) 1 his father was in his

(Sin. B. 50)

Palace. 11
~

existence.

The geminating verb ~-:= wnn is employed to express

Unlike iw, it manifests the full attributes of the

Egyptian verb, its geminated for

representing the imperfective;

its non-geminated form representing the perfective.

tig,.n.
hrw

11

I set out, (when) it was day (i.e., at

daybreak)."
(2)

wn

(Sin. B. 10). (Per fe ctive)

~z:::; ~:=; ~

wnn . k

(i.e., remain) with me."

tm'-• "You will be
(Sin. B. 77).

(Imperfective)

(3) ~
pf

=

</~~

tr}]

wnn ir.f

ti

ml m "What then will that land be like?"

(Sin. B. 43).

§88.

~ J.4

(Imperfective)

2! ~ auxiliary ~

The copula w, in addition to its independent use

(cf. § 86, above) is also used as an auxiliary to for
tenses.
1.

compound

It is in these constructions that we find a clue to the

For the rel ationship between this use of i w a.~d the Hebrew
circumstantial clause introduced by waw copulative, see §159,
below.

- 86 assertion that verbal aspect, though not evident orthographically,
exists in this ele ent.
Characteristic of the Egypto-Semitic l anguages in
constructing compound tenses is the practice of using one t ense or
aspect in the auxiliary a.ri..d the opposite tense or aspect in the
second co ponent.

Thus, if the auxiliary is perfective, the

basic verb is imp rfective; if the auxiliary is imperfective, the
basic verb is perfective.
Exx..:

(1)
(2)

rabic affords the clearest examples:

.

, , ~ .... ~
~ tJ kana yaktuhu "he was writing. 11
.... .,
~ ~,3..{. yakunu kataba "He will have
written. 11

It should be noted that the auxiliary, rather than
the second co ponent, deternd.nes the resulting tense or aspect of
the compound verb.

It is evident also that the principle of form-

ing co pound tenses by the juxtaposition of perfects and imper-

fects, similar to the Arabic usage outlined above, existed also
in Egyptian.
In view of the ir:mrutability of the copula ~.}] ,

it is impossible to demonstrate this principle in this verb.
Fortunately, however, the ge · nating verb ~ replaces the copula as an auxiliary.

found in Urk. IV'. 1900, 11:

An

frequently

illuminating exampl e i s

- 87 -

shall be a petitioner.n
In this eF.ample, the presence of a geminating verb in both co -

ponents of the compound tense affords the most reliable evidence
of the principles under consideration.

The auxiliary wnn

(imperfective) forms a compound tense with the non-geminated
(perfective) form wn, the resulting aspect bei ng the same as the
auxiliary, i.e., imperfective.

§8....2.:.. Thus we may conclude t hat in the compound .forms
of the suffix conjugation constructed with

lw,

there is implicit

in the auxiliary a tense which is the antithesis of the second
component.

Frequently, a fw.f sgm.f form will appear (cf. ex. 2,

below), without disrupting this sequence of tenses.

1:/e, -:-- %' ~ ~ e t~ -fr
~i!,f4 ~ lw fr.t(w) n.! cs,wirtt m

I

Exx.:

(1)

I \ I

Ill

p( .f) st1 nbt "One made much milk for me at
every feast. 11

(Sin. B. 91-92).

The per-

:,,
fective aspect of the 3ae. inf. verb ==-1r1,

in accordance with the principles outlined
above, indicates that the aspect of the
auxiliary is imperfective.

This is precisely

the aspect we should anticipate to express
1.

See ~6.

- 88 -

the repetitive or habitual concept required
with

11

at every feast."

An alternative could

have been employed for th.1s Egyptian sentence, using the simple imperfective sdm.f:
etc .

rr.t(w)n.

with no significant _difference in

4

~; etc.,
aning.

AA ""S?'"
1e..~1{ a ~--~·~qfe- s~J s ~ty

(2) \@

.h.~ ~

~,
,.?~
i "When 1 aggards
n l]p-, 1.w.
i di •i u.» n gsy.

falter from hunger, I give bread to
neighbor."

(Sin. B. 151-152).

llzy'

Here, the

tense and aspect of the verb of the subordi-

nate clause (s:~) reflects the tense and
aspect of the verb in the main clause

(~w.1 d! .I), in accordance with the
stated in §80, above, q.v.
s ~~

rule

The imperfective

reflects, accordingly, the· perfective

lw.l ,

whose compounding component is perfec-

tive

~ 88).

~2Q.:. Examples of

I.w

ajm.n.f are not found in the Sinuhe

redactions; accordingly, the following are quoted from the Book of
the Dead, where the examples of past custom (imperfective) are

- 89 -

thus rendered:
Ex.:

..

n hkr 11 1 used to give bread to the hungry. 11
(deB. p. 119, 2, et passim.)

s2-h

The foregoing principles

Ci

8-89) are likewise

appl ied in forming the compound tenses of the geminating verb of
existence ~
by

=. wnn.

st frequentl y the compound is expressed

QJJ~ 1w wn with imperfective meaning .
Ex .: ~-~JJ~'fii~~~,: ~~ ~
in1 lw wn

ky n!lt

~ r.f 11 Is there another war rior2

to fight against him? 11

(.)in . B. 133-134;

si milarl y Sin. B. 120-121).
Rem.l.

At this point an analogy may be drawn between

the uses of the auxiliary
~:_;._ wnn and

4Jl Iw and

l/}~ !w wn,

i ts alt rnat es

on one hand , and the

Hebrew waw consecutive a.~d waw copulative, on the other . 3
As i ndicated above (S86), iw is. a primiti ve

gypto-

Semitic element not only etymologically but also functi nall y.

Par alleling the independent uses of

t he example

lJJ;J

w (cf.

quoted in § 86), the Hebrew waw copulative

(cf. GKC. § 154 n.l) expresses emphasis of some assertion
or description.
1.
2.

ee §131.
Cf . !, 57 , above .

3. Professor C.H. Gordon has pointed out that this relationship
was noticed in 1946 by Dr. G.D. Young in one of the former's
cl asses.

- 90 Exx:.:

.

(1) .flt;? 7'•IO~l 0 Ehud was dead. 0 (Ju. 4-1)
corresponds to the usage of
ex. 3.

Similarly, alsot

lJJJ

in § 86,

Gen. 19-1, Ps.

28-3, et. al.

J\, 11n.x.

(2)

I

-

-

turned back"

:

.'

0 i1.,
. l~H
.. . "Their faces were

.

(Gen. 9-23), like the examples

in § 86, above, with dverbial predicate.
The waw consecutive likewise mani fest s the same

l/J,

characteristics as the Egyptian auxiliary
n. 28--8 I~~

X-7!1' fuen

Ee,au saw, etc . ,

n

w.

In

exemplifies

the principle expressed above in which the second component
(here :imperfective) is co bined with an au.tiliary (perfective) to for

a compound narrative tense (perfective).

From the description of the Egypto-Semitic auxiliary {f\88-

91) , it will be evident that the waw consecutive is not
a conjunction at all, but r ather an auxiliary element of

verbal origin, which at so e po$nt possessed verbal.
aspect or tense.

'l'he aspect or tense contained in this

~, , just as in Egyptian and Arabic , is both the antithesis of the tense of the second component

d the

determining factor in the tense of the resulting compound
verb.

It is emphasized that ·here is no coordi nating

force implicit in this element, and contrary to the

- 91 statements in GKC § 111, f-h, it implies no necessary
connection with any preceding narrative.

Both in

Egyptianl and in Hebrew, narratives may be introduced
by the element under discussion.

It is unnecessary,

unscientific, aad illogical to ass

e connections with

mythical preceding books, chapters, or verses, on the
basis of the resemblance of this auxiliary to the coordiating conjunction \ •
Ori the basis oft ·s description it will be seen

that an expression like ., ~ ~ ~ co tains no coordinating
conjunction, and functionally it corresponds dir ectly to
the Egypti an

~J,,~

any connection

Iw

wn

~ 91) .

o any previous state

This for

, without

nt , may be used as

a com.pound narra·ive tense, and may, accordingly, int roduce any nar rative .

Exx . :

I Sam~ 1-1 :

Ezek, 1-1, Ezra 1-1, et al . ).

These are com-

pound narr tie tenses; they are not connected
wi'i::.h any precedin

books .

It is suggested that the foregoing explanation of

the origin of the waw consecutive ,fill coincidentl y
e1..-pl ain the appearance of the dage

in the first radical

of the i perfective with waw consecutive (cf. GKC 1 49 f).
1.

See the opening passage in the "Story of the Two Brothers."

- 92 The traditionally accepted explanation that the dages is
caused by the

11

close connection of this waw with th:

following consonant , 111

is arbitrary and unconvincing.

Certainly a more pro· able explanation of the appearance
o adages in these eases ia assimilat.ion of a consonant.
Such a consonant n · y well be the n of ~ -

or

l/Ji ~ .

Thus, we find that compar-lng the Hebrew waw consecutive with the "'g;yptian aux.iliarie
(1)

explains at once :

The apparent conversion of tenses in the Hebrew

verbal structure;
(2)

The origin of waw conversive as distinct from

the coordin~ting conjunctio; and
(3)

!.2b.

The reason for the dage~ in these forms.

The auxiliary

~ 't ~

In va:-ious stages of .1.gypti an, this auxiliary underwent a more or less complete develop!llent.

In the Sinuhe texts,

however, its e :ployment is limited to the form

<:tf . n S9:ffi.

n.f .

The existence of such a for.n does not disturb our theory of t.!1u
antithetic charact..,r of tha compound tenses (cf. § 88, above) .

On

the contrary, it shows that compoundo of like tenses or aspects
are in realit;r co pound verbs as opposed to co pound tenses.

<he
d
""' acco rd'ing1y,
• •n s_m.n
. ..1.,

.1.,

d er:ive
. d f ro

an expression "h

rose

and said,rr similar to the English coll quialiSJll 11 he up and said."
ih.

GKC, loc. cit.

- 93 From the grammatical point of ·view, therefore, C. ti< i s not st rictl y
an auxiliary verb.

Exx..:

It is best rendered as

11

then . "

~-=

lllf<,JJ<=> - - - - (1) T -er-:sa ~
c.1)' .n
11

rd! .n.f

Then he gave me oome water. 11

(Sin . B. 26-27)

--

¥~

(2)

n.1 mw

~ ~ <tf .n g.d.n.f n.1

11

'l'hen he

(Sin. B. 34; R. 67)

said to me. n

IV Jegati n of tbe Suffix Conjum. .tion

§ .2.l:.. The constructi on ~

4.i) "'-,

n s_

.r

signifies a

perfective asp ct , either in the past or present , never i n the
future.

Accordi ngly, it frequently is used to negate expre ssion s

which in the affirmative are rendered by the sg_m.n. f .
Exx .:

(l) ~

spr

gnw

t'

pn "I did not expect to approach

t hi s ca~ital. n

(Si n. B. 6-7)

(2) ~&1~., ~ t6 1'"i"
t

r-s ~ nn

11

(3)

(Si • R. 31; see also B. 41,

al.)

"~\~~
!.Jr. s

g_d.l <nb

1 did not expect t o l ive a f ter

these things.''

~1·

n

11

~~~2.r

n rlJ.n. t w brpt

It is not kno~rn what will happen

because of it. 11

llh ~t. al.) .

(3in. B. 37; also B. 1.2,,

- 94 -

§2!t:. The constructio ~ ~IQ~
relates to

tutur

.f

£,ttu.arly

ccur nee.

..

nn snS:,, (f) 'He will not be

=~

(Sin. B 219)

raid- rt

•

(2)

i) q~ ~ j ~ :::;::'

nn df.t(w).

n sr "You

J.aced in a sheep's skin."

~

<=>

ll not be
(Sin . B. 197-198:

3 parallel occ rences)
( )- 4 - F

i)

>t--<>-,.J

e. ~~

11 He

will

ly

u

ood {lit., he will .ot fa 1 to do good)."

do

(Si . B. 74)
§.2S.:..

The const

~ n sg_t .n.f

ction n-1~ d

lllOSt

co

aly

st tin , n v r (in the

lates to pre ent ti...,o, occa irmal y ·o
Sim.Iha texts ) to future .

•:

~

(l) ~

~ .n.

aJi~ ~~~'~ cnw pw n
sJ .

11

s one who

H,

turns ( to the

frav); he dos not : ive h s back (i.e.~
retreat

{

in. B. 58; similarly B. 56, 59,

.) .

et

ne • 1.

.n

(2) - ' - -~

..~
.fl~-"'""

n er.,ll

cs· . . B.

n

hough c

lar

n s ~. n •.r

He

id not

64-65)

hav

great length on the p culia.riti s

1

or

.

ittan at r.,.,th r
the

gative word

- 95 ~ n and ~

nn., the resemblance of this element to

a geminating verb has hitherto gone unnoticed.

I t is

possible that these forms are in reality vestiges of a
lae gem. verb which acts as the negation of the copula

lJ Ji

lw.

Gradually replaced by other negative verbs ,

~ became limited to an impersonal use meaning "it is

not (that • ••• ) . n
If we develop this theory along the lines of the
concepts which have been emphasized in §§ 85-91, we shall
see that there is a notable lllliformity in the Egyptian
verbal structure that will explain the

11

strange way111

in which the meaning of the verb is specialized.

That gemination regularly expresses the imperfective
is already well established (cf.\§ 72, 80, above ) •
Accordingly, . if our hypothesis that ~ is a geminated
impersonal verb is correct, we should expect this form
to appear in sentences conveying the idea of futurity.
As previously shown

(§ 94,

above) this is precisely the

way in which this form is used.
form ~

In the non-gemina.ted

n, on the other hand, we should expect asser-

tions in perfect i ve aspect, si milar to the perfecti ve

uses of
1.

lw.

The antithetical sequence of tenses

Cf. Gard. Gr amm.J 105.

- 96 . emphasized in § 88, above, however, is not pertinent
in these sentences, because we are not dealing with
compound tenses, but rather with an impersonal negative
used like an expletive.

The succeeding finite verb in

actuality forms a subordinate clause.

Thus n sg_m.f

might be rendered 11 it is not that he hears (i.e., he
does not hear), 11 or 11 it was not t hat he hears (i.e.,
he did not hear.)"

Similarly n s~.n.f might be ren-

dered 11 it is not that he heard (i.e • ., he did not hear,)"
or 11it was not that he heard (i.e., he did not hear). u
Further, nn sg_m.£ is equivalent to nit will not be that
he hears (i.e., he will not hear)," or "it will not be
that he heard (i.e ., he will not have heard, or simply,
he will not hear) . 11

In short, the tense of these negative sentences is
best determined by the geminating aspects of the negative verb; the shades of meaning implied by the tenses
are best recognized by rendering ~

nn as an ~ersonal

negative expletive.
Rem. 2.

The negation of the suffix conjugation brings

to bear some of the most compelling evidence for the
existence of tense in the Egypto-Semitic verbal systems.

- 97 A reexamination of the preceding sections indicates a
strong alignment of present and perfect tense meanings
for the perfective, on one hand, and of future tense
meanings for the imperfective, on the other.

This align-

ment has already been emphasized by Gordon1 as concerns
Ugaritic.

The Hebrew and Arabic systems require reinves-

tigation.

It is certain, however, that such tense mean-

ings underlie the basic character of the Egypto-Semitic
verbal system.
V.

The Old Perfective

g£

h,eudoparticinle

§2§.:.. The old perfective form of the verb (also called
pseudoparticiple) is the only other2 basic Egypto-Semi.tic remnant
in the finite verbal conjugations.

The pronominal afformatives

used in this form correspond directly to the Semitic forms.
is present_, however, in the Egyptian forms an

I

There

which i s not

present in the Semitic fonn.s and which has eluded conclusive
explanation.

It is here suggested that , since the old perfective

is essentially a qualitative form equivalent to

11

he is i.n the

state of hav-lng (heard, said, etc.)", we may be confronted with
1.

2.

Gordon, C. H., "Ugaritic Handbook" in Analecta Orientalia ~;
Pontificium Institutium Biblicum, Roma, 1947., p. 58, n.7.
11 other 11 is used here, becau e as demonstrated in §§ 85-91, the
copula iw is also Egypto-Semitic; so also is the preformative
causative element.

- 9S the same original. element found in the adjectives and genitives,
which is discussed in detail in § 48, Re • 2; § 64, above.

§:lh

Paradigm of the old perfective

Sing .
l.

C•

2.

c.

Ji)~ Ji~
~i

b4

. l1ii

3.

f.

3.

di~~

. S,9;lll. kwi,
9!!m. ti

(cf. Accad. (a)ku)
(cf. Accad.

ta, fem. ti )

sg_mw

sg_m.. ti

( cf. Accad.

aj_m.wyn

(cf. Accad. na, nu)

t)

Plur.

Oi1J~-~
c. Di'il"

c.

1.

2.

3. m. 0

~ Ji

r. ~ i

3.

R0m. 1.

a4~

S£m.tiwpy (cf. Accad. t1mu)

(cf. Accad.

s£!:mw

u)

sg_m.ty

The Hebrew and Arabic forms int , where

Egyptian and Accadian have k, in the l. c. sing. may show
a. development analogous to the shift k > ~ > t _, which took

place in the 2. f. sing. suffix pronoun (cf. ! 14, Rem. 2,
above).
Another possible explanation of this shift may be
a secondary l eveling development of analogy of the first
person to the second person.

Such l eveling occurs also

in Ethiopic, where k represents both persons.

- 99 -

J~

Meaning of ~

21£

Eerfective

Scholars are agreed that in early stages of Egyptian
the old perfective was a narrative tense which in meaning, if not
in form, had both active and passive implication .
most closely to the

It corresponds

ccadian permansive in that it generally,

though not always, denotes a stative aspect , condition, or quality.
It expresses the state which exists as a result of some action, and

accordingly, evolves into a passi ve concept where transitive verbs
are concemed. 1

The f orce of the old perfective may be illustrated

by the English "the door is open" as well as 11 the door is opened."
In the first citation "open" is a stative aspect (similar to the

basic use of the old perfective) resulting from the action of
opening.

In t he second case, "opened" may be equivalent to "open"

in some contexts, and in other contexts resemble a passive .

The

marked affinity of this form to the adjectival. idea is eviden·!;
also in the E.."'lgl ish phrases as expressing a quality, albeit temporary, of the subject .
Rem. 1.

(Cf. j 96, above).

In some languages, where two verbs "to be 11

exist (e.g., Spanish and Japanese), the true passive is
expressed by one of t hese; the stative is expressed by
the other.
1.

This passive concept as concerns the transitive verbs parallels
the Accadian permansive precisely.

- 100 Spanish:

Exx. :

(1)

"The door was

La puert,a estaba abiert.a.
open. 11

(stative)

(2) Lapuerta fue abiert.a.
opened (by someone) . 11

11

The door was

(passive)

Japanese:

c1>

f' A· .. r1:JJ"i l' c f 7.J

to ga oi te aru

'1The door is open. 11 (stative)

toga oite iru

11

The door is opened. 11

(passive)

;22.:.

Vestiges of the active-transitive use of the old

perf ective are still found in the Sinuhe texts .

Such employment,

however, is li · ted in M. E. to the first person and to such words
as ~

g_d

11

say 11 and

ti'~

r!} 11 know. 11
g_d.k(w)l

11 1

said. 11

(Sin. B.

114; cf. also B. 45).
With r.!} in the "Book of the Dead":

(2)

C> ~1-l$a,.. ~

e.t

n
§ 100.

~JJc!C /C7

e. 11

ro.kwl m.k "I know your

(deB. p. 116, 4-5; also p. 118, 8).

~ re generally as passive of transitive verbs:

Exx:. :

c1)

iE tttr~~JJ~ll ~ ~
~ .f

11

t, ms .kwl

t he land in which I was bom. 11

(Sin. B. 159)

- 101 rd .kwi r

pr s i -nsw 11 1 was placed in the Prince's

ho c,e."
(.3)

~

(Sin . B. 286)

~ Ji~

1i .kwl 11 1 was clothed. 11

(Sin. B. 291; also B. 292, 293) 1
Re . l.

It is probable that in early t • es Hebrew

also had a type of permansive in t he Qal; f or the evidence
on this probability, see GKC §52 e; _J5.3 u.

If these forms

are in actuality passives of the Qal, we may conjecture
that a difference in vocalization probably distinguished
the active (st ative) uses of the ol d perfective from the
passive uses.

If t he above are true, t her e i s possi bly

some explanation for the development of an opposi tional
passive form in Hebrew, on one hand (niphCal), and an
oppositional active form (the suff ix conjugation) in
Egyptian, on the other.

There may be suffici ent evidence

to develop a conclusive pattern.

It is not within the

scope of this study to do so at this ti e.
VI The Infinitive
j l Ol .

The Egyptian infinitive has many features in common

with the infinitive of the Semitic languages.

Among these are

gender in the forms of certain words; the use of the infinitive to
1.

For the use of the old perfective in the pseudo-verbal construction, see f§ l.47-149, bel ow.

- 102 express the funct i ons of the gerund; the use of the infinitive as

a narrative form.
The Egyi tian infinitive shows no ending for the
masculine ; the femin.i.ne :i.n.finitives have an ending o.

-t.

The

feminine i nfinitives are found in the following 1 verbal classifications:

(1)

Causatives of the 2 lit.

(2)

Verbs 3ae inf.

(3)

Certain of the anomalous verbs

In the causatives of the 3ae inf. and in the 4ae

inf. verbs, both

masculine and f er.n.nine forms are found.
Re . 1 .

The terminology "masculine and feminine

infinitive

u

is more convenient than scientific, for the

endi ng o

-t does not actual],y express gender .

when the defi nite article ~

p;

In N. E.,

(cf. § 67) came into

full use , the masculine article was unifo rmly used with

the infinitives of either ttgender. 11

The ending o

-t

·n the infinitive is probably here, as elsewhere (cf. §§ 14,
liem. 1J

40, ~eiJ2=--.?.), simply a vowel carrier, correspooo-

ing to the Hebrew

i7 and Arabic

~ •

Anothe r interesting

facet of this assertion rests upon other evidence showing
that
l.

--t ..:as .aot originally a gender indicator.

However, see §105 J Rem . l.

Thus in

- 103 the numerals fro

3 to 10, we find the apparent inversion

of gender: Jli ,~" y.:i.,x "four girls, 11 versus

O'

-r,., n:11.,x

In Hebrew and Arabic, however, there is

n four boys. 11

gender agree ent by adjectives; accordingly this agree-

ment should be regarded as a later analogical development

in t-hese two languages.
f l 02.

Uses of ~ infinitive

In consideri g the uses of the infinitive, we shall
be concerned with the infinitive as:

§ 103.

( 1)

Verbal noun

(2)

Narrative form

(3)

Compl ementary infiniti ve

(4)

The infinitive following certa.L."1. prepositions

The infinitive

~

verbal

~

As a noun, the infinitive may bee ployed in the
various u es of the noun (cf.

f J45-54).

In these uses, the infi ni-

tive serves the functions of both the infinitive and t he gerund ,
which are distinguished in form in the I. · . languages.

Exx. :

(1)

<z P,-?5-

"CO>-

<=>°'

• ]J <?--~

v1-.c

o ./.I z,,,__

~)!~ ~

rkt
. lb pw . r ml t f wl hr
.

1:rt !pwt.f "It is with envy that he sees me

carrying out the

· ssion (lit., It is an

inclining of the heart when he sees me doing

- 104 his m.ission.) 11 (Sin. B. l16-l17).

Here rkt

is a verbal noun used as nominal predicate
in a non-verbal sentence.
( 2)

y~ -

~ :::_ ~ ~ ~

sicl

~~J:/l/;r

h~.n U (R)tnw ilt "When dawn came to Retenu
(lit., (at) the coming of the-land-of- Retenudawned)11

(Sin . B. 129).

In this case the

infinitive lit is used as an adverbial noun
(cf. J 51), modified by the phrase h~.n t ~
(R)tnw.
(3)

~ ~~ ~
1

hrw s~ t ~ "The day of interment

(lit . , the day of rejoining the earth). 11
(Sin. B. 192-193),

Here, smJ is the direct

genitive.
Uses of the infinitive as direct object are found
in the citations under the complementary infinitive (§105); uses
of the infinitive as object of prepositions are found in §106.
§ 104.

The infinitive

~

i! narrative form

In the Egypto-Semitic languages the use of the
infinitive as a narrative fo rm of the verb is not infrequent.
Examples of this usage in Hebrew are abundant in the l ater books.
l.

Thus written, according to Blackwell, 212· cit. , p . 27, 1. 3,
for

- 105 Exx.:

u~+UJ7 -ri! ~,:,~ (Hag.

(1)

etc.,

(2)

etc • J 7~~
1.
.11!1 ::l
)
'
.,. :

,-

•

T

:

•

~

• IJ

{Jer. 32.44)

,~ ;:?.a
.,

•

- ,,,,,,,,.

1-6)

J1 tT ·w
,.

'ft ~

so Is. 37.19, eh. 9.8, 13, ~ !1,. 1
gyptian of the "'inuhe texts, the

So also, in the

infinitive is found as a su stitute for the finite verb with

~

nominal2 or no subject.

Ex:x..:

(1)

--0
e

!Jr

-<a>-

Be¼ - = ill ~
R

ct,<>
I

irt nlr r ~tp n is.n.f

l

11

'Ji) ~

.f "Thus the god

did in order to forgive him in whom he had
felt resentment. 11
(2) ~

}fe-&-~

1iqt bi ty

11 (

0

~

(Sin. B. 147-l48)

'i ~ ~

~

relit

I) placed myself between two

bushes . " (Sin. B. 4-5)

O~~~ ~ ~

(3)

ptr gdt n3 nb.

"What saith my lord to me?"

0.

(Sin . B. 261)

This practice spread also to include to

pronominal subject.

In the

inuhe texts, this usage is quite

frequent.
Exx.:

(l)

with

~ ~ jJ '¼

1.

Cf. GKC } ll3 y, ff.

2.

Cf. the examples quoted in ~ . Gr • •

~

306. 2.

Wl..

- 1.06 -

rdlt . .f wl m 9lt(; ) ~yl 11 He made ea tribal
chieftain."

i

(2) ~ .,?

(Sin. B. 86)

~

lrt .1

~mt "I made a depart-

ure, i.e., I departed. n
(3) ~

.

~

0

-

h ~t hrdw.r

his children"

0

fnbefore ·

He placed

(Sin. B. 107-108)
.

Jh..~ ~ ,l§r!

up my heart ."
Re • 1.

in. B. 5-6)

~1'~ ~~ ~),~~~

rdit.f wf

(4) ~

(

1st.! lb.1

11

I lifted

(Sin. D. 23)

It is suggested that this narrative usage of

the in£initive stems from the gerundial function of the

infinitive, and a.pprorl tes in
for , the Latin ablative absolute.

aning, t hough not in
Accordingly, the

sense conveyed by this construction is "His having made
a tribal chieftain, he ••.• (Ex. l, above),"

made a departure, I ••.• (

11

·fy having

• 2, above)," etc.

In view of this development, it is probable that
the so-called usgmt.f" for
is nothing

form.
1.

(see ~ - Gr

. ti 40l-409)

re than the infinitive used as a narrative

The principle objection that might be raised to

.ill·, p. 23, l. 11, has inserted II sic 11 between
, calling attention to the absence of o t in this

ID.ackman, fil?.·

q(l and 1
position.

It is the present writer's .feeling that this orthog-

raphy is produced by the conditions referred to in \ § 14,
=.;.;•-~; 40, R . 1, above. Since the .c. has become lost in

pronunciation as an ending., the nisbe (cf. 64) adjective built
. In other words, w~ ">

upon this word appears in this f o
ey
. '>' whyy
. )' wey.
.

- 107 this hypothesis concerns the appearance of the feminine
infinitive in the strong verbs, e.g.,
(Sin. B. 23-24) .

Pc:i ~ ~

s l!ct.(l)

That the Egypto-Sem.itic infinitive is

not limited in its feminine form to the weak verbs is
apparent from Hebrew, e •g. ,

i\

t ~~f , n~ ~1 ,

etc • Further,

since grammatical. fonn is so dependent upon the vowel
structure in these languages, it seems logical to assume
that analogical forms would develop in the verbal systems
representing the same vocalic pattern in all classes of
verbs possible.
~ 106.

The complementary infinitive
Among the uses of the infinitive as a verbal noun,

is the use as direct object of certain verbs, as complementary
infinitive.
11

.fear, 11

11

In Egyptian certain verbs meaning "order, 11 "desire,"

plan, 11 ''expect, 11 etc. , may be followed directly by the

infinitive.

Others (cf. § 107, below) require the use of a pre-

position betw~en the f inite verb and the succeeding infinitive.
Examples of the complementary infinitive are:
Exx.:

(l )' i ~ ~

'K 'j~ :=:::!B~ k ~.n.f

J:i;~ mnmn(t).1

"He planned to take my cattle. 11

(Sin . B. ll2)
(2t

r-!~ ~ ~ m~~

~

~<::>

smi.f

- 108 ~~.t(w) .1n.f gpr 11 He reports when he is
ordered to appear."
(3) --..,

~~

(Sin. B. 51)

t e-6

1

~ n ~d.\

<nu

r-s : .£2

"I did not expect to live after him. 11
(Sin. B. 7)

~107.

The infinitive following certain prepositions.
In a sense these constructions represent the

employment of the infinitive (verbal noun) as indirect object and
object of a p1~position (adverbial).

The designation of the

specific preposition for conveying shades o.f meaning has certain
nostratic features which will be noted in passing.

Although

numerous prepositions are employed in this construction, the mst
important are
§108.

-=>

r rrto, for, 11 and

<?-

~r Hupon. n

Following the preposition

c::::-

r , the infinitive

frequently expresses purpose, result, or other aspects of futurity
with regard to the time of the ma.in verb.
Exx. :

( l)

nI

0

reached the Prince I s wall, 11

it~ f~. . ~ l ~

lry-3

-ca>-/J l/

c;;;:;.

r !;isf Sttyw

"which had been ma.de in order to oppose the
Asiatics. 11

B. 72-73)
1.
2.

Cf. j 83, above.
Cf. ~ 128, ex. 5.

3. See ! ll2 , d, below.

(Sin. B. 16- 17; s· ilarly,

- 109 (2)

ro i) .J R.. Va ~ ~ ._ 8
~

~c;: ~a~

hlb .f

~

pwt r

!lnw

C-:J

r rdit

rg.tw 11 He sent a message to the Palace so
that it, would be known (lit., to ca.use one

(Sin. B. 243 ; similarly B. 147-

to lmow)."

148, quoted in .§115, below)
§ lO<z.

Following t he preposition -C, J}r, the infinitive

frequently expresses a circumstance concomitant with the time of
the main verb.
Ex.x.:

(1)

~ ii ~
Cf ! y .

JQ l/ ~ ~

? ra ~ ~ dbn .n.

l)r nhm 11 I went about my encampment

rejoicing (lit., upon rejoicing)."

(Sin.

B. 201)
(2)

"Ten men departed"
pr ~s.i r <~ 11 upon my arriving at the

Palace."

(Sin . B. 249 ; si . B. 239).

(See

also ex.ample cited in \ 125 , d.)
(3 )

&.~ t~~ X~4 ~
t n wg_ iny n bl k

,

-9- ,

R~Z ~

l)r int.fr !(mt "copy

of the order which was brought to this
servant upon his being brought to Egypt. 11

(Sin. B. 178)
Rem. 1 .

If, as suggested in §105, Rem. 1 , the S£mt.f

- no .forms are in effect feminine infinitives of "immut able 111
verbs with pronominal subject, aJ.l the examples cited in
Gard. Gr amm. § 407 faJ.l into the construction now being
considered.
Rem. 2.

The specialization of meanings and concepts

derived from the use of different prepositions with the
infinitive shows certain Nostratic features.
Egyptian employs

c:::.

Just as

r to denote a datival reference

( ~f. ! 124, b , below) as tell as to introduce pur-pose in

the infinitive, so also do other languages of ostratic
origin contain prepositions with this du.al function;
e.g ..

French: (a) J ' acheterai ce livre
(b)

~

lui.

Je suis venu pour etudier.

Si milarly, t he concomitant aspect expressed by -Q- hr
'

11

.

upon 11 with the infinitive finds parallels in the Indo-

Europea.n languages.

The second example quoted in § 109,

above, illustrates this formation both in Egyptian and
E..~lish.
Rem •

.2. For

the use of hr plus infinitive in the

pseudo-verbal construction see §½147 ff, below.
1.

The term 11 immutable 11 is applied to the group of strong verbs
which show no gemination or consonantal change of root as
disti nguishing between the perfective and imperfective forms .

- lll -

§ 110.

Following other prepositions, the infinitive has

further specialized meanings.

These will be listed under each

preposition in Chapter VI.

VII ?he Participle

§ill, The participle, as

an adjectival form of the verb,

manifests the attributes of both the verb and the adjec ive.

As a

verb it may take an object and serve in the various functions ·of
the verb; at the same time it possesses the features of an adjective, qualifying a noun , pronoun, or sentence, and agreeing with
these substantives in number and g nder.

§ 112.

Mo

holozy of the Participle

Four p rticiples are distingui

ed in Egyptian:

Imperfective active

(1)

(2) . Imperfective passive

Perfective active

(3 )

(4) Perfective passive
(a)

The iJnperfective active participle sho"nno
ending in the ma.sc . sing. ; it has

J,

w for the masc. plural and

0,

a.>1

t for t! e

feminlne sing. and plural; thus:
Fem.i.nine

Sing.
Plur.

<1~

ending

0

s~t

Q

sdm(w)t

- ll2 -

Where genri.nation is possible, it is regularly
employed. 1
The imperfective passive participle has an

(b)

ending

.'1

w i:.1 the masc . sing. and plural; it

bas an ending

plural.

0

-t for tbe f emini.ne sing. and

Gemina.tion2 is expressed ;here possible .

ll.asculine
.:>ing.

Plur.

Feminine

-4
'4

sgmw
sgm(w)t

(c)

The perfective active participle i s distinguishable from the i

erfective active participle

only in the gc 'nati.

verbs by the lack of

geminati n.
The perfective p3.ssi e participle shows an end-

(d)

ir.g

l/~

-y in the verbs 3ae inf. and the anom-

alous verbs t
plural .'.ll1.d o

?:asculine
Sing. ~
Plur .

lJf/

-t

Ji

w for the masc .

o the fe . sing. and plural. .3
'

Feminine
pry

g 4~.5.J

! ll3,

which is ad.de

pryw

4.

1.

Cf.

2.

For the meaning of 0 gemnation 11 as applied to Egyptian grammar,
see ! 72.
See LeF. !~429-446; cf. also § 108, ex. 1, above.

3.

e..'t.

- 113 -

§ 113 . Synt ax of the participle
The Egyptian participle enjoys wider employment
than can be expressed idiomatically in English by use of the
participial phrase.

In this sense, the Egyptian parti ciple i s

like t he German participle which ,y be used in complex sentence
structures with wide l atitude.

Due to the idiomatic limitations

of the English participle, it is f requently necessary to paraphrase
the

gyptian construction in translating.

Under these circum-

stances, the English translation will frequently require a relative clause to express the Egyptian participial phrase .

It should

be borne i n mind, however , that from the point of view of Egyptian
syntax, we are dealing with participles and not rel ative clauses,
despite the resulting translation.
Exx.:

(1)

9• ~ ~9~~::::_J, ~~ k ~

~, , , ,
0

nir pf

.h

wnnwsn5i.f ,ht g! swt "That

excellent god who is feared t hroughout the
l ands (lit., his fear being throughout t he
l ands. ) 11
(2)

(Sin. B. 44-45 )

~~~,~~~ 7
Ir
\ ~ "2:..!.
I A~
pr .1

11

J...Q...

e!t:

~ g ~c-:J

pwty l}dd bnt r _hnw }b.f

A messenger, who used to go north and

south to (and from ) the capital, stopped
before me (lit., going north and south, etc.) 11
(Sin. B. 94-95; similarly, B. 245)

- 114 -

s C.~~ pw msyt ~ f. f "It is he who multiplies
t hose who are born in his time (lit., he
(·s one who ) multiplies the born ones with
hinj. 11 (SL .. B. 69).

Note that the perfect

passive participle malntains the present perfect t· e aspects of the

rfective

noted in \ 95, above.

lll:/:iJ>,11~~,"~'~}

(4) ~

~
11

i

swi

i i yw

pa.ss by,

• and wome

l}Jnwt l'_lr rnnwt

•f

re j oicing in him. 11

The s~y.fy f rm acts like a future active participl e, for it always has future

er "ng.

In structure, it is

formed by the addition of -ty to the root of the verb resu.lt~ng in
a stem t o which i s added the fol lowing endings:

masc. sing.

~

fe,,. sing.

r,

c. pl ur .

r~

fy
sy
sn

'fhese endings agree in number and gender 1:dth the noun qualifi ed
by the participle.

Ex.:

Only one exc ple occurs in the Si nuhe texts.

c6

y::ror.

,__ P
~ ~ I•~

a"l,.

,..__

)J_

\ I = -"""

wnnty.sy l}r mw.f

nn tm.f ir bw nfr n .,g ~st

ttHe will not fail to do good

- 115 to a country that will be loyal to hi
a country being upon his water) . 11

III.
§ 115.

(

(lit.,

'in. B. 74-75)

The Relative Form

Peculiar to •gyptian is a verbal syste

used to

form relative clauses in which the subject is different from the
antecedent of the clause.
feminine

Q.

To the root of the verb is added a

-t, if the antecedent i s feminine; Ji

-w

occasionally

is added to the root when the antecedent is masculine.

1'he result-

ing relative ste !s conjugated like the sgfll.f ands~ .n.f forms
in their various uses.
Ex.x. :

(1)

~ ~~

f~

nfr rrt. n .sn

good that they did (fo r me ) . 11
(2)

11

(It was)

(Sin . B. 28)

"Whatever was tra ped was gi ven to

~

\

\

e ••••

\

}:lrw-r1 inwn ismw.i "besides that which

hounds brought."

(Si n . B. 90-91) .

nw

For a

discussion of the possible vocalization of
this for, see §72, above.

Nnnt !tn "You have curbed that which the sun
has put on."

( SL 1. B. 203; similarly, B. 144-

145, cited i n §116, below)
1.

See J 117, ex.

4, below.

- 116 Re. 1 .

It should be noted that an unexpressed and

otherwise undefined antecedent is considered feminine;
cf. exx. 1 and 3, above; also ex. 1, ~116, below.

On

the other hand tho expressed indefinite antecedent (ex. 2)
is considered to be masculine.

~lli:_ A resumptive pronoun is frequently expressed in the
relative clause .

This i

particularly true in relat ive clauses in

which a preposition governs the relative (cf. exx. 2 and 3, bel ow.).
Exx: . :

(l) ;A:7

A~~-<Cao-~~~':rePa. ~

kl t.n.f

rt st r.

ir.n.l st r.f

to him what he had planned to do

me."

11

I did

(it)

{it) to

(Sin. B. 144-145)

r

~ ~~ ° ' (2) A
,
c. >J A
~ - .!)~st nbt rwt.n.i r .s

"every land from wh.i.ch I departed (lit.,
every land which I departed from it) 11

(Sin. B. 101)
(3 ) ~ ~ ~,

c::>A ~a-Jh. ~ 4

hr lrt1 nir r htp n is.n.f i m.f

11

~

Thus did

the god in order to forgive him in whom he
had felt resentment. "(Sin . B. 147-148)
§ 11'.L. Occasionally: when the relative clause is locative,
a resumptive adverb is used in place
1.

f the adverbial prepositional

For the i nfinitive as a narrative f orm see ~ 94, above.

- 117 phrase with resumptive pr noun .

Pi~,~~z~~Ll~~r=lJJC:)

Ex.:

:0-,\~ ~ smwn.k r rd! t m; J : bw wrl!w ! b.1 lm
"Surely you will allow me to see the place

irhere 11\Y heart
The £ yptian idio
ch

~e in

esid.es. 11

would permit wr~w

eaning or rorce.

l .1 !

(Sj . B. 15?-158)
.f without any

- 118 -

CHAPTER VI
The Particles
A. The Adverb
,§118.

ery few words are specifically original adverbs;

most words that are used ~ctverbially are originally nouns, pre~ng Lhe word

positions, or adjectives.

t hat might be classi-

fied as original adverbs, the following appear in the Sinuhe texts:
(1 ,,
r<> . ,.
1
(a ) ~ • l
rsy; also ~ • \ ~sy (Sin. R. 21) ;

¥=

"entirely, 11 with negatives , "not at all. 11
Ex .: ....-1-.,

OO

r4~ ;;::; ~ h

c::::., 1

r¥

n sp

st nn .n. f rsy "There was no ti e at all for him
.to del ay. 11
(b)

j,Q r.dn

(Sin. G. 11)

"today. 11

.: Qce_:&,'75' ~' JJ<.-SI
heart is appeased."

~w

min !b.f 5'._ (

11

Today his

(Sin . B. 149; si ·1arly,

B. 189).
n has a tendency toward being used enclitically.
(c)

<,,JI

'¥ <J

Ex. : ~~

11

here."

f ;::: J ¥

mk-tw '_; "Behold you are here. 11

( in. B. 77)
.§119.

1.

A number of n.onological adverbs are derived from

See §8, above.

- 119 prepositions; other s are derived fro

adjectival ( or verbal )

ste1 s; still others are actually nouns used adverbially (cf .

'! 51,

above ) .
bw wr w

1.b.

I m ''the place wher e

my heart

reside

(lit., t he place t hat rcy- heart resid s

.

there.)"

(Sin . B. 158, cited in .,Sll7,

above; si

arly,

in.

B. 84, cited

in

§126,

a, below).

9~-<?-

(2)

n1r pn l_lr

I~

~

'?l

ad .1.

nrunw

"This god addressed

e

in a friendly .fashion. 112 (Sin . B. 253-254 ).
The p rticipl

of the verb lJrun 11 to give

pleasure."
~~

n,......_

(3) a. \ ~ ~ ~

to

ti: t. f r p{lwy. fy

inish . (lit .,

11

II

from start

its front to its rear. )"

(Si n. D. 311)
~120.

Adverbial phrases are for. ed by the combination of

a preposition and a noun, a pr~position and adjective, and a pre-

posi tion and an adverb.

( cf . ~122,c . )

hese co.wbinations will be

treated in the succeeding sections under each of t he prepositi ons
1.

2.

Cf. § 19, above.
Lit., 11 pleased-1' • 11

- 120 so employed.

Frequentl y such prepositions are omitted resulting

in the absolute use of these expressions in adverbial accusatives.
( cf. J 51, above . )
B.

The Preposition

, 121.

The Egyptian prepositions may be divided into two

main categories:

si mple prepositions and compound prepositions;

both of these groups contain Egypto-Semitic ele ents.
The Simple Prepositions and Their Uses

~ 122.

The main simple prepositions found in the Sinuhe

texts are:

m generally conveys the meanings of 11 in, from, with,

by means of . 11

When used with the sui'fixes, it is usually preced·ed

by a prothetic

i.

'-=" Y...~h
Ex.: --- .Bl

».v"

resent
in

in him. 11

1s.n.f m.f "he had felt
(s·i n . B • 148 , c1·t ed l.Il
· full

§116, above . )

The principal uses of
(a)

nt

~

mare :

Pl ace in which or at which
Exx. :

(l) ~

g=: -

''7' ~ w-l\.

wr .n.J.

Cg_..n...syt "I spent the day in the
l
(marshlands ? )- (Sin. B. 9-10; similarly,

B. 185, et passim)

wn

1.

rt m ,hnw 11 Hatr so ething happened at the

Exact meaning not kz1own; lit., "f i eld-canal. 11

- 121 ( in. B. 35-.36; cited in _!42 , above )

capital?"
(b)

rely, instead of c:::a r , after verbs of

tio

ith

the eaning of 11 at, into; 11

w nfrw

n.1
11

! arrived

---

(c) Temporally

Exx. :

the island of

(1)

tod::nr.
...., 11

Ito

0

eneferu. 11

( ..,
.-,i·

(

in. B. 9 )

. B. 186 ,•

cf. § ll8, b, above)
(2)
11 at

(d) Of inst
0

the ti

tor

I killed th

of revolution"

nzy- c

1.

B. 57-58)

ans

people therein,"

~' ~ ~1, ~!t<f~~~
nmtt.

( ·

m sbrw.I ~rw "by

paign, and

~~~~
!lP~- 1

•

J'5!t . i

bow,

ans of nzy-

excellent plans. 11

~

(

ir .

. 105-106;

sil'IlilarlyB. 52, cit d in ~ l39, ex. 2, below; also,

B. 256).

Note that in a series of prepositional

phrases, the preposition is repeated in each case and
there is no coordinating conjunction used.
(e)

f

states or

er

Exx. :

~

iw

Q11'1

sgr;

bw

•II

~

I \ J

g.rm,r "The capital was in

silence; hearts '1ere in

urning. 11 (Sin. R. 8-9 )

- 122 -

L4Qc.~~ ~ ss,, ~,~ j .o
~1' snyt tp-\}r- st "the courtiers were

<2>

>

in 100urning (lit., in (the state of) headsupon-the-lap)n (Sin . R. 10)
(£) Of coneo ·tance (like

Exx.:

(1)

i,;::;

pnC; see below ! 126)

"The kir-..g of Upper and Lo er

gypt

Sehetepibre< ascended to heaven, n.

"a

~ ~ ~ 0,hnm(w)

ten. 11

(

i n . R.

11

6-7; s · .

ll .n.

C

B' .38)

(Sin .

rey."

I tent with the

B. 79)

rly,

3/t~

f/41~

(2)

tn "joining ri.th

(g) Of equivalence or predication
w.f
g (lit . , as

(2)

•

11

He is the

( i . B. 68)

ng ) . II

"He allowed e to spend many years"

~~~,~~
co
(3)

nsw

111

m

der of his forces. n

:;;:.,J,~ -? t

made

a prince."

isw

m_M<w.f

11

as

(Sin . B. 100)

rfilt.f

wl

P!< "He

( i . B. 86)

(h) Partitively or of separation
fuc.:

::;~~~~~~
n.l

h~st •.r

fro

h" s land"

--

~

nHe allowed
(Sin. B. 79)

1

~

rdi.n.f stp..

to choose for n:w, elf

- 123 (i) With the ·infinitive (cf. §§ 107-D.O, above) to express

the gerund as means
nf C.n.

m nftft

II

I removed myself by leaping up. 11

(Sin. R. 27)
1.rt.

(2) ~ ~ 5 ?
mt

entyt "I departed l by going southward. 11

(Sin. B. 5-6)
Rem. 1.

It seems likely that the Semitic languages

developed two distinct prepositions ( :1.. and v.:>
single Hamito-Semitic preposition

-lqn;

)

from a

or alternatively,

two primitive prepositions • qn and *b fell together in
Egyptian.

This hypothesis is based upon consideration of

the parallel usage of Egyptian

mas illustrated above,

on the one hand, and the two Semitic prepositions, on the
other hand.

Of the two hypotheses advanced above, the

evidence is in favor of the latter, viz., that primitive
Egypto-Se:mitic

~

and %b fell together in Egyptian.

In

Ugaritic, on the other hand, the resulting preposition was
b; in this language the meanings of Hebrew ::J.. and r.::> are
represented by .J.. exclusively.

Interesting support for

this conjecture is presented by Goroon, 2 who has noted
1.

2.

Cf. ,t l05, ex. 2, above.
Gordon, C.H., Ugaritic Handbook, ~ 10.1-10.5 .

- 124 vestiges of prind.tive •b in Hebrew where r::> would
ordi arily be expected.
and bn in South

~

The £act that

abic express the s

in Arabic

e concept~ points

toward a secondary l.evelin of two separate primitive
In other "'

prepositions.

·tic la

ua.ges r.:> is the

prepo.,,itio1 to express the partitive concept or separation,
while ..:1- is reserved for the other uses of the •gyptian

ccording1y, it is not surprising to find

preposition.

in Hebrew1 the employment of the preposition

counterpart of the Egyptian

II

.::i_

as the

of equivalence or predica-

(cf. ~122, g).

tion"

Exx. :

iTI
X .:L X· lCT "\
T •: :

( )

.
.1.1 ~:~--~~,

(Job 2.3,13).

a;r~.,..~-'> ~

1Q~'. -i ~
":t''M ~~ ~ (Ex. 6,3). 2

(2)

0

§ 123. ( a)

n is p ·

ril.y used to express:

§ 50,

The da.ti ve (cf.

above, with examples) after

certain verbs of giving, saying, sending, co

ding,

etc.
(1)

~ ~ ~ gd.f n.i 11 He said to e 11
(

• 31, et passim)

(2) ~~

water . "
1.

2.

.-2

rdl.n.f n.

"he gave

(Si n . B. 27)

Dr. Lawrence ·r. fanross has
inted out examples of m used in
Arabic in this expression.
Other l ebrew examples of this pheno non are cited in the
Introduction to this study, q.v.

- 12,5 -

(b)

t r cert

ti

rso ), 11

...

~~

l~ ~-.R ~ e. 1~.~ 'IN
1;m<.f n wqw.f' ' w t with . to hi.

Ex1

( in. B. 27-28)

I

tribe

1' with

T
111

·'th

"\=-'-

its

sic

CWl

<:::>- r hau th

sp 4

p 3

s a d y-.rr

t.

or fo

Posse ion; di

st butiv force

m :re,

.: 08 O® ,,,,
(d)

"to (

s c nt

.n.

(e)

r

,

h,

• B. 298)

(

in full

general co ota: ion of •tow rd ; u

se
(

T ,

ot .:

u

c

rd

n in ~

A

(l )

b.n

an

\

(in co tr

· atincti n to t e

3, b, above).
-h O l A4-,~

A-

A~

-s.,

.f

o

u

(3) 1\fi

Q

'''

"Hi

bya . "

11-12)

( i ..

~~~~'<>~ -a

(2)

~ ~ ~ q 1~ ~

c::. c;?.

\II

urn

.

~ h •• 1.

" ( 'i . .

r

.

. 29,

~~~~ ~i4~~~~
1

! reach d the t m of

( ,in. R. 37)
(b)

s d t.ive;
in the

ho h he

a

no occurrc ca

inuhe texts, it ·s

verth 1 ss

thi

- 126 throughout Egypt ian, particularly in the petrified

fr f

expression Inf (subject)
Ex.:

---4 ~-1¼120, 1.2;

.sn r.1 "(said) by them to rne. 11

(deB. p.

(c)

tl

ib., 1 .3,

Eassim). 1

Temporally, with the force of "time at which, tie
during which."
Ex.:

.:L

g ~ f 7':'7 ~~

Q

c:::>

p};l.n. sn sw r tr n

eventide."

(d)

(person)

I'

C!>

<:>--.

bl wy 11 They reached him at

(Sin . R. 20)

Of comparison
Exx. :

(1)

~
11

w 4--;r~•~wr n.r2 lrp r mw

It had

ore ·, ine than water (lit. , great

to it was wine iocre than water.) 11
(2) ~ ....

hc.s('t.)3

(Si n. B. 82 )

' \ I

im. f r n!:_r.sn

11

she· (the city)

r joiccd in him zoore t han (in) their god. "

(Sin . B. 66-67) cf. also_J 20, ex . 2)
(e)

Of separat ion
.:

~A~
from Byblos. 11

(f)

in. B. 29)

"Does there exist a strong man 11
<. h•,

J.

(

Of opposition
Ex.:

1.
2.

fb,.n. J. r Kpn "I departed

See also Gard. Gr
Cf. ~ 50, ~

See ~14, He . 3.

r. f "who would fight against him? n (Sin. B.
1.

j l63.2.

- 127 133-134) cf. §126, a, ex. 2.
(g)

With the finite verb to express purpose
Ex. :

11

I removed xr.yself by leaping up 11

A~ r

!J.lly.n.

I might find a hiding place. 11

(h)

,_

st-dg

a~ at'\ .....
1
11

so that

(Sin. B. 2-4)

With the infinitive; this subject has been treated
fully in §§107-llO.

Rem. 1.

As in the case of m (cf. § 122, Rem. 1), it

is not clear whether Egypto-Semitic -ltn and~ fell
t ogether in Hebrew as

'?

or, alternatively, whether

Egyptian developed opposit i onal forms from a single
Egypto-Semitic preposition.

It is nevertheless clear

that both Egyptian n and rare represented by Hebrew

7.

Corresponding to t he possessive use of---. are such
constructions in Hebrew as 1\,n
passim),

. . w~-r
_ , ;

)~

i\\':>1Y?

(Psalms,

(I Sam. 16.18), etc.

Si 'larly

the dative, direction toward , and temporal uses of both
Egyptian prepositions are uniformly represented by

7

in Hebrew.
§125. ~ }fr has an original meaning of "upon" and
corresponds in use but not etymologically to Hebrew
uses in the Sinuhe textw are:
(a)

Of place,

11

on, upon"

~~ .

Its

/

- 128 Exx.:

~ ,> ~ .iff

(1 )

I?-r m; st

11 on

the l ap. 11

(Sin. C. 2J quoted in ! 122, e, ex. 2)

un,kwi

~

t:r

1W

n ~

11 1

st opped on

(Sin. R. 46) 1

t he i sle of Ke rer. 11

gm..n sw ipwtyw l)r wt t "The messengers

upon the road. 11

found hi

(4)

o also for
m:

11

wnn ~r !{mt "w11o had been in

0

( b)

in (a pl a ce ) " i ns tead of

A Beduin recognized me 11 ~ - -Q- 1

Q

Egypt .n

11

(Sin. R. 19)

(Si n . B. 26)

Of Cli.Use·

Exx.:

(1)

~~

tt 'Qa,

plj.n.k nn };lr n ' -il st pw "

y have you come

here? (lit., Because of what have you reached

tbcr,e (places)?) "

(2) ~ ~~ ~~'

(vin . B. 3L~- 35)

-Qtr n r.g.n. t w2 i)prwt

tJ.r . s "One does not know (i. e . , it i s not
known) what will happen because of i t . 11
(Sin . B. 37)

(c)

Wit

the infinitive concomitantly; f or examples,

see S98, abov-e.
1.
2.

The B. Recension has -c::::.. r i
See ! 20, re . 1.

place of "9- 1 ~r.

- 129 -

(d)

With the finite verb to express a causal clause
"He is angry 11 cQ6 , ~

Ex. :

..0.. V 1...o..;,;;7
c:::>O O jf ,A

11

your orders. 11

because he sees me carr,Jing out

(Sin. B. ll6-117).

This sen-

tence is an excellent example of the distinction
between

qr

plus infinitive and l}r plus finite

verb.
Idiomatically in semi-adverbial force with certain

(e)

verbs
X

Ex.:

h

i~- l_:unwt !1r

nThe men and women pass by. 11

(bi . B. 69; si . , Sin. R 39
Rem. 1.

.

Parallel to the

express cause is the use of

gyptian usage of hr to

7~

"Streams of water have not run down my eyes 11

Ex: .:

;:p.rii..n .,.,?v-x'7 ,,~
obeyed thy law. 11
26.

in Hebrew.

11

beca.use they h ve not

( Ps . 119.136)

Ot her si ~i.pl e prepositions used in the Sinuhe texts

are:
(a)

~~ hn c ''together wi.th, 11 t he usual preposition
for ex~r~ssing concomitance.
Tuoc.:

(1)

..d q~
b k

1.

Cf :.§ 124, ex. 1.

"n.t1 (Ul (.

~ sw.f

ilfhe Falcon (i.e.'

- 130 the Prince) flew (back) with his retinue. 11
(Si. R. 21-22; similarly, Sin. B. 33-34,
cited in §155, ex. 1, below.)
(2)

~ ~ 01_~ ~~
11

tq. '?,.f J:mC.J

He s~id t hat he would fight with me. 11

(Sin . D. 111).
(:3)

g_d. n .f

Cf. \J-24, f.

From the meaning of "together wit h, 11

pnC came

to be used as the equivalent of a

coordinating conjunction.

.

hn<. bdt

"There was wheat and emmer there. 11
(b)

£_~

IIU

expresses

11

(Sin. B. 84)

likeness 11 and conformity

-

w IIU shr
.., ntr

like a pl an of God."

11

(Sin. B. 43; s

It was

.,

Sin. B. 44-45, cited in ~51, above)
(2)

With the i finitive, equivalent to "like
(plus gerund) "

~~

41 ~ -c::>\~ .m_-o.&~~
~~~
~4 4 ~ · 3f,.d ~-0~ s~m rswt ID?
iw

m~ sw 1d};ly m ~w "It was like experiencing
a dream, like ~ man from the Delta seeing
himself at Elephant ine."

(Sin. B. 224-226)

- 131 (c) ~ hr, with primary meaning of "under, 11 is used

in various idiomatic expressions and

etaphors.

wtiyt.f 11 by the counsel of his tribe."

(Sin. B. 113; similarly, B. 182)
(2)

r~ ~ ..!:...,::-;.)'k.!l ~

wi.

s

pn nty

hr.f "This condition which I was in

(lit., "under11 ) .

(Sin. B. 173-174)

(d) ~ hft, originally "face to face 11 is used with ~
g_d in the sense of 11to converse with. 11
Ex:x .:

(1)

¥~

~ i:

~fc~c g_d.n.f !}ft,

11

Then

he said to me. 11 (Sin. R. 67)
(2)

~-0 ~ r:-::-~ iL

g_d !n.sn !}ft l)m. f

"said by them to his

jesty. 11

(Sin. B. 266-

267)

§127. Interesting is the preposition -fr
"between. 11

imytw

c..~

This word probably had its origin in the feminine
m. 1

dual of the nisbe adjective derived from the preposition

rd t.l

wf lmytw b'l ty "I placed myself between two
bushes."
1.

See Gard. Gramm. ! 177.

(Sin . R. 28; si ' larly, B. 249)

I
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! 128.

The Compound Prepositions
Under this classification are those expressions

which are co posed of a simple preposition and another word used
idiomatically t o convey a shade of meaning which is not conveyed.
by the preposition al.one .

In view of the comprehensive and well

organized list of t hese co pounds in Gard. Gr amm. (§§178-181),
there is no point at this time in relisting these prepositions.
Our purpose will be served by citing so e representative examples
of the co pound prepositions as they appear in the Sinuhe text.6.
Exx.:

(1)

~ ~ ~c:>.§_~'k nn

ky .,gpr1 h,r-p~t.f

"There is not another person before him."
(Sin. B. 48)
( 2)

11

~ g ~ ·~qJi G
11

~ ~ 'il~ 'i)
• ~ ' , •m-sng ml; wreyw

Crouching in the bushes, 11

lest 2 the guards see (me). 11 (Sin. B. 18-19) .

Note:

Just as the silliple prepositions .are

used as subordinating conjunctions when
followed by a clause, so al.so the compound
prepositions may be so employed.
(3)

-g- ~~31~:&4 ~ -- ~)~ ~

~ ;o,.,.1C?IJ~

1:1

~ ~

n~

w:! ml ~n

www3

l)r-ib ky idr "Verily, I am like a stray bull
L

2.
3.

Cf. ~ 42, 2, above .
Lit. , "in fear t hat ."
For t his r eading, see Gard . Gramm. p. 563; cf. § 48, Re . 2,
ad fin.

- 13.3 in t he midst of another herd.rt (Sin. B. 117-118) .

(4)

"Whatever was trapped was given t o me •••• "
~- ~~

1T u,,,-;::::,
~fl.,.,.,.___

,_

inwn1 ismw.

i.
~
7J , ,~ ce f!rw-r

"besides that which my hounds

brought. 11

(Sin. B. 90-91).

Note:

The com-

pound preposition hrw-r is interesting as an
illustration of a non-parallel development
in two languages of common origin .

As pre-

viously illustrated (§125, above) cc;> cor'
responds functionally, but not etymologically,
to Hebrew

'->~ .

Possibly the concept of

"besides, in addition to" was connected with
t he concept of "upon" in the primitive
Egypto-Sem:i.tic original , for we f i nd in
Hebrew:

., Ji l.!L

-

~

(Gen . .31.50)

-

', ')J 11 And if you take (other) wives

in addition to my daughters. 11

In Egyptian,

however, although the concept of addition is
inherent in

tr,

the Egyptian idiom requires

reinforcement by an additional preposition
c:::>-

r (like English 11 in addition to") where

the simple preposition 4;;! suffices in Hebrew .
1.

Cf. J 72,
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r-s : .r "I did not expect to live1 aft.er
11

(

Si n • B. 7)

"The children o.f t he King" ~
~
, . _ \I\

(6)

~Oy
A. -~

e

wnw

m-bt. f "who were

in his company. 11

(Sin. R. 23)
The Proclitic and Enclitic Particles

§129. The principle proclitic particles found

in the

Sinuhe Romance Re c 91Sions are:
(a)

4r

Q.

lst 2 (from earlier

4P::::> I s:t)

serves to intro-

duce a new phase into a continuing narrative.

It is

best rendered "now, thenu in the non-temporal

an-

ings of these words.
Exx. :

( 1)

-0

r
Q

ru

r msw-nsw 11 Then the King's children were
sent f r. 11
(2)

4r

Q

(Sin . R. 22)

~~ ~~ ~~~

"Then I stood up," or"
standing (nearby)."

1st wl c.{lc. Kwi

d, lo, I had been

(Sin. R. 24)

More frequently, ist is acconpanied without change
in meaning by the enclitic particle ~ rf.

Exx.:
1.

2.

(1)

4r ~ ~ .J ~ f ~~~
0

Cf • j 106 , ex. 3 .
See also its use as enclitic in §130

b, below.

1st rf sb.n
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pm. f ruKC "Now,

His

(to T. ehi ). 11

(Sin. R. 11)

jesty had sent an arllzy"

llrc. ~~- j, x

c2)

rf g_d .n

st

tim nsw-bit !}pr- kJw-R (' "Then t he

jesty of the King of Upper and Lower
Egypt, Kheperkaure (., spoke • 11 (Sin. B. 173)
(3)

-0r~A= r~ o f-:7:":ff /,, r777'
.

?

1st rf l.Ilil.sn mru.wt.sn
c. bl w. sn s ~wt. sn "Now t hey had brought t heir

menats , their aha-sceptres, and their
(Sin. B. 268-269)

sistrums. 11
( b)

i)~

mk has the force of

11

behold, lo. 11
mk tw <.) "Behold,

i

you are here .

(Sin . B. 77)

(2)

m-b~q.•k

II

hold, I am in your presence. "

(Sin. B. 264)
(c)

'tr' i) ~
Exx.:

(1)

nl}mn; "truly, verily, surely11

~

7
r

~

i

k

~1c;::a,,as,._, ntunn s J . f Ci,c

"Surely his son has entered the Palace ."

(Sin. B. 46).

The plural sign used with the

particle is probably vocalic.

The R-Recension 1 s

version oft · s passage does not have the
pl ural sign; cf. Sin. R. 70 ,

- 136 -

nljilln

k~ n

stray bull."
Rem. 1.

W£WW 11

verily, I am like a

(Sin . B. 117-118)1

These particles possess Semitic features

which are particularly to be noted in Ugaritic.

The

analogy of . the Egyptian mk and the Ugaritic mk (in such
Ugaritic expressions as mk.bl bt- . nt "behold, in seven
2
years") has been pointed out by Professor Gordon.
Undoubtedly, the Ugaritic particle hm is likewise of
Hamito-Semitic origin.

The Ugaritic er.ample hm.aitm.

tshn "and cehold the two women cry out 113 parallels the

.'

Egyptian usage of both !1m and its derivative

np.mn.

The

shorter particle does not occur in the Sinuhe texts ,
though it is common throughout Egyptian .
Rem. 2.

The use of the dependent pronouns following

the particles in various connections has been noted in
§'!22, 23 and 25, above.

It is evident from a prelimi-

nary analysis that while the pronominal subject of a

finite verb is generally the suffix pronoun or the
independent pronoun, there exist cases in which the
dependent pronotm may be so employed.

Cf. ~ 48, Rem. 2; ll7.
2. Gordon, C. H., Ugaritic Handbook, ! 12. 7.
3 • Ibid. , loc . cit.

1.

When the dependent

- 137 pronoun is so used, there is invariably some preceding

In

particle on which the dependent pronoun may hang.

view of the fact that the primary function of the dependent pronoun is its use as direct object, we may conjecture that there is so e underlying and explicable factor
which renders possible a nomil1ative assignment to this
pronoun.

Possibly the most pl.ausible explanation lies

in the nature of the basic proclitic particles.
examination of the particles

<f rQ1st

An

and

(~ 129, a and b, above) in their uses in other texts

reveals thnt the final consonant in each appears in
various forms resembling the second person (singular and
plural) of verbs.
such as

~

sk,

Thus, for example, we may find forms

'e
"' m:l!_n, etc. These

forms may well be imperatives of some pri ·tive verbs
whose original

~

eaning is lost to us.

In the case of

mk and its related forms, we are undoubtedly

dealing with the i mperative of the verb n1ook. 11

The

dependent pronouns following these imperatives would then
be explicable as objects of these verbs .

Applying these

principles to the two examples in ~129, b, we should
render the translations literally as

II

hold (thou)

.
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thee (who art ) here," and "Behold (thou) me (who am)
in your presence. 11 Undoubtedly at

some

later stage of

the language, as other particles of non-verbal derivation evolved, the use of the dependent pronouns in
this position was developed analogously along the lines
of this pattern .

.f l30.

The principle enclitic particles found in the

Sinuhe texts are:
~

( a)

rf and related words serve to emphasize some

phase of the sentence in which it is used.

In

appearance these particles resemble the preposition
<::>

r with suffixes . 1

In the Sinuhe texts, the

particle occurs only with the first and third person
suffixes; the latter had already become petrified
to the status of an independent word showing no
agree ent in person with the words emphasized.
particle appears occasionally with prothetic ·
as
Exx.:

l/~
(1)

~~ ~ ~

~d.k(w)! r! n.f "Then I

(Sin. B. 45-46)

(2)~-~i/~~i!.,&

wnn

lrf t lt pf

rrWhat then will that land be like? 11
(Sin. B. 43)
Cf. ! 113.

4 1

!rt.

said to hi."

1.

The
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•

0

,,

I].f!..n rf

dw! sp 2 "As soon as dawn came

lit. , when

the land brightened very early) . 11

B. 248; also B. 252, ci ted

tl

(

in.

49, ex.. 2,

in

below)

(b)

4r 1s, which is und ubtedly connected with the proclitic particle

4Pa

(cf.

§129,

a), is also used

enclitically in the Sinuhe texts.
~-A
c:::;i

l'~' tnl

"Today indee

hi~

~ ~

l.W Illl.Il l.S

you have begun to age . 11

(Sin . B. 189-190); similarly , Si n. B. 232,
cited in ~138, ex . 1 , below)
( c) ..g., ~

tr denoted surprise, wonder, or mild inter-

rogation.

Ex.: ~ ~ ~

0.

..L~~~

n ink tr s ~. f

I am not a confederate of his. 11
1 1.

The interrogative particle

II

eally,

(Sin . B. 114)

~ ~ in

Sentences may be re dered interrogative in Egyptian
by use of the particle

in co bination with

4- ( ost co

lJJ,

only in the Si. u.rie texts

w), which is placed at t he head of the

--

sentence .

'Q"~~ J.n l.W

Exx:.:
wn

bPrt m ,hnw "Has any thing happened at the

- 140 Palace? (lit., Is it that there has been

an occurrence at the Palace?) 11 (Sin. B. 35-36)
(2)

4-4~ 9
11

1

fb

.,..Ly, 1Il l.W

nt.r QIU, etc.

Is it that God does not know , etc . 11

(Sin . B. 126)

(3)

4,_4 ~~ ~ '.:; ~
n t

11

l.n J.W Wil

ky

Does there exist another strong one?"

( i n . B. 133-134; si milarly, Sin. B. 120-121)
(4)

-

~

"';"

s¾~

rf ntt.f l_ltp "Will he indeed be forgiving

today?n 1
Rem. 1.

(Sin. B. 162-163)

This interrogative particle is not only of

Egypto-Semitic origin, but it is actually of Nostratic
development.

It occurs in Aramaic co

only; once in

I Sam. 21,9 in the sentence:

-,...,_,,.n·: I "" .D"J• n
-; .

;rT'l
TI
: T'

-

.n t!.,n.!

~-

l I '.:;i

!"'\l

• '.,

l"

>:< ':

"Have you a _spear or sword?" (lit., is it that there is
under your hand a spear or sword?).

The

soritic punc-

tuation is undoubtedly correct, and it should not be
emended to

l'~ , f'or we are concerned here with an inter-

rogative particle and not , as frequently inte )reted, the
1.

Lit. ,

11

Is it indeed today t hat he will be forgiving? 11

- 141 negative.
text

11

I t is also not necessary to declare this

tmdoubtedly corrupt" ( cf . GKC p. 473 , n. 3) or to

supply an additional interrogative (cf . Wellhausen1 ) in
the form of the expression ui~.'1: i1~1.
As in other l anguages, a strong connection existed
also in Egyptian betwe n t he interrogative sentence and
the conditional .

though no example of this employment

is found in the Sinuhe texts, it does occur elsewhere
(cf . exx. cited in LeF. § 677).

In Greek, this particle

likewise has the double function of interrogative and
conditional.
Exx.:
11

Do you not think that he would even have

hastened thither?"

(Demosthenes 27, 56)

(interrogative)
(2)

;>. 8,Y

~ at &l(iAtvvac.

come , i f I had co

11

He would have

ded him. 11

(cf.

Goodwin, W. W. , Greek Grammar, .3 1304. ,
p. 278) (conditional).
In the conditional usage, the particle has come down

to Shakespearean English:
Ex. :
l.

11

An thou dalliest •.... 11

Cited in GKC, loc. cit .
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VII
The Sentence
Generalities.
_!132.

In considering the structure of t he Egyptian

sentence and its constituent parts, it i s necessary to di stinguish
two basic typ~s of sente ces:

the verbal and non-verbal.

The

verbal sentence is one whose expressed predicate is a f inite verb
or an infinitive used as a finite verb.
e, . 1 .

The structural and syntactic distinction

between these types of sentences also underlies the composition of the sentences in the Semitic l anguages.
Nuances in emphasis as well as in meaning determine the
selection of the type of sentence t o be used in both
fa.cilies of languages .

.§ ill.:. As prevlously stated {_§ 45, above) Egyptian
order was rather ieid.ly f

word.-

ed, and deviations from the norm

i nvariably imply distinctions in str es

or meaning.

In the verbal

sentence, the predicate regular y precedes its subject; variations
fro

thi s rule are always pu!'poseful.

In the non-verbal sentence

the predicate follows •its subject with certain notable exceptions
which will be treated belo--;.,.

- 143 he Verbal Sentence

3~

word order of t e verbal sentence is:

he no
1.

2.

Verb

ubject

3. Direct object
4,

Indirect object

5.

Other adverbial phrases

'f here are variations in the position of the

subject, direct and indirect obj ct, depending upon whether these
sub tantives

e nominal or prono · al.

discussed in detail in

These variations are

5-54 above.

ha.sis is achieved in the verbal sentence

giving precedence to the part of speech to be

hasized.

In the

normal sent nee, the verb, holding the first position, receives
the

basis.

ccasionally, the subject will precede the verb

when a shift of stress is inte ded.

In such c ses, a res

tive

pronoun is used with the following .finite verb.
filx:x.:

<1>~4~ ~~ ~~ ~ g r~ £. ~
b k _.f !m< SlllSw.f

11

The F con (i.e., the

Prince ) flew ( back) w:i. th his reti ue. 11
(s· n .

. 21.-22)

(2)~~ 4.J ~~
1bt l s.n.f w(!)

11 .

attack (lit., tta

/

- 144 falling"} of thirst overtook me."
(Sin. B. 21-22; so also with the sgm.tw.f
for in the wo:ro l}nm.t(w).f (Sin. B. 234,
cit din §158, ex. 2, below)
(3)

1A

~

~<r31

~=

~ )./~<>~~

e.

0

'==: c::::Jl.l J~ ~

~f(~) pn

<mw

n~i :rol.n.f

w! r };lpt. f "This prince Nenshi the son1
of Amu took e in his arms . 11 (Sin. B. 142-

143; similarly, Sin. B. 113)
~136.

The direct object may likewise receive emphasis

by being placed in the first position.
Ex. :

r1f-!

C>

C.\

~~~

A°'
I' ~ ~

"Cf

I

smrw nw2 stp-s~ hl b.sn r gs "'imnty

"They sent courtiers of the palace to the west
(lit., to the westem3 side) • 11 (Sin. R. 17-18)
Rem. 1.

Such sentences as this pose a variety of

S

interpretations.
of a passive sg_

might be considered the subject

.r,4 to

be rendered "The courtiers, they

were sent, etc. 11 or, considering this sentence to be of
the category described in §135, above , one might render
the sentence 11 The courtiers sent (so eone) to, etc. 11
l.
2.

Cf. ! 49,

3,

Cf. §64.
Cf. \ \ 82-83 .

4.

Cf . \

65.

e1a.. 2, above.

- 145 Finally, as here interpreted, smrw may be considered the
direct object with position

e phanis, the verb being

considered an active s_ .f with the 3rd pers . pl. suffix
used as an ind finite pronoun (cf. § 31, Re . 1).
There is in fact so e doubt that a passive sg_m.f
actually existed in ~gyptian, and without a knowledge
of the vocali ation, there can be no definitive proof
for its existence or non-exi.utence.
~

According to the definition formulated in §132,

above, the non-verbal sente ce is one whose expressed predicate
is other than a finite verb or infinitive used as a finite verb.

.

In this type of sent nee, the predicate may be a substantive or

substantival clause, an adjective or adjectival phrase, an adverb
or adverbial phrase.

§ ll!h The non- erbal sentence with substanti al predicate normally equates t wo substantives, either nouns or pronouns.
In these construct ions, the copula is never expressed, juxta-

position serving to form. the equation.

.'hen the subj-ct is a

pronoun, it is he independent pronoun. 1
Exx.:

(1)

r

~4

,._A~~

~c:-;i

:=._

ntk

s2

1:bs

'\!)t tn "Thou (Re) art indeed the dress of
this horizon. 11

(Sin. B. 232-233; similarly,

following the negative ~
1.

.2.

Cf. \ 29 and additional examples cited there .
See § 130, b, above .

n in B• .230).

- 146 (2)

So also might betr.eated the sentence
with pronominal subject and noun-clause
predicate. ~- ~~ ~ " ' ntf dI

b~swt

"(It is) he who subdued the foreign lands.

(lit., he is one who subdued the foreign
lands.)" (Sin . B. 50)
When the subject is a demonstrative pronoun, it is preceded by i t s
nominal predicate.

dpt m(w)t nn1 11 This

Ex.:

(lit., these) is the taste of death. (Sin. B. 23 )

§ill.:. Particularly in

the poetic sections of the Simme

a)!

texts, the demonstrative pronoun

pw is used in place of the

independent 3rd pers. sing. pronoun in the non-verbal sentenc •
In the poetic eulogy to Senuseret (Sin . B. 47-73), the construction
with a

1

is frequent.
Exx.:

(1)

9• ~ ~ ':::. :t ~~~
sn-nwy.f.

11

ntr pw grt nn

He is moreover a god without

equal (lit. , there is not his second) . 11

(Sin. B. 47).

This construction parallels

the usage in the final example of j 138, above,
in which the predicate is a noun.

nut pw grt
1. Cf.

§\66-68, above.

- 147 r 1 m2

bP

.f 11 He is moreover a champion,

accomplishing by

ans of his a

(Sin. B. 51-52).

."

Here, a substantivized

adjective is used as predicate.

So also,

with following genitive of specification

! 49, d) in the following example.
)1~ ~ ;o;. \ 0 31~
i\ ~~

(cf.
(3)

Q

~

wmt

b pw mU.f ~~t 3

11

he is stout of

heart men he sees a throng." (Sin . B. 58-

59). Such sentences are not to

inter-

be

preted as non-verbal sentences with adjectival predicate, for "wmt !b 11 i s here a
nominalized phrase "He is one who is stout
of heart."

Such nominaliza.tion4 may encompass

entire sentences; e.g . :

(4)

r~i
s <~;

Ill

pw msyt

O
~

j, fl\ 4~
C' •

C ~ \\\

~~

f "It is he who multiplies

those who are born in his time (lit., He
(is one who)) multiplies the born ones with
him.) 11 (Sin. B. 69).
C

17

c::1

,2 ~ ~~

Q.

}J swsg tl

who enlarges the borders. 11

I 113, ex. 3, above.
f 122, d, above.

.......... - • -

Similarly, ,5r, e
w pw

11

He is one

(Sin. B. 71).

1.
2.

Cf.

3.

J 41, ex. 2.
For other nominalized adjectival phrases, see j l4l, below.

4.

Cf.
Cf.

0

~

- 14g -

Note that the position of pw i
It

~y foll w thee

flexible.

i e predica e, or it

may in errupt the predicate noun clause,
verb

sepa.r

pu may separat

ro

object.

a noun fro

o also

its adjec ive or

adjective-v rb, e.g.:
?, pw n r

land. 11

(5)

~

r~

~

he

The sig ific

l

nb s ~(r)t pw

~

is he . 11

3i. • B. 4,8)

o predicatio

11

(cf.

orego..1.ng sentences will

ce of thi~ Egypto-Semi. ic ele ent

is still being investigate .

§ 38, obs,

0

The absence oft e"

\ 122,g and § 122, ..,&~) in

be noted.

It was a good

(Sin . B. 81

"The Lord of Wisdo
e. 1 .

11

Gardi er (cf . ~ - Graui!ll.

in his "praface to the Secon Edition, 11

p. viii) credits Ceny'o obs rvation that

di.cation is never u ed ind scribing ape
or quality, but r t

r only whe 1

·

:ie

an 11 accident 11 or tc poro.ry quality.
going cita ions,

C

y 1s t,0ory wo

however, is qua tio able .

qua io

e

of pre-

ent "p operty"
refers to

In four of the fore-

hol ; example ( ),

In the quota ions in §122, g,,

all of the equations refer to such non-permanent qualities .

1.

See §14, above.

- 149 The s

patter. is applico.ble to t . .e Hebr ew e

loyment

of this Egypto-Seru.itic elc _,nt.
~~

The non-verbal sentence with adjectival predicate

is quite rare in the Sim.ti: c

e.-....-ts.

In g ner

its struc·~ure

rese bles that of the non--verbal sentence with

o.1nina.l predicate,

and accordingly, it is frequently i.distinguishable fro

latter.

he

Example 3 of the preceding s ction should not be con-

sidered as a non-verbal sentence with adjectival predicate; it is

-o.J,

probably more accurate in view of the pre sence of

the adjectival phrase as a

ubstantiv .

to consider

he undispu ed

of this construction are those whose predica.te is a simple adjective and whose subject is a noun.
Exx .:

(l) ~
11

~4~ ~,:::t

Gre te

wr n .

!rp r 1

m:w

to it ras wine than wat r. 11 i.e.,

"it had more wine t han water. 11 (Sin . B. 82)
(2) : ;

wa~ its honey . 11 (Si,. . B. 82-83)

§~

The distinction b~co~es in 'gnific

in such

sentences as:

'X ~
11

Cf . § 121+, d.

n lnk

s ~1- 3

I am not conceit -•d lit . , high of back) . 11

(Sin. B. 230)
l.

1

- 150 {2)

~~ ~

~!!

«::ua.

?nk

~~

mrt

11

I

rich in servants." (Sin. B. 154-155,
si · arly, B. 153)
In these examples, the predicates might with equal

justification be considered noun clauses, viz., "I am not one
whose back is high," and "I

one whose servants are

their lit ral translations indicate.

Y, u as

At any rate, the distinc-

tion between nouns and adjectiv sin Egyptian -- just as in the
Semitic languages -- is not very great.
~

In view oft e strong verbal character of the

adjective1 it is probable t hat many apparent non-verbal sentences
with adjectival predicate are in fact verbal sentences.

Despite

Gardner's cat gorization of adjective plus dependent pronoun as
a classification of this sentence structure (cf. Gard.~-

§137), all of his ex ples are subject to other interpretations.
The example from th Sinuhe texts,

hn'
. ( i n.
•

1, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

nfr tw

B. 31) might as easily be considered the adjective

verb with indefinite pronoun
would be verbal.

A) tw. Such

a sentence, t herefore,

(C.t'. § 24, Re. l; ! 31, Re. 1).

This sentence

might reasonably be "one is happy with e."

§~

The non-verbal sentence with adverbial predicate

appears either with or wit hout the copula
l.

Cf ._§ 63, Rel!l. 1.

~}J

iw

(cf .\\85-87).

- 151 In the absence of the copula, the indep ndent pronoun may be used

as subject; such occurrence are# however, rare.

..

n ntf

(l)'=:~

body. ti (Sin. B. 255;

hea.rt) is not in

similarly, B. 39, B'. 185)

!~
copul,

It the subject is nominal in the sentenc

uch ubject no

without

ly heads the s ntence.

~

E1cx, .:

tp -1].r- m~st .1

nyt

of

\ ct;>- l ~ ...d.

"The courtiers were in

mourning (lit., in (the state of) headsupou-4he-lap.)" (Sin. R. 10; similarly,

R. 11}

t~~~

(2)

'ttv l !Mt,

. f.

11

Fields

were in it." (Sin. B. 306)

l

1th the copula, the pronominal ubject i

suffix pronoun; these ele

nts precede the predicate.

hi

the
con-

struction is fre uent in e.:xpre ing subordinate cl :uses of on
type or another as w 11 s indepen ent clauses and sentences.
Exx.:

<1)

4l

~

lw.

(!) <-r

w1(t) "I was at the a.ppro~ch to the road. 11
( in. B. 2)
(2)

4Jil ~ t :=- -a

1w.f

nsw

/

- 152 11

(Since) 1 he is King." (Sin. B. 68).

Note

here the use of them of predication (or
equivalence) so pr evalent in Egyptian and
present in the Semitic l anguages (cf. § 122,

g;~l22 , Rem. 1) .
~

When a

proclitic particle introduces the non-

verbal sentence , it replaces

4.lr

iw,

and the pronominal subject

of such sentences is the dependent pronoun (cf. §§ 22 , 24, 129,
Rem. 2).
Exx. :

mk tw c.~

(1)

are here."

11

Behold you

(Sin. B. 77)

(2) ~
"Indeed, I am like a bull. 11 (Sin. B. ll8)

The Pseudo-Verbal Const ruction

,fil.:.

An examination of the examples cited in ~134-146

will show a further characteristic disti nction between the verbal
and non-verbal sentences.

ereas the verbal sentences describe

an action, event, or occurrence, the non- verbal sentences describe
a state of affairs, existence, or quality.

There exists in the

Sinuhe texts a further type of sentence, which expresses this
meaning of the verbal sent Jnce, but rese les in form the non-verbal
sentence with adverbial predicate.
1.

Cf . ,!159, ex. 2.

This construction is co posed

- 153 of two closely allied .structures:
( a)

Subject (noun or pronoun) follo ed by

-<? pr

( or

m) with the infinitive

(b)

Subject (noun or pronoun) .followed by the old
perfective (cf.~§96-100, above).

It will be noted that the constructions with ~r plus infinitive
in general portray the course or duration of an action, the
active aspects of the verbal idea.

On the other hand, the con-

structions with the old perfective describe the state which exists
as a result of an action , the passive aspects of the verbal idea .

j~

The pseudo-verbal construction is found both with

and without the auxiliary .

Without the auxiliary, the subject is

normally nominal, the pronominal subj ct occurring only when some
particle precedes it.
Exx .:

(1)

~ '" ~ ~

e_ ~

bw

m gmw

"Hearts

were mourning." (Sin . R. 9; similarly, R. 10,
cited in J15, above)
(2 )
(C!_

(3)

11

Men urmured . 11

ML

'-'..J..}J

~ ~

-.

(Sin. B. 132)

--. 8.t"\~,

n.

~

,
(.~~W.l.

mn(w) m 9bt.f 11 ly arrow rested in his
throat. 11

(Sin. B. 138-1.39; similarly, sng_(w)

in Sin. B. 214-215 , cited in Jl52, ex. 1)

(4) (

(;m

nb tir

"Every Asiatic cried out." (Sin. B. 141)

- 154 !st
Lo, I was standing."

11

(6) c::>~

~

v=='Q

~ ~

(Sin. R. 24)

~ (~ <;$] 1

rwty wrty flmtw "The great Double Doors were

closed.n (Sin. R.

9). Note that !)mtw, as

written here, is the 3rd masc. pl. old perfective (cf.

J96,

above); hence the ending

in ~ -w.
~~

Frequently these constructions are combined with

the auxiliaries both in
E.'OC.:

(1)

·n and subordinate clauses.

~ iJ ~ ~ ~ l.-, ~ ~ ,q. \ 0 ~ ~

-hrw.f !w.f hr. nrlt "I heard his voice,

-

sdm;n.

as he was spealdng. 11
(2) ~JOl::7

~~ 7

(Sin. B. 1-2)

"'°~~ <?'~

wn.k(w)i

rt? dwn.kwi hr ht.i "Now, I was stretched
out on

my

belly. 11 (Sin . B. 252-253 )

~' lw twt.l shr
m nbw "My statue will be covered with gold.n
(Sin. B. 3G7-308)
...Q.B!!.
~

Clauses

Th Egyptian affinity for no.:ti.nalizing words,

phrases, and sentences has previously been noted (cf,!, 57-59,
1.

For the reconstruction, see

2.

Cf. j l30 , above.

ackman, 2£· cit., p. 4, l. 1.

.,.. 15.5 bo

).

o• n.ali~ tio th t cert

thi

It 1s upo

to
st

d

er-

ta

or

n

ti

idio.

•

§~

cti n

'

1n t •

:y

'

la

which s

()

bj ct

.:

(l) ~

bj ct

r

(w)t

ot

de&th•. n

R. 59,

( i .

g_d.n.

•Thi i

. 2 ;

t et

i;,,.uo,~u.

II

I

.•n

l ought (that) there would b

~& ~~~

(r)dI

w

4

( in • •

C4 9 i ~
th (

•~ ' ,

31,

•

t.u ( 1. B. 7)

.n

4.

t

l!f

fl

l.
2.

ly

, 57)

JC.yt

t
('J) ~e.

~'Y Y
>

(2) ~=~~<=>
r

.

va

"t;£• ~ ~ ~

d t

v

t

9-

0)

lf l ' ~
)

e

0

-<>-

• I

(

•:t •

e..
8 •

oe
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lr

fil! forms a noun clause with

unexpressed subject (relative f orm), the
clause serving as object of the preposition
m.

~~ ~ ~~~

(5) C J ~ k.-

~~ Po

sl i.f m

~

n stp-s~ wnt

~lJ

b~ k

lm1 ngJw) 2 g_d st3 "He perceived in the
majesty of the palace that this servant was
afraid to say it. 11
Literally,

11

(Sin. B. 214-215).

He perceived in the

jesty of

the palace the-being- of-this-servant-was
afraid, etc . 11

~,,.,.,.....,...

wnt is not necessar-

ily a conjunction as usually interpreted,
but rather the gerund (infinitival) of the

-

verb ~

wn.

The presence of a

o.

t in

the infinitive of a verb 2ae ge. need not
disturb us, as explained in § 104, Re . 1.
~

ntt

Introducing the noun clause, the conjunction ~

y be used.
Ex.:

nsw r rd t rl). k ntt dbn. k !}1swt. "Behol d there
1.
2.

3.

The adverb 1/ lm is here used with the force of a virtual
demonstrative adjective .
Cf. t 148, above .
Cf. § 14, Rem. 3.

- 157 is brought to you this order of the King to
infor you that you have encircled the country. 11

(Si n. B. 181)

! ill.:.

Idiomatic clauses used as virtual nouns are

described in §§ 46-48, above.
Adjectival Clauses

§~

The adjective or relative clauses which function

as adjectives, may appear with or without an introductory word.
Whether or not an introductory word is used, Egyptian reinforces
the relative clause, when the subject of the clause is different
from the antecedent, through the use of a resumptive pronoun,
which repeats the antecedent in pronominal form.

Relative clauses

without introductory word (virtual relative clauses) 1 which occur
in the Sinuhe texts are:
Exx.:

<1)

Li ~~ 2 i\ ~ r ~ u

~ ~ t, 'i) ~ ~

W£>,n.1 m ws!}t nn ~.s "I crossed over by
eans of a barge which did not have a rudder
(lit., a barge , its rudder was not ) . 11
(Sin. B. 13 ) .

Note the resumptive pronoun

r -s , used in t he possessive.

(2)

9 ilL ~ 't ~ ~
I

=

n1.r pf

.l7 ~~ t:--v

mnb

1. In this connection, see also {!115-117, above.

wnnw sng_. f

.9-t

- 158 h swt "That

cellent god whose fear is

throughout the lands (lit. , the fear of him

is thro hout, etc.). 11 (Sin. D. 44-45;
similarly B. 47)

~~

a~i.,~~ ~ j

(3)

~\~ iJ ~

.kw!
ore

ptr1

ll\\~ --o'J7 ~ 4
.f

portant than burying my co

11 '

at 1s
e in the

land in which I was born (lit., the l

wa.s born in it.)? 11

d, I

(Sin. B. l59-16o)

i'bii:.. Introducing th relative claus s, the relative
adjective

y be

ployed.

form derived fro

This djective seems to be a nisbe2

the genitival -

n (cf'.

t! 48, 55,

Rem. l).

Unlike the usage of the Semitic 1 guages, in which a pronoun is
employed in th

e constructions, 'gyptian xpres es th relative

as an adjectiv.
Exx:.:

(l}

~
~
ntyw

})

-==- ~ ~ ~ .cl
4 ~ ~'IA. mt(r).n3
';::>

(2)
1.

Cf'. f35 .

2.

See i64, above.

).

Cf.

§14, above.

r

rm!:_ .

l;ln~.f "People of Egypt who were

there with him bore test·

( ir:.

",

ny to

e. n

• 33-34)
pn nty

- 159 -

w!.

hr.f nThis condition which I was i n1 .n

(Sin. B. 173-174)

~156. As demonstrated above ( 48, Rem. 2) the- genitival
"""""""' n is used in various contexts and constructions to express
ad jectival relationships .

In addition to the use of the relative

adjective to form relative clauses, Egyptian may represent the
same construction by -

Ex . :

n alone.

'K~ .,®.~ fr

~

U

r~~

wl ~.k

lpssw n dd.sn n.k 11 You set down the riches
wh ch they gave to you. 11
Rem. 1.

(Sin. B. 187)

Although, as stat d in !12, above, there i s

no necessary connection between the

emitic relative

pronouns and t e gyptian relative adjective, there is
evidence of Se

tic parallel s to t he relative construction

with the genitival preposition Ex.: .. ~~)~

i~7

"~X~

'?1

n

<, ]J5).

•\'if~ xj~1 ,~~11}

rrr am sought of those who did not ask; I am

found for those who did not seek e. 11 (Is. 65,1}
Adverbial Clauses

.§ !21..:. Like the noun clauses (§j 151- 153) and the adjective
clauses (§§154-156), adverbial clauses :may appear with or without
introductory words or conjunctions.
1.

"'ee §126, c.

These clauses may be classified

- 160 according to meaning into such groupings as temporal, conditional ,
purpose, result, etc.
of the auxili ry

l/ ~

In the Sinuhe Romance texts use is made

lw to

introduce certain adverbial clauses.

Adverbial clauses may follow or precede the

· n clause.

§158. Without introductory conjunction, the nature

of

the clause must be determined by context .
Exx.:

(1)

?~- ~ ~~~a:=_
Pt°l• n.! Ptn.

p5!.n

t~

en day had dawned, 1 I

11

reached Petcn. 11 (Sin. B. 20; similarly,
Sin . B. 52-53) (temporal)
(2)

¢

~

t,lw m pt gnm.t(w) .f £d.k "(If) you say

(so) , the air in heaven is breathed."
(Sin . B. 234) (conditional)
(3)

~ ';;::

lt •

ro.n.f lro,l

11

~'l-.

11 -a- i

£d,n.f nn

He said t hese (things),

because he knew

my

character." (Sin . B. 32)

(causal)

o~)

11

~ ~ " " - A b.&-....

He loved me" •

- - -~ - ' ~

J_m.n.l "because he knew that I

'k rJ'> .n.f
strong. 11

(Si n. B. 107) (causal)
( 5)

"How happy is this land 11
J;l!d,n . f

"men

he rules. 11 (Sin. B. 70)

(temporal)
1.

?.d

Lit ., ''(when) the land had brightened."
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! ll2..:_
duced

dv rbial clause of various types

4~

by the copul

vhere i

3..w. Analogies have been drawn else-

his study (\§ 86; 91, Reu . 1) , an

be made directly, concenling the cos
Egyptian1 copula

4JJ

lw

y be intro-

furtler remarks will

r lationship between the

and the Hebrew waw in various usages.

In the Sinuhe texts liberal use is made of

4Ji

iw

in circum-

stantial. claus s, precisely like the use of the Hebrew waw
copulative.

The ~nglish translation of these clauses will va

with the interpretation of the context, for generally no conjunc-

tion introduces these clauses.
Exx.:

(1)

~~~~Ill 433 4i ~i.l
c=-J ~

~ ntf dl l(w) lJl swt, lw i t.f

-1:!nw <{J.. f "It was he who subdued the
foreign lands, (vhile) his fat her was in
( in. B. 50)

his Palace."
(2)

!Ji.~
Q~,"~

1.

4

~~II\~~\\\

c<;P1-=

~4~~~~!:,.~

Ji
swl i

Since the present study is largely restricted to the language
of the Sinuhe Romance, the treat ent of the Eeypto-Se tie
parallels of this interesting ele.w.ent can by no eans be
exhaustive. On the other hand, there is sufficient evidence
in the corpus of the Si uhe ecensiorn~ to show conclusive
relationships. It is the .intention of the writer at so e
future date to exawine the development of the copula through
the various stages of gyptian and to evaluate the evidence
in terms of approach from the 3emitic langu ges.

- 162 i fyw

!mM"t ~r rnnwt1 !

.f

w.f m nsw "?I.en

and women pass by, rejoicing in him, (since)
(Sin. B. 68; similarly,

he is King."
Sin. B. 69)

The Hebrew parallels of this construction might be noted
at this juncture as further evidence of the Hamito-Semitic origin
of the waw consecutive and waw copulative .
Exx. :

"1 r.>'~

(1)
11 T

·B1i~ "O"Q1,f~~

i\

~ T~ ·l':J

1?l

ey (the angels) went to Sodo, (while)

Abraham was still standi ng, etc." (Gen. 18,
22; s· 'larly, Gen.

(2)

ll:¼~~~ "~1l
11 ••••

.:r~.-,. -a~. c·,,~ .,~~-r

words of peace with their neighbors,
in their hearts." (Ps. 28,3)

while evil i
Rem. 1 .

0

19,1.)

Further investigation of the character of

the waw consecutive and waw copulative and the connections
with the Egyptian

4~

w

and

~

wn is called for .

For such inve tigation, exhaustive study should be made
of the various stages of both languages.

From the evi-

dence with which this study is concerned it seems likely
that the auxilia

~ wn is most closely related to the

element which determines the waw consecutive, while

1w is most closely related to the waw copulative. The
l.

See §~ll2, a; llJ.

- 163 appearance of the dageM in the waw consecutive with the
imperfective construction substantially supports this
contention.

It is also probable that at a later stage

of the language, Egyptian developed a coordinating con-

IJ jJ

junction from

iw

which parallels the conjunctive

use of the Heb~ew waw.
junction in the word

In Coptic we find such a con-

c:\yw,

which Spiegelberg in his

Koptisches Worterbuch1 , following the N. E. etymology
of W. Max Muller, attributes to
It is here suggested that

l/ Jii

derived from

~160.

~Y.J

4~ ~ A~

l w?at).

may more logically be

w.

Various prepositions serving as subordinating

conjunctions are used to introduce adverbial clauses.

Some of

these have been discussed under the prepositions (see e.g.,
§ 124, g; 125,d).

The various prepositions produce diversified

shades of meaning.

Exx.:

1-~:=..

(1)

' ~ Ctl_ fr

wnn

b.f r

<9~ "If it is his desire to fight, (then
let him tell

l/

,c:::.,.

e, etc.)" (Sin. B. 125).

lr, which is undoubtedly connected

with the preposition c::> r, serves to introduce conditional clauses.

There

·y also

be a Baim.to-Semitic connection between this
1.

Spiegelberg, 22,. cit., p. 11.

- 164 conjunction and Hebrew X·\ 7 which so

ti es

is used to introduce the conditional.
l.W

r,f

g_r ms.t(w).f "He has been doing it (lit.,
he has been upon it), since he was born."
( in. B. 69)

(3)A°~.:0:\Cl ~ ~ ~
r~- b pw qr mll • f

he sees me."

1.

Cf.

ll4, d.

~ ¥-,.]i,~

"He i s angry because1

(Sin. B. l16-l17).
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